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Holiday Traffic Accidents
In State Kill 14 Persons

"THE MAN WHO CAME TO DINNER" — Members of the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre are shown
in rehearsals for the upcoming production of The Man Who Came To Dinner," which will open Thursday, July 10,
at the old depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. From left in photo are Mark Reinhardt, James I. Schempp
(wheelchair), Robert Valentine, Mark Etherton and Linda Begley. The famous Moss Hart-George S. Kaufman three.
act adult comedy will be the second summer production following the Saturday night closing of "The Wizard of
Oz." According to producer-director Richard Valentine, the play will be presented July 10, 11, 12 and 17, 18 and 19
with one show each night at 8. Advance reservations may be made by calling 759.1 792.

Murray State Alumni Executive
Council To Hold First Meeting
The 15-member executive council of
the Murray State University Alumni
Association will hold its first meeting of
a new fiscal year Saturday, July 12,
with a day-long outing for its members
and their families at the university's
dhlrutirer Hancock Biological Center on
Kentucky Lake.
Presiding will be Bill Morgan, the
new president and a 1950 Murray
graduate. A partner in the Benton insurance firm of Morgan, Trevathan &
Gunn, he succeeds Mike Peek, a
Nashville attorney and a 1970 graduate.
Dr. Ben Humphreys, chairman of the
Department of Professional Studies at
the imiversity, is president-elect of the
association, while the 1980-81 vicepresident is Marcia C. West, a teacher
in the Mayfield city schools and 1964
graduate.
Five newly-elected council members
will be starting three-year terms when
tge July 12 meeting is called to order.
They are:
Martha Boles, Greenville, a home
energy advisor with Kentucky Utilities
and 1979 graduate.

City-County Parks
Board Will Hold
Meeting Tuesday
The Murray-Calloway County Parks
Board will hold its regular monthly
meeting at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday,July 8, at
the Calloway County Courthouse.
According to parks director Gary
Hohman,the agenda for the meeting includes the monthly finance committee
report.
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mostly clear
Mostly clear tonight with lows
in the upper 70s. Partly sunny
and continued very hot and
humid Tuesday with a chance of
afternoon thunderstorms. Highs
around 100.
Extended Forecast
Partly cloudy with a slight
chance of afternoon and nighttime thunderstorms Wednesday
through Friday. Dagtime highs in
the 90s Wednesday cooling into
the mid 80s to lower 903 by Friday. Overnight lows in the mid
60s to mid 70s.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
Kentucky Lake

358 77
358.88

Betty R. Farris, Benton, a former
teacher and a 1953 Murray graduate.
Donna G. Herndon, a counselor at
Calloway County High School, Murray,
and a 1964 graduate.
Dr. Hal Houston, a Murray surgeon
and a 1958 graduate,and
George E. Long II, a Benton attorney
and a 1968 Murray graduate.
The other council members are: Rev.
Robert E. Farless, Murray; Jan Draffen Franks, Franklin, Tenn.; Joe H.
Overby, Owensboro; Dr. J. D.
Brayburn II, Lexington; and Martha F.
Wooten, Providence.
Also, Bill Cunningham, Kuttawa; Jill
Persall Hughes, Owensboro; Suzanne
Jones,Henderson; and Dan Shipley and
Charles Walston, both of Murray.
The meeting, which is scheduled to
begin at 10 a.m., will include a business
session, a Kentucky barbecue lunch
and an afternoon cruise on Kentucky
Lake.
Included on the business session
agenda will be:
-The announcement of gifts for the
establishment of new scholarship programs.
-Committee appointment for the
coming year.

-Suggested changes in the by-laws
concerning aficers being nominated
from.the council.
-An alumni directory proposal and
discussion, and
-Plans for revising procedures followed in `the selection of recipients of
outstanding alumni awards.
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Dry Ridge Road about three miles from
Versailles.
State police said three residents of
Jabez in Russell County were killed Friday when their auto left Wolf Creek
Road and plunged into Lake
Cumberland. The victims were identified as Orvis Oakes, 71; Arvis
Johnson,60; and Carlie Bolin,55.
A one-car crash three miles from
Yosemite Friday took the life of Jimmy
Holt, 35, of Eubank.
Melody Trosper, 28, of Harlan, was
killed Friday when the car she was
driving collided with another vehicle on
U.S. 119 north of Pineville in Bell County, police said.
Robert H. Phillips, 56, of Berea, died
early Friday from injuries suffered in a
single-vehicle accident Thursday night.
Police said Phillips car ran off Kentucky 595 about two miles south of
Berea about 8 p.m. EDT Thursday. He
died some six hours later in a Madison

County hospital.
Nationally, the number of traffic
deaths over the holiday apparently was
slightly below the levels predicted by
the National Safety Council before the
three-day holiday began.
By midnight Sunday, 429 persons had
been reported killed on the nation's
highways. The National Safety Council
had estimated that between 500 and 600
people could die in traffic accidents
over the holiday, which began at 6 p.m.
Thursday.
During a three-day, non-holiday
period at this time of year, Safety Council statisticians estimated 500 traffic
deaths could be expected. During a oneday observance last year, there were
164 highway deaths.
The highest number of traffic
fatalities on a Fourth of July three-day
weekend was 638 in 1971. The highest
toll for the holiday was 758 during a
four-day weekend in 1972.

West Kentucky RECC
Sets Annual Meeting
directors will be elected.
The 42nd annual Members' Meeting
Directors whose terms expire this
of the West Kentucky Rural Electric
year, and who have been nominated for
Cooperative will be held on Saturday,
re-election include Ralph Edrington,
July 12, at 3 p.m. at the cooperative's
Carlisle County, J.D. Wall, Calloway
headquarters building on West BroadCounty and A.D. Willingham, Graves
way in Mayfield.
County.
John Edd Walker, general manager
Holdover directors include Jeffrey
of the co-op, will present a comprehenHoward, John Collie, Robert Colley,
sive report on West Kentucky RECC
operations during the past year, and - Linda Sullivan, Joe Ray and H.G.
Gingles.
will also outline future plans, which inHoward is president of the co-op, Colclude a new substation.
The cooperative is presently supply 'lie is vice president, and Edrington is
secretary-treasurer.
TVA power to 26,463 members in
Entertainment will be provided by a
Graves, Calloway, Carlisle and
country and western group, and door
Hickman counties, an increase of 444
prizes will be awarded at the conclusion
during the past year.
of the meeting.
During a business session, three

Iranian Parliament Member Urges Nuremberg Treatment

Hostages Could Face Court Trials
By The Associated Press
An influential member of Iran's new
Parliament today urged that the
American hostages face a court similar
to the one that tried Nazi war criminals
in Nuremberg. Meanwhile, Iran's
female civil servants were threatened
with immediate dismissal unless they
report to work in Islamic veils.
"Repeatedly I have said that the Iranian nation has not,taken hostages, but
a bunch of spies, thieves who have been
operating for 25 years in Iran, hoping,
with trust of God, they will be tried in a
court like the one in Nuremberg," said

Department To Focus
On Energy Sources
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Energy
sources that normally don't attract
much official attention in coal-rich Kentucky will be the focus of a new division
in the state Energy Department.
Two employees were assigned last
week to the new Division of Alternative
Energies, part of the Bureau of Energy
Production and Utilization.
The staff, expected eventuall7 to increase, will work in such energy areas
as solar, gasohol, wood, and low-head
hydroelectricity.
"The exact programs haven't been
defined," said Jan Tipton,deputy director of planning in the department.
Initially, she said, the division will be
an information gathering and
dissemination point for Kentuckians interested in using sources of energy
other than the more familiar coal,
natural gas and oil.
After further research, the division
may get into the area of demonstration
projects, but nothing definite has been
decided, Ms. Tipton said.
Another objective of those involved,
she said, is to let people know that using
energy sources such as the sun doesn't
necessarily mean massive and expensive construction projects to install
panels of solar collectors op the rod of
a home.
The department already has done
some "issue analyses and feasibility
studies on just how much potential
there is for using solar in Kentucky,"
Ms. Tipton said.
And while active solar systems —
those used for such things as heating

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Al least
14 persons were killed in traffic accidents on Kentucky highways during
the July 4 holiday reporting period, according to state police reports.
The deaths raised the state's 1980
highway traffic count to 358, compared
with 435 through this date last year. The
holiday reporting period began at 6
p.m. EDT Thursday and continued
through midnight Sunday.
State Police said Randall Carson Ferrell, 29, was killed late Sunday night in
a crash on Kentucky 2026 near the
Stopover community in Pike County.
Police said two vehicles were involved
and the Ferrell vehicle struck a tree.
Two persons were injured.
Beverly Moms, 20, of Saint Charles,
was killed Stihday when her car ran off
U.S. 62 at the limits of Dawson Springs
in Hopkins County.
Weldon Garnett Derringer, 29, of
Liberty, was killed Sunday when he was
apparently struck by a vehicle on Kentucky 1547 in Casey County,some seven
miles north of Liberty in Casey County.
William Charles Deats, 25, of Birmingham, Ala., was killed early Sunday
when his car left Kentucky 146 about a
mile west of LaGrange and overturned.
Gene Broughton, 39, of Stamping
Ground in Scott County, was killed
Saturday when fell out of the back of a
pickup truck on Kentucky 1689 near
Frankfort. Broughton died of head injuries.
Steven Burks, 22, of Stephensport in
Breckinridge County, was killed Saturday when his motorcycle collided with
"another vehicle about one mile east of
Union Star on Kentucky 144.
Jody Powell Purcell, 22, Louisville,
was killed early Saturday when the car
in which she was a passenger collided
with a pickup truck at the intersection
of Third and Breckinridge streets near
Louisville's downtown area.
David Scholtz, 16, of Midway, was
killed Saturday when his car ran off

homes — do not abound in Kentucky,
the state has great potential for passive
application of solar energy,she said.
"There are passive homes all over
the state," she said. "There is enough
sun in Kentucky for a passive home."
An example of passive application,
she said, would be a greenhouse built
adjacent to a home. In addition to nurturing plants, such a greenhouse will
add heat to a home.

Fakharedin Hejazi.
Hejazi received the most votes of any
parliamentary candidate who ran in
Tehran, the Iranian capital. He is a
staunch supporter of the Islamic
Republican Party, which favors spy
trials for some of the hostages and
dominates the Parliament, which is to
decide their fate.
Hejazi spoke in the town of
Estahbanat in the southern province of
Fars. His remarks were carried by
Iran's official news media.
Nuremberg was the German city
where the United States and its allies
tried Nazi criminals after after World
War H.
In conformity with Ayatollah
Ruhollah Khomeini's order, "should
any woman member of staff appear at
her office not wearing Islamic dress,
their salaries and allowances will be
terminated immediately," said an announcement from Hojatoleslam Qoddusi broadcast by Tehran Radio.
The announcement indicated there
might be some modification of the allenveloping black head veil and the fulllength, long-sleeved chador to which
some women object. It said an "Islamic
office uniform for women" would be
submitted soon to the Revolutionary
Council and President Abolhassan
Bani.Sadr, and then "office clothing

will be uniform for all."
The revolutionary regime issued a
manifesto week before last requiring
all female government employees to
wear traditional Islamic dress. On
Saturday, about 2,000 women
demonstrated outside BaniSadr's office
protesting the regulation. He told them
he would review the regulation, but

"for the time being there is not going to
be any action against anybody concerning dresses or covers."
On Sunday, however, Radio Tehran
broadcast a statement from Bani-Sadr
urging women to wear the chador to
work "with perfect willingness and conviction...as a revolutionary action to
further the Islamic revolution."

Dark Fired Tobacco Meet
Slated For Wednesday
Members of the Western Dark Fired
Tobacco Growers Association will hear
Frank B. Snodgrass outline the future
of tobacco at the association's annual
meeting set for 10:30 a.m. Wednesday,
July 9, at the West Kentucky livestock
and Exposition Center.
Snodgrass has served as executive
vice president of the Burley and Dark
Leaf Tobacco Export Association, a
Washington-based organization which
serves as a liaison between growers
and the Congress,for the past 20 years.
Dr. Bob Miller, plant breeder, UK
Princeton Experiment Station, will
discuss work on dark tobacco varieties.
Holmes Ellis, general manager of the

association, will announce changes in
price supports for the 1980 crop, while a
brief financial report will be given by
Will Ed Clark, assistant general
manager of the association.
Leonard P. Grief of McCracken County, president of the association, will
give the president's report. Financial
statements will be presented by an independent auditing firm. The invocation will be delivered by the Rev. Dr.
Walter Mischke Jr., pastor of the First
United Methodist Church of Murray.
Registration for the event, which is
expected to attract a large number of
members, will begin at 10 a.m. Lunch
will be served at noon.

Grocery Prices
Market Bills Show Largest Increase In Three Years
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
Supermarket bills jumped by about 3
percent last month — the biggest increase in more than three years, according to an Associated Press marketbasket survey.
Another rise in the cost of sugar was
to blame for part of the June increase,
but higher prices for other items ranging from hamburger to detergent
helped put the squeeze on shoppers.
The AP drew up a random list of commonly purchased, food and non-food
items and checked the price at one
supermarket in each of 13 cities on
March 1, 1973. Prices have been
rechecked on or about the start of each
month since then. The list originally included 15 items, but chocolate chip
cookies were dropped when the
manufacturer discontinued the

package size used in the survey.
The latest marketbasket check showed that the bill increased during June at
the checklist store in 11 cities, rising an
average of 3.8 percent. The bill decreased in only two cities — Detroit and Seattle — dropping an average of just over
half a percent. On an overall basis, the
marketbasket bill at the checklist
stores was 3.1 percent higher at the
start of July than it was a month
earlier.
The increase was the worst since May
1977, when prices also rose 3.1 percent,
according to the AP survef More than
40 percent of the total number of items
checked by the AP increased at the
checklist stores during June.
The cost of food rose more slowly
than prices in general during the early
part of 1980, but economists have been
warning that the situation will change

as the year wears on.
One reason for the low rate of food
price inflation has been a relatively
abundant supply of meat — particularly pork and poultry. That was good
news for consumers who found
bargains at the meat counter. But it
was bad news for livestock producers,
many of whom said they were losing
Money and took steps to cut their
losses. Hog farmers, for example, are
beginning to reduce their breeding
herds and that means less pork and
higher prices ahead.
Sugar prices, meanwhile, have been
increasing because of a decrease in the
worldwide sugar crop and the trend
continued in June. The price of a fivepound sack of sugar went up at the
checklist store in 10 cities during the
month.
No attempt was made to weight the

AP survey results according to population density or in terms of what percent
of a family's actual grocery outlay each
item represents. The AP did not try to
compare actual prices from city to city.The only comparisons were made in
terms of percentages of increase or
decrease.
The items on the AP checklist were:
chopped chuck, center cut pork chops,
frozen orange juice concentrate, coffee,
paper towels, butter, Grade-A medium
white eggs, creamy peanut butter,
laundry detergent, fabric softener,
tomato sauce, milk, frankfurters and
granulated sugar.
The cities checked were: Albuquerque, N.M., Atlanta, Boston, Chicago,
Dallas, Detroit, Los Angeles, Miami,
New York, Philadelphia, Providence,
R.I.,Salt Lake City and Seals. ,
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Paschall-Day Wedding
Vows Read At Church

Community Events Listed
Monday,July 7
Murray-Calloway County
Girl Scouts will open its Day
Camp today.
Murray Lodge No. 105 Free
and Accepted Masons will
meet for Work in the third
degree. A potluck supper will
be served at 6.30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.
Second Horsemanship
Workshop in the Summer
Youth Program will open at
the farm of Murray State
University.
Murray-Calloway County
Camera Club will meet at 7
p.m. at the basement annex of
First United Methodist Church.
Northside _Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7 p.m. at
the home of Mary Ann McCuiston.
Thru Thur. July 17

Centn41C It • 753-3314

Mu Thur. July 1 7

1,2

705,9.15
A SECRET
HAS BEEN
KEPT

Tuesday,July 8

Monday,July 7
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m.

ER CD
maw

Hwy Tues., holy 29
7 10,9.30
TIO 51..C.11
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MUNN!

THE aLues
BROTHERS
Chestnut St •753.3314

Open 8:00—Start 8:30
Ends Thur.

"SQUEEZE
PLAY"

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 9:30 am at the Dexter Center.

Miss Carolyn Lynn
Paschall, daughter of Mrs.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Men's Church Softball Vernon Paschall and the late
7:30p.m. at the Health Center, League will begin play at 6 Mr. Paschall of Puryear,
Tenn., and Terry Van Day,
North Seventh and Olive p.m. at the City-County Park.
son of Mrs. Carlene Hickman
Streets, Murray.
of Paris, Tenn., and John Day
Class
Baraca Sunday School
of Indianapolis, Ind., were
Parents Anonymous will
Church, married on Saturday, May 24,
meet at 7:15 p.m. For infor- of First Baptist
Clayborne Jones, teacher, will at 7:30 p.m. at the North Fork
mation call 769-1792.
have a supper for all Baptist Church.
wives, and
The Rev. James Phelps perCalloway County Athletic members, their
members at formed the ceremony. Mrs.
Boosters Club will meet at the widows of former
Hall Regina Veazey, organist, and
Calloway County High School 7 p.m. at the Fellowship
of the church.
Miss Jetta Jimerson, vocalist,
at 7:30 p.m.
presented a program of nupfor
Program
Music
0,Sununer
tial music.
Murray 'High School Band
6 will be at 10 a.m.
At the altar was a tall floor
Boosters will meet at 7:30 Grades 4 to
Baptist Chur- basket of pale yellow and blue
p.m. in the band room at Mur- at the Memorial
ch.
gladioli, flanked on either side
ray High School.
by brass candelabra.
Men's Prayer Breakfast of
Events at Calloway Public
Miss Kimmie Willoughby
Library will include Summer the First United Methodist registered the guests in the
Reading Context, Dance Church will be at 7 a.m. at the church at a table decorated
Workshop, and Children's Triangle Inn.
with an arrangement of yellow
Cultural Adventures in Frenand blue silk flowers.
the
by
Workshop
Bazaar
753ch. For information call
Bride's Dress
Methodist
First United
=88.
The bride, given in marat
held
be
will
Church Women
riage by her grandfather,
Reservations for ladies day 9 a.m. at the church.
John G. Weiher, wore a gown
the
luncheon for Wednesday at
of white chiffon and lace stylFaith Doran Circle of the ed with a fitted bodice,
Murray Country Club should
Methodist overlaid with venice lace,
be made by today with Sue First United
Church will meet at 11:30 a.m. featuring a high neckline, and
Spann,chairman.
at the Colonial House shepherdess sleeves with lace
Tuesday,July 8
Smorgasbord.
cuffs. Her skirt flared into a
Murray Star Chapter No.
full unadorned chapel train.
Star
Eastern
Sinkof
the
Group
of
Warren
Ruth
433 Order
Her profile headpiece of
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the ing Spring Baptist Church will lace and ribbons held her
home
the
at
meet at 7:30 p.m.
lodge hall.
fingertip veil of illusion. She
of Judy Smotherrnan.
carried a bouquet of yellow
dramatist,
Helen Hodges,
silk gardenias with blue forget
First Day of Ladies Medal me nots and yellow streamers
will present a program on
Emily Dickinson, Poet, at 10 Play Golf Tournament will be tied in love knots.
a.m, at the Calloway Public played at the Murray Country
Paschall,
Miss Marilyn
Club with first group to tee off twin sister of the bride, was
Library.
at 7 : 30 a.m.. Nancy her Maid of honor, and Miss
Ellis Center will be open Haverstock and Edith Gar- Kathy
of
Springer
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. with ac- rison will be in charge of the Wheatridge, Colo., her cousin,
Senior
Murray
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Van Dal
event.
tivities by the
was her bridesmaid.
Citizens with lunch at 11130
They wore identical empire
cake,punch,and nuts.
pleated cape.
Wednesday,July 9
a.m., and quilting, table
gowns of yellow print acAssisting in the serving
The groom's mother, Mrs.
The Kentucky Mountain cented by a chiffon cape of
games, handwork, or visiting
Hickman, wore a long light were Theresa Willoughby,
Mission Truck will be at the yellow. Each carried a single
at 12:30 p.m.
Dora
green dress with straps and a Kelly Hastings,
First United Methodist long stemmed yellow silk carYounger, Alecia Crowder, and
Passive Solar Home Con- Church today to pick up items
His
long
sheer
jacket.
sleeved
ribbons.
nation tied with blue
struction will be presented at 1 left for the mission.
grandmother, Mrs. Carmen Dianne Brewer.
Tony Smith, uncle of the
The couple left later for a
p.m. at Empire Point, Land
of Paris, Tenn., wore a
4
Smith
groom, served as best man.
wedding trip to Indianapolis,
• Between the Lakes.
Wesleyan and Ruth Wilson The bride's cousin, Jed "beige floradress.
Mrs. Paschall, Mrs. Ind., With the bride wearing a
Circles of the First United Weiher, was a groomsman.
Free Prenatal Nutrition Methodist Church will meet at
and Mrs. Smith had gray and black slack suit.
Hickman,
Ushers were Steven Paschall,
The new Mr. and Mrs. Day
Class will be held at 1:30 p.m. 7:30 p.m. at the social hall of
and Tom- corsages of white carnations.
bride,
the
of
brother
are now residing on Route 5,
at the private ez6-ig room of the church.
brother of the
Hickman,
my
Reception
Paris, Tenn.
the Murraythe cafeteri'
groom.
The bride's mother enterOut of town guests for the
calluwav
Hospital. All
Bowling party for Rangers
the bride's tained with a reception in the wedding included Mrs. Patty
wedding
the
For
:mothers and their and Rangerettes of the
expectar.c
gown
empire
an
mother chose
fellowship hall of the church Hickman Wolfe and Lindsey
husbands or another guest are Woodmen of the World will be
of pastel blue knit fashioned
the ceremony.
and Steve Page, Indianapolis,
invited to attend.
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Corvette with an accordian pleated following
Tables were covered by Ind., and Linda Weiher, Mem
Lanes. This will be for skirt and matching sheer
yellow cloths for the serving of phis, Tenn.
Twilight Cabaret will be members only.
presented at old beach house
area of Kentucky Dam Village
Kentucky Human Services
State Park.
Association will meet at 6:30
p.m. at the Villa Roma
Hazel Senior Citizens will Restaurant, Mayfield, with
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Senator Helen Garrett of
the Hazel Center with lunch at Paducah as speaker.
11:45 a.m.
'Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by the Senior Citizens
with bingo at 11 a.m., lunch at
12 noon, and table games at 1
p.m.

t

We ore pleased to announce that Kelley
Beckner, bride-elect of
Kenneth Grogan has i
(
selected her china and
crystal from our complete bridal registry. , i
Kelly and Kenneth will
be married Aug. 2,
1980.
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Beat Inflation With
The Sale That You
Have Been Waiting For!

"Day At The Park" for
Senior Citizens will be held at
the City-County Park from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Persons should
bring lunch and drinks if planning to stay all day.

Summer workshop for First
District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Clubs will be
held at 9 a.m. at Damron's
Restaurant, Highway 60 near
LaC,enter. Members of the
Hazel and Murray Woman's
Clubs are expected to attend.
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Den't Mite Those
Greet Sows,
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HOSPITAL PATIENT
Joh:: T. Btry.q..Murray has
been dismissed from the
Henry County General
Hospital, Paris,Tenn.
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Artcraft Photography
Portraits, Weddings, Frames

One Day Processing
753-0035

118 So. 12th
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Moonshine For Your Gas
Tank will be the program
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Empire Point, Land Between the
Lakes.
Twilight Cabaret will perform at 8:30 p.m. at the old
beach house area of Kentucky
Dam Village State Park.

f

Hazel Senior Citizens will
meet from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
the Hazel Center with lunch
served at 11:45 a.m.

ii
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*Select Styles Of*

Douglas Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by Senior Citizens. ‘ I
Lunch will be at 12 noon.

111

Many

Carpet Remnants
All

25
Off The Reg Price
Per Sq. Yd.

I

2
1/

Also, Rolls & Rolls of
In Stock Carpet At
Greatly
Reduced Prices

Ladies day activities at the
Murray Country Club will be
golf with Nancy Haverstock
and Edith Garrison in charge,
bridge with t'lo Hendrickson
as hostess, and tennis, all In
the morning, and ladies day
luncheon, Sue Spann, ciairman,at 12 noon
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Irs our 8th Birthday and in appreciation for the past 8 years
of loyal patronage we're offering you!!!
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Nancy Smith, historian.
The church has scheduled a
Summer Youth Week for Aug.
11 to 15 with "Espirit de Corp"
as the theme for the week.
Barbara Shores is director
of education for the church.

6
f
0

Women of the Oaks Country
Club will play golf and bridge
at 9:30 a.m. with Essie
Caldwell as golf hostess and
Hazel Beale as bridge hostess.

Canvas it Sandals
For All The Family

The officers for the Youth
Groups of the First United
Methodist Church have been
elected and installed for the
198041 church year.
Senior High officers are
Sandra Whaley, president;
Tiffany Taylor, vice president; Tracy Beyer, secretarytreasurer; and Kim Oles,
historian.
Junior High officers are
Sheri Swift, :pi'esident;
Yvonne Jones, vice president;
Dana Morton, secretary;
Alicia Ntumally, treasurer;
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Lynn Grove United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 2 p.m at
the church.
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Elect Officers For Year
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Murray Bass Club is
scheduled to meet at 6:30 p.m.
at Sirloin Stockade.
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"
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A bowling party for the Rangers and Rangerettes of the
Woodmen of the World will be held Wednesday, July 9,from 2
to 4 p.m. at Corvette Lanes, Murray.
This will be for members only of the two groups, a WOW
spokesman said.
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The First United Methodist Church has planned a picnic
and pool party for young adults who graduated from high
school between 1976 and 1980 on Thursday, July 10, from 6 to
10 p.m. at the City-County Park.
Food will be provided. For further information and for
reservations contact Barbara Shores, director of education,
at the church office, 753-3812.
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The Kentucky Human Services Association will hold a
meeting on Tuesday, July 8, at 6:30 p.m at the Villa Roma
Restaurant in Mayfield.
Senator Helen Garrett of Paducah will be the featured
speaker. She will discuss some of the various legislative
issues and bills passed during the 1980 General Assembly
which related to human services.
Dinner will be served prior to the meeting. Guests are in/Red to attend, a spokesman said.

Picnic & Pool Party
Planned, Young Adults
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Summer is always a good
tune for summer visitors, and
Murray always has its share.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colonese
of Derby, Conn., were the
June guests of Terry and
Donald T. Burke and family of
Gatesborough Estates. The
Colonese' are the parents of
Terry Burke.
During their visit the couple
delighted all the family and
friends with many of their
authentic Italian dishes, such
as Lasagna, a famed Italian
entree and Wands, a delicate
Italian pastry often served at
weddings and other special

THE

social events.
Combined with daughter,
Terry's accomplished Italian
gourmet talents, the aromas
surrounding the Burke kitchen
were overwhelmingly enticing
to all the Gatesborough
neighbors.
Brenda and Dr. Gary Marquardt invited all of the
Burkes and the Colonese for
an old fashioned West Kentucky Fish Fry, featuring
fresh Kentucky Lake bass,
corn-on-the-cob, green beans,
and all the trimmings, just to
give them a taste of southern
cook.

ACES°IRA G CORN, JR

• "A woman's guess is
much more accurate than a
Rudman's certainty."
yard Kipling
Declarer guessed wrong
in his play of today's taxing
partial. I guess that means
he was a male. Actually
there was no reason to guess
at all. A different line of
play would have cinched the
contract.
After two passes, South
opened a light hand and
bought the contract at two
spades.
West's club lead provided
a comfortable finesse and
South was tempted to sofrie
carelessness. He led a low
trump to dummy's king and
another trump back and
then he began to worry. Was
West's trump queen a
singleton? Or was West
playing games with Q-J
doubleton?
Declarer decided on the
latter and went up with his
ace of trumps. This caught
air and now the wind was
out of South's sails. He exited with a heart to dummy's
queen and East's ace, and
East cashed the high trump
and switched back to clubs.
Declarer won, but there
was only one trump left in
dummy for a heart ruff and
declarer lost three hearts,
one trump and two
diamonds.
There is a valid technical
reason for declarer to
finesse against East's jack
of trumps (restricted
choice), but there is even a
better reason than that.
If declarer finesses and
West's jack wins, declarer
cannot lose the hand. Two
trumps will remain in dummy with which to ruff two
hearts and declarer will
have his eight tricks.

III ACIII C

NORTH

7-7-A

•K 8 7 5
•Q7
•Q 9 6 3
+843

EAST

WEST

41Q
K J93
•A 8 5
•J 10 9 6 2

•J 4 2
•A 10 5
•K 10 7 2
4K 7 5

Pass
2*

Pass
Pass

West
Pass
Pass

Opening lead: Club jack
In today's example, the
trump finesse wins, declarer
has no trump loser and he
make:. his eight tricks.
Not a bad deal. With no
need to guess, a little
thought and an accurate
count would allow either
man or woman to make the
hand.
Bid with Corh

South holds:

7-7-B

•A 10 9 6 3
•8 6 4 2
•J 4
•A Q

North
IP
2•

GUESTS HERE
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest
ANSWER: Three hearts.
Sets the suit and forces to Warner of Hanover, N. J.,
have been the guests of his
game.
-mother, Mrs. C. G. Warner,
Send bridge questions to The Aces. Sr., and his brother, Dr.
PO Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225.
Charles Warner.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

Don't waste time wondering about a fast way to get
your bearings. CalLme—your WELCOME WAGON Hostess.
When you've just moved, you're pressed for time.
And the gifts, community and business information I bring
will save your family time and money.
Let me hear ro i you scon.

dome yfifot
Inge King 492-8348

Traditional arts and crafts
are practiced in Kentucky are
reflecteclin an exhibit that will
be at Calloway County Public
Library from July Ito July 15.
Photographs feature the work
of over 100 musicians, wood
carvers, toymakers, quilters,
gunsmiths, dollmakers,
sorghum cookers, and othercraftspeople living in Warren
County.
As a result of a year-long
Folklife Project, the exhibit
was prepapred by Annie Archbold of Bowling Green. She
has a master's degree in
folklore from Western Kentucky University, is working
on a Ph. D. from Indiana
University, and is employed
by the Bowling Green-Warren

South
1*

Get a headstart
In your new town.

Mary Hamilton 753-5570

The Ladies Golf Club Championship Medal Tournament
at the Murray Country Club
will begin on Tuesday, July 8,
with the second round to be
played on Wednesday,July 9.
Nancy Haverstock and
Edith Garrison will be in
charge of this event. The
Wednesday lineup will be
made after scores are recorded for the first round. The
following lineup will apply on
Tuesday only:
7:30 a.m. — Judy
Muehleman, Lois Keller,
Billie Cohoon, and Peggy
Shoemaker.
8 a.m. — Frances Parker,
Beth Belote, -Barbara Stacy,
and Pam Mavity.
8:15 a.m. — Rowena
Cullom, Euldene Robinson,
Lou Doran, and Chris
Graham.
8:30 a.m. — Nancy Fandrich, Anna Mary Adams,
Nancy Haverstock, Jane Fitch,and Edith Garrison.
8:45 a.m. — Betty Hinton,
Elizabeth Slu.smeyer, Betty
Scott,and Diane Villanova.
9 a.m. — Margaret Shuffett,
Sue Costello, Norma Frank,

Featured, Exhibit
At Public Library

Vulnerable: East-West.
Dealer: North. The bidding:
South
I•
Pass

For Women Starts Tuesday At The Murray Club

Arts awl Crafts—

SMITH
•A 1096 3
•8 6 4 2
•J 4
4A Q

North . East

I

Also while the Colonese
were in town they entertained
with a Sunday luncheon
featuring an Italian sauage
and pepper dish, eggplant
casserole and marinated
chicken.
Italian cooking is probably
some of the finest cooking in
the world, and I am sure Terry
Burke would be glad to share
some of her Italian recipes
with you readers, if you'll just
give her a call.
+++
The women golfers of the
Murray Country Club said
good-by to two of their favorite
golfers, Carol Hibbard and
Phyllis Kain, with a delightful,
after golf party on Wednesday
afternoon at the club. Carol
and Phyllis have been an integral part of the Women's
Golf Assbciation and they will
be sorely missed.
Speaking of being missed,
when Murray High School
football goes on the field this
fall, it will be the first time in a
good many years, a Hibbard
boy hasn't been in the line-up.
Robbie, Mike and Nick were
football standouts for MHS.

Special Golf Play—

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Jerry Carroll of Murray has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital,Paducah,

County Arts Commission.
The purpose of the project,
which she conducted, was to
locate and interview artists
and craftspeople in order to
document their contributions
to our cultural heritage and
thus broaden awareness and
appreciation for the traditinzel arts and crafts.
Funded by the National Endowment for the Arts and the
Kentucky Arts Commission
and sponsored by the local
Arts Commission, the Folklife
Project has led to the development of a Folk Artists in the
Schools program for Warren
County in the 1980-81 school
year.
All materials collected in
the Project, including taperecorded interviews and
photographs, have been
donated to the Western Kentucky University Folklore,
Folklife and Oral History Archives and the Bowling Green
Public Library for future
reference and appreciation.
The traveling exhibit will be
viewed around the state as an
impetus for other communities to seek means of
establishing similar Folklife
Projects.
The exhibit is open free to
the public.
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Starks Hardware

WORLD'S S
EXCLUSIVE
FRANCHISE

Riferf'S

WORLD'S
EXCLUSIVE
FRANCHISE

The Baraca Sunday School of the First Baptist Church,
Clayborne Jones, teacher, will have a supper for all
members, their wives, and widows of former members on
Tuesday, July 8, at 7 p.m. at the Fellowship Hall of the church.
A special supper has been planned and all members and
their wives are urged to attend,a class spokesman said.
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Supper Here Tuesday
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Third night _ Louise Lamb, ...owitback of the scorecard.
winner,Sue Brown, runnerup.
and Louise Lamb.
Fourth flight — Vickie
Second flight — Betty Scott, winner, with a tie for runnerup
9:15 a.m. — Toni Hopson,
Baker, winner, Rainey ApperEvelyn Jones, Madelyn Lamb, winner, Sue Costello, run- between Jane Fitch and Pam
Mavity. The latter won by a son, runnerup.
nerup.
and Sue Brown.
9:30 a.m. — Betty Lowry,
Frances Hulse, Faira Alexander, and Inns Orr.
9:45 a.m. — Dorothy Fike,
Mary Bogard, Euvie Mitchell,
and Ann Bloom.
10 a.m. — Betty Jo Purdom,
Carol Hibbard, Jerelene
Sullivan,and Veneta Sexton.
Ladies who are not playing
in the tournament, but who
wish to play on Wednesday are
requested to come and be
paired after all toutaament
players have begun their play,
Mrs. Garrison said.
. Luncheon
A ladies day luncheon will
be served at 12 noon on
Wednesday, July 9, at the club
with Sue Spann as chairman of
the hostesses.
Reservations should be
made by today.
Other hostesses will be
Aurelia Batts, Lanette Hunt,
Ann Haney, Mary Frank
Valentine, Vicki Travis, Pat
Sieber, Annette Gordon,
Rebecca Irvan, Susan Hart,
Rosemary Graham, Debbie
MURRAY CIVITAN Cynthia, Hart, right, joins hands with two ladies she is sponsoring
Branch, Earleen Doran,
as new members of the Murray Civitan Club. The prospective members are Pamela
Cheryl Crouch, and Martha
Young, left and Verlene Ezell, right, who along iwth Ronnie Pool will be initiated into
Chamberain.
the Murray Civitan Club on Aug. 7. Looking on is Larry Paschall who was the Saver
Bridge
Dollar recipient for the July 3rd meeting. At this meeting the club voted to contribute
Bridge will be played
550 to the expenses of the local junior Olympics program.
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the
Murray Club with Flo Hendrickson as hostess.
Tennis
Tennis' will be played
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m. at the
PADUCAH PATIENT
Murray Club, but the hostess
It is with pleasure to anis not announced.
Dismissed recently from
nounce that Merry Francine
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah,
Winners
Elkins, bride-elect of Musa
Frances Hulse, hostess for was Mrs. Rita Henson of MurAlan Slams, has selected her
the July 2nd golf activities at ray.
pottery from our complete
the club, announced the
bridal registry.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
following winners for the
play:
Mrs. Elma Ramsey of MurMerry and Rusty will be
Championship flight — ray has been dismissed from
married August 8, 1980.
Mary Bogard, winner, Betty the Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
Jo Purdom,runnerup.
First flight — Evelyn Jones,
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
v. 4JP.M14!
Recently dismissed from
*1(k
the Western Baptist Hospital,
12th Street
In 1873, St. Louis estab- Paducah, was Ruben Ross of
lished the first public kinderMurray.
garten in the United States.

Cleaners

North 12th
603 Main
753-2552

Bright's is very pleased to announce
the arrival of these fantastic new
Murray State Racers jeans. These are
the famous "Cheer Leaders" college
jeans from Rumble Seats, so you
know that they will fit like a glove
.011.1111•11M•••••

and wear like crazy. We all know that
the Racers are the Greatest, and now
you can show your support right on
the seat of your pants. Get into a pair!
Sizes from 3 to 15 in durable 100%
Cotton Denim priced at only 26"
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Congressional
Record
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Seek 'OffLimit'Oil
required by a court order or statute...
REPRESENTATIVE TitENT LOTT
(Miss.) "...We can no longer enjoy the
luxury of a great debate on the energy
issues. Steps have got to be taken now
to increase domestic production of our
abundant hydrocarbon resources as
well as to increase domestic production
of our abundant hydrocarbon resources
as well as to continue practicing strong
conservation methods...We currently
have only 27 billion barrels of reserves
and consume 6.5 billion barrels of oil a
year. A little mathematics spells out
the dire problem...The resolution I am
cosponsoring...will allow orderly safe
accelerated production of energy
resources..."
++
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
The American people will not be
respective to opening "locked in areas"
unless they are convinced, that the cost
to them, of the crude oil produced in the
United States is tied to the cost of production in the United States, and not to
the inflated prices charged for imported oil. It would eliminate the need
for a "windfall profit tax."

Bible Thought
He that bath an ear, let him
bear what the Spirit smith unto the
churches; He that overcometb shall
not be hurt by the second death.
Revelation 211.
The
today.
"Feed
me!";
me!"

Holy Spirit is speaking to us
He speaks through hunger,
me!"; through poverty, "Help
through loneliness. "Visit

CUT
Tq)(eS!

By EVANS WITT
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The weapons
in the fight for the hearts, minds and
votes of the 3,383 Democratic National
Convention delegates range from computers to invitations to the White House.
President Carter has a majority of
the delegates now and he aims to keep
that edge through the nomination roll
call at the the August convention. The
Carter campaign wants to use a
smooth-running, harmonious convention as the opening shot of the fall election campaign.
Sen. Edward Kennedy has to strip
away delegates from Carter to have
any chance to win the Democratic
presidential nominations. His strategy
is to win a battle on party rules at the
New York convention, take 400-500
delegates away from the incumbent
and wrap up the nomination.
The key for both strategies is personal attention to the delegates.
Invitations to talk with President
Carter at 1600 Pennsylvania Ave. are
arrayed against small group meetings
with Sen. Kennedy.
"The president wants to thank those
people who made his nomination possible," says Tom Donilon, who runs the
delegate effort for the Carter-Mondale
committee.
But the Kennedy campaign will be
making a parallel effort, according to
Rick Stearns, director of delegate
selection for the Massachusetts
senator.
"The most effective contact with a

delegate is by another delegate or by
someone else they know," Stearns said
in an interview. "Then, at some point,
you want to get the candidate involvHe said Kennedy will be meeting with
delegates in July, in the weeks before
the convention starts Aug. 11.
The Carter campaign's 14 delegate
staffers are making telephone calls and
getting letters written to the more than
1,900 delegates now pledged to the
president.
The Kennedy campaign has 13 field
staffers contacting delegates, getting
others to call wavering or possibly
wavering delegates and making the
Kennedy argument all the tune.
Both campaigns are using computers
to lighten the burden of tracking all the
delegates. The Carter campaign has
been using a sophisticated computer
from the start of its effort, while the
Kennedy campaign signed a contract
for computer time only recently.
The Carter campaign is concentrating on the delegates who will cast
the 1,981.6 votes which, according to an
Associated Press delegate count, are
now pledged to the president. Using a
plan developed late last fall, Donilon is
directing the constant contacts with the
Carter delegates and setting up the
machinery that will function on the convention floor.
The Kennedy strategy is different,for
Kennedy has' only 1,235.4 votes now
committed to him. He must take
delegates away from Carter to have
any chance to win the nomination.

Contemporary Religious Thought

Conversational Prayer
By Dr.Paid Blankenship
Pastor of South Pleasant
Grove United
Methodist Church
Private prayer is too often seen as a
duty and too little recognized as an opportunity for growth and a source of
strength. It is closely related to contemplation and meditation which we
tend to overlook in our hurried and harried lives.
It is also closely related to the basic
human condition: the closer we live to
human need and human limitations, the
more we pray — without wondering
why, when, how, and where. But the
more we insulate ourselves from the
basic human condition, the less we pray
and the more we think we ought to.
Private prayer should be more conversation with God than formal address
— more expressing our deepest feelings
and concerns and questions and listening quietly for guidance and strength.
It should be as much a continual con1811•10011 as a regular appointment. A
regobr Unite for private prayer can be
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oHeartllne is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer questions and solve problems. If you have a
question or a problem not answered in
these columns, write to Heartline, 114
East Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. You will receive a prompt reply,
but you must include a sell-addressed,
stamped envelope. The most useful
replies will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I sent in a claim for
medical expenses of $120 to Medicare.
They only allowed as "reasonable" 50
percent of this bill, so they paid 80 per-

Letter To The Editor
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PFC Jimmy D. Geurin, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert T. (Troy) Geurin, has
been wounded in action in Vietnam,and
is now in a hospital at Fort Osaka,
Japan.
CTSN Larry L. Walston, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Tom Walston, is now serving
with the United States Navy as a communications technician in Germany.
Deaths reported include George
Lawrence Jacob, 75, and Otho Oliver,
65.
Trooper Larry G. Smith, a 1963
graduate of Calloway County High
School, was one of 38 cadets graduated
from the Kentucky State Police
Academy at Frankfort on July 2. He has
been assigned to a post at Dry Ridge.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Leroy Bennett on June 27, a
boy to Capt. and Mrs. C. W. Herndon,
Jr., on June 5, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David Lassiter on June 15, and a girl to
the Rev. and Mrs. Ted Cowen on June
23.
Students of Hardin High School in the
class of 1923 are pictured today.

111IS STAND.

REPRESENTATIVE MANUEL LUJAN (N. Mex.) ...It is with great
pleasure that I join with my colleagues
in support of House Joint Resolution
573, a resolution to "unlock the lands."
The time has long since passed when
America should have taken the action
proposed in this resolution. The time
has long since passed when America
.ould afford the luxury of Federal lands
rich in mineral and hydrocarbon wealth
withdrawn, restricted, withheld,
removed from the grasp of an economy,
of a nation whose very survival lies
dependent upon the availability of those
resources.
"We may have waited too long.. The
"unlocking" of the lands will not put
gasoline at the pump next month nor indeed next year. It takes time to
hypothesize, to explore, to discover, to
drill, to refine and process, to transport
before the American consumer pulls up
to the pump...
REPRESENTATIVE EDWIN B.
FORSYTHE (N.J.) "...The United
States has enormous energy resources,
the problem is that the Federal Government owns in the name of the American
people. 427 million acres of America's
land, the mineral rights to another 386
million acres, and 840 million acres of
the Outer Continental Shelf.
"Because of this, the Federal
Government has become an energy
resource monopolist since the lands
directly under its control contain over
85 percent of the Nation's remaining oil
resources...We can double domestic
production of oil in the near future and
the joint resolution we are introducing
today--i2 aoeomplish this end.
"The resolution directs the President
to eliminate all regulations, order procedures, and policies not specifically

NE

10 Years Ago

Dear Editor:
I am seeking descendents of Edmund
Rogers, Revolutionary War soldier who
surveyed the wilderness that made up
the Green River country, of Little and
Big Barren rivers and their tributaries.
Edmund Rogers came to Green and
Barren rivers area of Kentucky in the
year 1784 and settled in the town of Edmonton, Ky., which was named after
him.
Edmund Rogers returned to his
native state of Virginia in 1802 and
brought back to Kentucky his nephew,
Joseph Rogers Underwood, who later
settled in Warren County, Ky. and
became a United States Senator from
Kentucky. Edmund Rogers married
Mary Shirley of Edmonton, Ky. in 1808.
They had seven daughters and one son,
who may have descendents living in the
area served by your paper.
The children: Frances Rogers, married Dr. John W. Beauchamp, who after
Frances' death, married her sister
Henrietta; Mary Rogers married Edward Trabue; Ann B. Rogers married
Dr. Chas. K. Winston; Edmonia Rogers
never married; Ellen Rogers married
Robinson P. Beauchamp; Lovinia
Rogers married Joseph F. Ray of Metcalfe county Kentucky. John Rogers
was married to Olivia Lewis of Barren
county Kentucky, they have many
descendents living in the Glasgow,Kentucky area. One of the last known living
grand-daughters, Mrs. Byrd Hardin,
lived in the Cincinnati, Ohio area.
There will be a reunion-picnic of the
descendents of Edmund Rogers at the
Metcalfe County Lake and Park near
Edmonton, Ky. on Sunday, July 20, 1980
at 1:00 p.m., CDT to reach this park go
to the Edmonton square from Glasgow,
Ky. and turn left on Highway 68, follow
Highway 68, 4.4 miles to the Foundation
Church and the sign that reads Metcalfe Lake and Park. There are shelters
for inclement weather. Everyone is to
bring their own food. Additional intormotion regarding this reunion-picnic
may be had by contacting Dr. Lewis
Dickinson, Glasgow, Ky. or the, widersigned writer.
James T. Rogers,
403 Norris Court,
Glasgow,Ky. 42141

helpful, but it should not be relegated to
regular times. Rather, prayer is meant
to be a vital dimension of our lives
through the day and night, like
breathing. This comes close to what the
Bible means when it says that we are to
"pray without ceasing" (I The_ss. 5:17)
— like breathing in the Spirit of God.
When private conversational prayer
takes place in public it should not call
attention to itself. Therefore, neither
bowing, nor closed eyes, nor audible
words, nor moving lips, nor kneeling
are appropriate in public since these
actions attract too much attention to
something meant to be private. We are
to pray in secret (Matthew 6:1-6), like
in a closet, even in the presence of other
people.
Private prayer depends more upon
God than upon the ingenuity of the one
who prays. For we pray to one who knows what we need before we ask
( Matt. 8:8) and who, "when we do not
know how to pray as we
ought intercedes for us with sighs too
deep for words."(Rornans 8:28).
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the Federal court decision and, meancent of 860 of the charges, and sent me
time, call on their legislatures to
$48(I had already met my deductuble).
tighten up Medicaid eligibility
What can I do if I think Medicare is
qualifications.
being unreasonable about what they
In Heartline's opinion, it just isn't
consider to be "reasonable" charges? I
right for those who can easily afford
have talked to other doctors and I know
medical costs to simply give their
my doctor did not overcharge on his
money away to friends or relatives and
services. J.D.
then expect the state, and the taxpayer,
ANSWER: You can request a review
to pay their medical bills. Especially in
of your claim at your Social Security ofview of the fact that there is every
fice. Many times filing a review of your
possibility that those friends or
claim will help you receive more on a
relatives may be simply holding the
claim. If you are still not satisfied with
money and secretly distributing it back
the decision, you may have a hearing
as the person needs it.
before a hearing officer if the amount in
HEARTLINE: Will Medicare help
dispute is 8100 or more. You can request
pay fOr extra-strength aspirin (such as
a review through your Social Security
arthritis strength Bufferin) for persons
.office or through the carrier. For a
who have arthritis? R.D.
complete explanation of Medicare, how
ANSWER: No.
they figure the "reasonable charges"
and what kind of protection you can expect from this coverage, send one
To•
dollar and seventy-five cents to
1.0 MtNibt
Headline Dept. M,114 East Dayton St.,
West Alexandria,Ohio 45381.
HEARTLINE: I heard that a lady in
Texas, a millionairess, transferred her
money to some relative or friends, and
then became eligible for Medicaid. She
pretended she no longer had any assets.
Is this legal? B.A.
ANSWER: According to a recent U.S.
court ruling, it is. According to that ruling, no matter how wealthy, the person
can transfer away assets and thus
become immediately eligible for
Medicaid. This ruling came on a constitutional challenge.
We expect that the states will appeal
4-4•44-,
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Novel A. Young, Hamlin forester, received tate-wide recognition
prize in the
this year of 1980 when he won the grand slam $500
in LouisTom Wallace Farm Forestry Awards presentation dinner
award
1957
a
won
also
veteran
I
War
World
The
ville February 28.
grand prize.
for the greatest forest improvement and the 1959
with the
While in the neighborhood of /he lake coming alive
.
men of the old
wintry greenery, it is recalled that one of the finest
after two
Tennessee River, Joe Montgomery, died at his home
age of 97 years.
'months illness during the month of January at the
magnificent pioneer
Born during the Civil War, Mr. Joe enjoyed a
children. He was
of
set
superb
a
maturity
to
nourished
life and
laid to rest in the New Concord Cemetery.
the one for
Every year appears to spark a startling fire, but
burning of
the
in
run
1980 was more tremendous than the average
3rd,
South
at
Street
Main
on
Building
Overbey
E.
the George
to having
destroying three businesses and law offices in addition
stores.
devastating smoke damage to nearby furniture and appliance
The loss was estimated to be ctVer $200,001
blazes in
Good fortune just smiled in the face of unexpected
issue with a
Murray town. Peoples Bank doubled its bank stock
Perhaps the
generous stock dividend paid to stockholders at date.
of holdings
added capital contributed to the Peoples Bank purchase
of Hazel
Bank
Dees
the
in
White
Darwin
of J. M. Marshall and
elevated to the
during the year. In addition, Harvey Ellis was
office of vice president.
Mrs. Mary
Although not related to the bank but one on which
Hotel as
Kenlake
to
return
her
was
Russell Williams was banking
post she fora
tion,
administra
state
of
change
the
after
manager
merly held with the popular lake resort.
r increase
The glowing prosperity also brought the spectacula
the growing trend
in juvenile crime, keeping not only apace with
18 year old juvebut abnormally increasing. Ten youths, all 13 to
Stubblefield,
niles, were swept into a net of apprehension by Sheriff
house
school
and
burglaries,
,
businesses
in
after pillaging property
light to the
lepositories. Their depredations could not hold a
and girls,
consternation resulting from the roving gang of boys
gypsy-style
accompanied by three adults, sweeping the county in
sleepraids, engaged in mass nude swimming parties, cold checking,
too cool for
ing in gas stations rest rooms when woodlands were
15 participants
slumber parties.- Originating in nearby Almo, the
June 7 to face
officials
sheriff
by
house
court
the
into
herded
were
the music for the flagrant offenses.
To Be continued

Sgt. Harry L. Hughes, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jesse Hughes, has completed six
weeks of training maneuvers at Vieques Island, Puerto Rico, and is now at
Camp Lejeune, N. C.
Deaths reported include Roy Cooper,
62.
The Rev. Norman Culpepper will be
speaker at the revival at the Salem
Baptist Church, according to the Rev.
William R. Whitlow, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Nuel Richards of
Owensboro announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their
daughter, Martha, to Bobby Nix
Crawford, son of Mr. and Mrs. Nix
Crawford of Murray.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Gene York, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Todd, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Wendell
Pfeffer, and twins, boy and girl, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Wiser.
The American Legion and Auxiliary
will hold its annual picnic at the City
Park on July 11, according to Randall
Patterson,commander.
Showing at the Murray Drive In
Theatre is "The Five Pennies" starring
Danny Kay.
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30 Years Ago
Calloway County Schools at Alin°,
Hazel, Kirksey, Lynn Grove, New Concord, and Faxon will open on Aug. 24,
according to Buron Jeffrey,superintendent of Calloway County Schools.
Deaths reported include Eddie Lee
Riley, 70, Bart Dublin, 69, and Mrs. M.
E. Wooldridge,78.
S. V. Foy, Calloway County Farm
Agent, said that shipping of pink ripe
tomatoes from the county will start July 11.
About 300 youngsters are expected to
attend the 4-H Camp for West Kentucky
set July 31 to Aug. 4 on the campus of
Murray State College. Campers will be
from Calloway, Marshall, Graves, McCracken, Carlisle, Ballard, Fulton,
Hickman, Caldwell, Trigg, Lyon, and
Livingston Counties.
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Raymond Brittian on June 30,
a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Canady on July 2, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Davis on July 2.
The Roark Family Gathering was
held July 2 at the City Park. The two
oldest members attending were Mrs.
Ada Brookshire of Reidland and Mrs.
Dixie Robinson of Murray.

Funny World
A lady came out of a doctor's office in
Torrence, Ca. and told another paitent
in the elevator, "I'm so full of antibiotics — if I sneeze I can cure
somebody."

•
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Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Monday, July 7, the 189th
day of 1980. There are 177 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: in 1846;
the United States annexed California,
as the American flag was raised at
Monterey after the surrender of the
Mexican garrison.
On this date:
In 1801, the black general, Toussant
L'Ouverture, proclaimed Haiti's independence from France.
In 1865,four people were hanged after
being named as accomplices of John
Wilkes Booth in the assassination of
Abraham Lincoln.
In 1898, the United States annexed
Hawaii.
In 1958, President Dwight
Eisenhower signed a bill making
Alaska the 49th state.
Ten years ago, Romania and the
Soviet Union signed a 20-year friendship treaty.
Last year, the United States and
China signed a new trade agreement
granting Peking most-favored-nation
status.
Today's birthdays: Singer Ringo
Starr is 40, French fashion designer
Pierre Cardin is 57.
Thought for today: Nothing in life is
to be feared. it is only to be understood.
-- Marie Curie (1867-1934)
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New Civil Rights Movement Emerges In Country
By STRAT DOUTRAT
Associated Press Writer
HUNTINGTON, W.Va.
(AP) - A new type of civil
rights movement is emerging
in this country, says the man
who will direct the day-to-day
activities of the NAACP
through the 1980s.
-The techniques will bb different this time around," says
the Rev. Charles H. Smith.
The problems are not overt
any more, they're subtle and
systematic."
The 49-year-old Baptist
minister is the deputy executive director of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
As the man who's responsible
for the organization's day-today activities, he says he

lkii Arim

foresees a new style of civil
rights movement in the '80s.
"We're going to have to
retrain the troops," he said in
an interview Sunday."In fact,
we're going to set up an
academy to literally train the
volunteer army. From now on
the troops must understand
the nature of the enemy, and
they
must have an
understanding of the law."
Smith has been commuting
between Huntington and the
NAACP's national headquarters at New York City for
the past several weeks. He
just returned from the
NAACP's week-long national
convention at Miami, and he
says he's tremendously excited by the mandate he and
the rest of the NAACP staff

This Can
Be Your
Biggest
Waste
Maker

dirty carburetor can
waste costly fuel. See
us for a tune up now.. we'll readjust or rebuild yours to work
to perfection. Call 753-1750

A

Boyd's Auto Repair
201 Se. 7th
We're Experts
rnms

received from the group's
board of directors.
"We're on the ed#e of a new
era," he predicted. "The civil
rights movement will be
economic in nature in the
1980s. There's been a significant deterioration in the 1970s
of the gains that blacks won

during the civil rights movement of the 1960s."
Some people might think a
minister wouldn't be the best r
person to head an economic
battle, but the Lexington. Ky.,
native has earned a reputation
for being a shrewd
businessman during the 20

years he has spent in Huntington, as pastor of the First
Baptist Church.
When Smith's church burned down in the early 1960s, for
example, he opened a successful seafood business to
help earn money to build it
back. He also was one of the

early leaders of GIC-Opportunities Industrialization Center-a nationwide program which helps young
blacks and other minorities to
learn job skills.
"There are 140 OIC
technicalvocational centers
around the country," Smith

Six Local Girls Are Among The
Contestants For 1980 Fair Queen
., Six of the 27 entrants forthe Murray-Calloway County
Jaycee Fair Queen Contest
qjscheduled for Friday, July 11,
at 7:30 p.m. at the Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State
University, are featured today.
The contest is sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club in
cooperation with the MurrayCalloway Jaycees, according
to Sue-Spann and Ann Brooks,
co-chairmen for the contest.
The contestants are sponsored
by a club or room in their
schools.

says:"It got started in the -60s
after the 'War on Poverty,'
when blacks began demanding jobs but didn't have the
skills. Now, at this time, OIC
is the largest manpower training program in the world."
Smith says he wits very encouraged by last week's U.S.
Supreme COUri decision which
held that the federal government has the right to set aside
10 percent of its public works
contracts for minority contractors. He predicts that the
decision will have a profound
effect for black businessmen
during the current decade.
Smith preached a sermon
and made a round of hospital
calls Surtilay, less then 24
hours after returning from
Miami He has been saying

goodbye to his Huntington eongregabon for the past few
weeks.
"I'll preach two more sermons before I go," he said.
"Huntington has been a good
experience for me. It's been a
good training ground."
However, he's far from happy about the plight of blacks in
Huntington, or West Virginia,
for that matter.
Smith said job opportunities
or housing for blacks really
hasn't changed much in West
Virginia since the 1960s:
"They're sitting on the side,
cursing the dark and dining
nothing for themselves," he
says. "You must fully
understand, nobody's going to
give you anything. You've got
to work for it."

,t

Rebecca- Lee Stone, 16,
, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Stone, will be a senior at
Calloway County High School
this fall and is sponsored by
her homeroom section. Her
hobbies are music,swimming,
and four wheeling.
Debbie Stubblefield, 16,
daughter of Hal and Shelby
Hosford, will be a senior at
Calloway County High School
this fall and is sponsored by
the Student Council. Her hobbies are skiing, swimming,
,,.. tennis, skating, and
cheerleading.
•,;L Donna Swift, 17, daughter of
Harold and Marylin Swift, will
be a senior at Calloway County High School this fall and is
. sponsored by the Students for
! /talon in Education. Her hobbies are cheerleading, skiing,
and horseback riding.
Beth Taylor, 17, dauglater of
Bill and °Jane Taylor, is a

Rebecca Lee Stone

Debbie Stubblefield

Donna Swift

"We have just received the
largest shipment of Toyotas this
year, so buy now while the
selection is good."
We're Dealing Like
Never Before!
Beth Taylor,
graduate of Murray High
School and is sponsored by her
homeroom section. Her hobbies include bowling and softball.
Margie Underhill, 16,
daughter of George and

Margie Underhill

Kathy Walston

Juanita Underhill, will be a
senior at Calloway County
High School this fall and is
sponsored by her homeroom
section. Her hobbies include
swimming and skating.
Kathy Walston, 16, daughter

of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Walston, will be a senior at
Murray High School this fall
and is sponsored by her
homeroom section. Her hobbies are tennis, swimming.
and playing the piano.

Hatcher
Auto Sales
515 South 12th Street

753-4961
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GENERAL ADMISSION

Under Age 6

Talent
Contest
Young singers, -dancers and other aspiring entertainers will get their shot at the bright lights and a
$1,000 Scbolarship Grand Prize in a new Kentucky
State Fair attraction, the Youth Talent Contest.
All of the acts will be before live crowds at the
1980 Fair, which runs July 14-19. Preliminaries are
scheduled for July 16th at the fairgrounds. The finals
will be held at the grand stand July 17th at 7 p.m.
Any amateur between 10 and 20 years old is
eligible for the State Fair Contest. There will be 11
categories, including Vocal Solo, Male and Female;
Vocal Group; Instrumental Solo; Band; Dance Solo;
Dance Group; Dance Novelty (Acrobatic); Dance
Novelty (Acrobatic & Adagio) Group; Variety Solo
and Variety Group.
The top winners from each will advance to the
finals.
There is no entry fee. Children of Kentucky State
Fair employees are not eligible. The deadline for
entries is July 16, 1980.
FIRST COME,FIRST SERVED-LIMITED ENTRIES
A-Class - Age 10-20 eligible for state fair.
B-Class - All ages but not eligible for state fair competition.
IMPORTANT: Contestants of all ages are invited to
enter the Talent Contest. However, only the winners between the ages of 10 and 20 inclusive as of
*October 1, 1980 will be eligible to compete in the
Kentucky State Fair Youth Talent Contest. You may
drop a member listed here, but may not add or
replace a member. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ACTS SHOULD RUN NO MORE THAN 3 MINUTES AND
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES RUN MORE THAN 4
MINUTES. ANY ACT RUNNING OVER 4 MINUTES
WILL BE DISQUALIFIED, BANDS INCLUDED. An official timekeeper will be present during the Murray.
Calloway Co. Fair Talent Contest.

eon Bash Ave
et Local Beaks

Age 6 and Above

FREE
$1.00

GRAND STAND ADMISSION
Under Age 6
Age 6 thru 11
Age 12 and Above

$1.00
$2.00

FREE

PROGRAM OF EVENTS
Friday, July 11th, 1980
7:00 p.m. Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

Saturday, July 12th, 1980
8 am.-Noon - Invitational Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park

Monday, July 14th, 1980
District Dairy Show-4-H & FFA
5:00 p.m.--4-H Rabbit Show
530 p.m.—,Official- Opening
7:00 p.m. -Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 15th, 1980
10:00 ci.m: Jersey Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. 4 Wheel Drive Drag

Wednesday, July 16th, 1980
.10:00 a.m. Holstein & Friesian Cattle Show
5:00 p.m. Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m --Family Nite

Thursday, July 17ti, 1980
1:00 p.m.-.Kiddies Day
12 a.m.--47H & FFA Dairy Show
700 p.m.

Local Talent Show

Friday, July 18th, 1980
1000 a.m.
7:00 p.m.

Beef Cattle Shows
Horse Show

Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium,
7:00 p.m., Fri. July 11

Saturday, July 19th, 1980
10:00 am. Farm Bureau Day
1:00 p. m.- Horse & Mule Pull
7:00 p.m.—Local Tractor Pull

Invitational
Swim Meet
Murray Calloway County
Park Pool
8 a.m.-Noon, Sat., July 12
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When
wesay us,
we don't mean
U.S.! No, were not a
government agency and we don't provide government bans to agncutture. Instead, the Production
Credit Association is a locally-owned, independent
source of credit for people involved in agriculture.
The some people who use our services share in the
ownership of the PCA.
At PCA, we bring in outside, privately invested
funds and then ban them out to operators,large and
small, for a variety of production purposes. So
if you're looking for a dependable source of
agricultural credit, remember us.

HORSEMANSHIP WORKSHOP — Students involved in a workshop
entitled Activities in Horsemanship at Murray State University are shwon as they partcipate in one phase of the Summer Youth Program
for 1980. They are:(above) Patty Doyle, daughter orMr. and Mrs.
Clyde Doyle of Murray Route 6, who is using a currycomb for
grooming an animal; (above right) Alison Burton, daughter of Ms.
Billie Burton of Murray, who is receiving instruction on how to ride;
and (below right) Jackie Boltz, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John Boltz of
Murray, who is adjusting a bridle. Sessions of the horsemanship
workshop, directed by Dr. James A. Rudolph, were conducted on
the campus June 23-27. They included instruction on procedural
equitation, handling, and care of horses.
Photos by Roger Matthem's

We're agriculture's
leading,lending hand
Let's talk!

Jackson Purchase PCA
641 North
Murray, Ky. 153-5602

State Agriculture Department
Will Begin Dairy Shows Series
The Division of Shows and
Fairs in the Kentucky Department A Agriculture will begin
its annual series of District 4H & FFA Dairy Shows July 8
in Bowling Green at the
Southern
Kentucky
Fairgrounds.
The shows, sponsored in
cooperation with the Division
of Agriculture Education and
the University of Kentucky
Extension Service, will
feature 4-H & FFA youths exhibiting their animals in competition for some $25,000 in
premiums and awards.
The District 4-H & FFA
Dairy Shows are designed to
stimulate interest in dairying
and promote the advancement
of rural youth. They assist
many boys and girls in
evaluating their livestock ass
part of the continuing educa-

tion program conducted by
agricultural extension agents
and vocational agriculture instructors.
Nine classes comprise each
show, in addition to a
showmanship class. The
showmanship class is divided
into two divisions, Junior and
Senior,in both 9-H &FFA.
Last year, 734 entries with
259 4-H & FFA youths exhibited their animals. Prizes
are awarded on the Danish
System, blue, red and white.
Judging this year's competition will be Garland Bastin,
Lexington, and Dr. Gary
Lane, University of Kentucky,
Lexington.
Other shows will be in Harrodsburg, July 10, Mercer
Fairgrounds;
County
Shelbyville, July 11, Shelby
County Fairgrounds; Murray,

-July 14,. Murray-Calloway
County Fairgrounds; Campbellsville, July 15, Taylor
County Fairgrounds; Cynthiana, July 16, 4-H Club
Fairgrounds.
Persons needing further information should contact Mike

Good
Lents
You Luuld buy a new washer and dryer with the money
you would save by using
cloth diapers on your baby
instead of the disposable
types.says an Extension specialist in child development
with UK's College of Agricul-

Wilkerson, Division of Shows
and Fairs, Kentucky Department of Agriculture, 326
Capital Plaza Tower,
Frankfort, KY 40601, or call
(502) 564-4983; or contact local
4-H youth leaders or vocational teachers.

ture. It costs about S200 to
keep a child in clean cloth
diapers for 21
/
2 years. This
sum includes the cost of the
cloth diapers, the use of the
washer and dryer and the
needed amounts of detergent and bleach.In contrast.
after 21
/
2 years of use, disposable diapers would have
cost more than $1,000.Cloth
diapers have the added benefit of being reuseable, either
for other babies or for 'lusting cloths.
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Mike Stephens
Consumer Salesman
(502)759-4658

Gary Key
Territory Manager
Supersweet Feed
(502)489-2453

COME TO
OUR
LORETTA LYNN
FIELD
DEMO

ALUS-CHAUMERS
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ANis-Chalmers tractors and implements

Come to our Tractor-Tillage Field Demonstration Well prove that Allis-Chalmers has the
tractors and implements that are better designed to meet your tough standards, and ours
Standards-that demand the most in productivity,
conservation, efficiency, and reliability See the
industry s most versatile conservation planter,
in action
Allis-Chalmers tractors are better designed
with horsepower saving hydraulics, rugged
power trains, and turbocharged engines for the.

best in fuel economy and pertormarbe Hook
up an Allis-Chalmers implement and you II have
a combination of efficiency and ruggedness
that s hard to beat And well prove it
Come to our Tractor-Tillage Field Demonstration There II be free caps, lunch, and refreshments
Plus, all who attend our Demo Drive will
receive a special certificate to be applied
toward the purchase of any Allis-Chalmers
tractor

5040
SOSO
175
185
7010
7020
7045
7060
7080
7580

41
52
62
75
106
123
145
161
182

$8900.00
11,600.00
13,000.00
16,000.00
29,900.00
31,000.00
34,400.00
40,000.00
43,000.00

600.00
600.00
600.00
650.00
2200.00
2200.00
2500.00
2700.00
2900.00

500.00
500.00
500.00
500.00
1500.00
1500.00
1500.00
1500.00
1300.00

7800.00
10,500.00
11,960.00
14,900.00
24,200.00
27,300.00
30,400.00
35,800.00
38,600.00

Drive
8550
4 Whiol Drive

182

54,000.00

4000.00

2500.00

47,500.00

2500.00

64,000.00

71,500.00

P. 0. Box 69
Paris, Tenn. 38242
901-642-1242
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Early start on feeding is
recommended for new calves
With the value of calves near
SI per pound, sound management is more important than
ever, and that begins by getting
calves Started on feed as soon as
poSsible.
Gene Rouse, extension beef
specialist at Iowa State University, says calves can be put on
grain and protein supplement
shortly after arrival.
Research trials indicate an
early start with a complete meal
produces healthier calves with
better weight gains. Higher
levels of natural protein provided early seem to increase
appetite', and so calves cat'
better.
Rouse recommends that
calves be given hay on the first
day. Chopped hay works well,
but is not totally necessary. On
the second day, one-and-a-half
pounds of grain should be
placed on top so the calves have
to work through it to get at the
hay.
On the third day, he says, an
additional half-pound of grain
and protein supplement should
be added, but mixed in well
with the hay to give the complete meal. Corn silage can be
used on the same.„basis as hay,
after the first day.
Hay is reduced as the grain
supplement is increased about a
half-pound per day, Rouse
says. After a week this will add
up to about four to five pounds,
of which one pound should be
protein supplement.
The protein supplement
should be a natural supplement,
like a "36 percent," he says,
and started at a low level on the
second or third day. There is no
place for urea in this early starting ration.
Rouse stresses that it is important to have plenty of clean
water available, and that it
wouldn't be a bad idea to let the

Senior winners at Cow Camp(from left) Karen McKinney,

CALVES CAN BE PUT on grain and protein supplements
shortly after arrival. An early start produces healthier calves
with better weight gains,
totally new concept
water tank overflow a bit to let
head per calf is needed to enin crop drying. Autothe calves know where to find
sure-that all can eat at one time.
matic, loads and unit.
Research suggests that folloads in 56 seconds,
However, calves which have
lowing this early complete meal
clean, and quiet.
been hauled a long way should
schedule should result in a
have access to hay before givweight gain of about two
And with our Pating themVater.
- pounds per calf per day; once
started on feed.
These calves are often dehyented "controlled airdrated and under stress after
flow" design, SAVES
traveling, and exposure to
30% & rooFIE ON
plenty of strange water often reFUEL!
sults in scours or bloat.
Cal Tel hoe
Once on feed, the 450-pound
calves consume about 10
donde allawesata 1 - 100- 321.7124
pounds of dry matter a day. The
I. allawasoni I -100-191-11M
Karen McKinney received
ISU beef specialist recomfirst place honors in the Senior
mends feeding twice.a day but
keeping the amount under 10
Division at the Kentucky Cow
Nordin Groin Elevator
pounds per day.
Camp judging contest held
los 131
will keep the calves agThis
recently in Columbia, Ky.
Nei,Op. 42040
the
out
sort
help
and
gressive
Was And Ur*,
Doug McKinney placed 3rd in
sick ones. The healthy ones will
Junior Competition. Cow
come to the feed bunk while the
Camp is held annually as a
sick ones hang back.
$ales Mammar
dairy judging training and
Producers are reminded to
Joel
ABM Say.
Jerry
make sure these is enough-bunk
Ilwalgne
contest. Others attending
Trimble
space for all calves to eat. At
from Calloway County were:
least I It inches of space per
Bob McKinney, Dwaine
McKinney, Jimmy Stahler,
David Letterman, Lisa
Howard, Mark McCallon,
Staci Tidwell, ad Amanda
Shelton. Accompanying the 4H'ers were Lisp Rogers and
Ted Howard, coaches for the
team, Judy Stahler and Tim
Letterman.
Less Beef for 1980
Total beef production in
1980 will probably be slightly
below 1979's level of abitut
21.1 billion pounds,reports the
National Live Stock and Meat
Board. However, herds are expected to increase by one
million head. This indicates
that the herd-rebuilding phase
of the cattle cycle is well underway, but it will be 2 to 3 years
smarhseed
pigweed
escape (oxtail
cocklebur
before an appreciable increase
is realized.
Chili Variety
A popular way to bring
ground beef to the table during winter months is in a spicy
chili. The pre-mixed blends of
spices available in envelopes
labeled "chili powder" are of
American origin, although the
individual spices that make up
chili powder are pnmarily native to Mexico.
More Pork Predicted
Pork production will increase considerably in 1980,
black
nightshade
jimsonweed
common ragweed
morningglory
exceeding by 10 percent the
15.2 billion pounds produced
in 1979, predicts the National
New Blazer postemergence herbicide eliminates leaching and variable soils don't affect its action.
more than 24 problem broadleaf weeds in soyLive Stock and Meat Board.
So, for clean, big-yielding beans. hit the weeds
beans. Including all the annual momingglories. with Blazer before they reach 4 inches tall, Because
The largest increases are ex• Best of all, you can see Blazer working, burning Blazer knocks the blazes
pected to occur during the first
down weeds on contact, giving your beans a clean, out of broadleaves. See us
half of the year. It is anticipathealthy start,
about new
ROHMR
ed that pork prices will decline
And since new Blazer works on contact. Blazer today. 1141:1FISMI Knocks the blazes
4 to 8 percent for the yes
out of broadleaves.
a whole.

DIJN51. isa

Karen McKinney
Receives Honors At
Cow Camp Contest

Blazer knocksthe blazes
outof broadleaves.

Junior Winners at Cow Camp(from left), Dicky Walker,Steven Goodlett, Doug McKinney,and

Master Mix Feeds
For All
Your Livestock Feed Needs

FOR
MOTHERS-TO-BE.
Gest-Aid delivers the controlled energy levels and correctly proportioned amino
acids needed to meet a sow's
fast-developing needs during
gestation—so she can produce
the maximum litter size. GestAid is from Master Mix' —so
you know it works.

Available At Hutson's Ag Service
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Bobby Meador(Managor)

More to Gain:

For

*Murray's Fastest Unloading Facilities

Dan Boaz(Owner)

Junior Burris,

New
Feed Dealership

NMI

Buyers of
Soybeans
Corn,
& Wheat

Wesley Jo Sanford, Scott Yokin, Junior Burris.

Hwy. 94 E.

Be Given Away The
Week Of July 7th

For More Information
Cali Jerry Brown Sales Rep.

753-9880

Farm & Home
753-7862
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Reports About Shah's

Condition Conflict
By MAGDA EL-SANGA
Associated Press Writer
CAIRO, Egypt (AP) —
Although Cairo's leading
newspaper says the Shah of
Iran is in very critical condition, one of his doctors says his
condition is excellent. But
workmen were reported
speeding the preparation of
his burial vault.
The semi-official newspaper
Al Ahram said Sunday that
Mohammad Reza
Shah
Pahlavi was in and out of a
coma, his weight had dropped
to 110 pounds, he underwent
emergency surgery last
Wednesday to stop hemorrhaging, and his doctors were
"anxious" about his "general
infection or poisoning."
But a surgeon treating
Pahlavi, who has suffered
from lymph cancer for six
years, denied the 60-year-old
patient was in a coma or in
critical condition.
"If you have a very high
fever, it's natural that you're
sometimes unconscious, but
(it's) not a coma," the doctor
said.
He said the former monarch
was "doing very well ... fully
alert, conscious, talking, smiling" after surgery Saturday in
which an incision made last
Monday was cleaned and
dressed.
In that operation, the doctors inserted tubes to drain an
abscess which developed in
the shah's upper abdomen
after the removal of his
cancerous spleen last March.
But after the spleen was
removed, the cancer was
reported to have spread to his
liver.
The doctor, who declined to
be` identified by name, said
Pahlavi's temperature was
down to 99.5 degrees, he was
eating some food as well as being fed intravenously, he was
not attached to any life2upport system, and he was

recovering "very well."
The shah was rushed to the
Maadi military hospital outside Cairo on June 27 with a
high fever and congested
breathing Be was reported at
the time to have developed
pneumonia as a result of
chemotherapy he was receiving for cancer.
A medical bulletin issued
Saturday by the hospital said
the shah was "under medical
control" in the intensive care
unit. The hospital's bulletin in
itself suggested his condition
was deteriorating, according s
to medical sources independent of the shah's team of
surgeons.
A source associated with the
Al-Rifaie Mosque in Old Cairo
said employees were "working day and night in a state of
emergency" repairing the
burial vault that for several
years housed the body of the
shah's father, Reza Shah, who
died in exile in South Africa in
1944. The body was returned to
Iran after World War II.
The tomb was reported being refurbished last week.
Outside the mosque, 50
gardeners were cleaning up a
small park and were planting
flowers, grass and trees, the
source said.
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BARBECUE TIME
Barbecue time is here in all
Its glory! Whether you cook indoors or out, it's a big help to
have a good Spicy Barbecue
4cup(
1
Sauce on hand: melt/
stick) butter ins saucepan; in
it saute';11 cup chopped onion
until tender. Blend in ½ cup
water, le3 cup chili sauce, 3
tablespoons Worchestershire
sauce, 2 tablespoons brown
4 teaspoon, each,
3
sugar and /
salt and chili powder, with 'Ai
teaspoon pepper. Simmer for
ten minutes. Cover and
refrigerate. Use on both sides
of hamburger or meat and
buns. Yield: I cup.
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Deatt,
A Healthy Cure
For Kissing Cause

2061. PA40+

Wholesale Electric,Supply Co
Model 212
John Deere

Mower

By Abigail Van Buren

$2195"

DEAR ABBY: Last year our hospital auxiliary had a
an
fund-raiser that proved hugely successful. We put"on
of
"Evening in Monte Carlo," and the biggest money-raiser
all was our "kissing booth." It was staffed by three
attractive college girls (daughters of members) who
volunteered their services.
kisses
Kisses lasting three seconds were sold for $10 each;
lasting seven seconds wentfor $25;kisses lasting 15 seconds
went for $50; and all kisses over 15 seconds went for $100.
best
One man bought three $100 kisses and said it was the
tax-deductible donation he ever made!
Although we're planning to have a dinner dance this year,
again,
some of the women want to have the kissing booth
but some objections have been raised on the grounds that
opinion?
it's unhygienic and, therefore. risky. What is your
FOR A GOOD CAUSE

Watch the Miss Universe pageant on CBS,9 p.m.
(EIYT). It's live from South Korea, and Abby is there
as one of the judges.

Model

XR-50
Weed Eater
Designed For
Average Size Lewes

Retell $2800.00

SAVE $605.00

Your Can
Depend
on Service
After The
Sale

DEAR FOR: For an antiseptic solution to a tonguein-cheek problem, provide the kissees and the kissers
with germicidal cocktails. You'll make a fortune and
minimize the risk.
DEAR ABBY: We are employed as librarians in Iowa
City, Iowa. The enclosed item from your column was
recently found in our suggestion box:
I
"Dear Abby: I am a girl, 12, very inexperienced. and
need to know the correct way to kiss a boy. My mother says
you
it will just come naturally, but in case it doesn't, can
give me a few pointers?
supposed
Skould the girl quit breathing? I heard she isn't
for
to make Et 'smack'sound when kissing a boy, but it's OK
kissing relatives, right?
Another question: AM I supposed to move my head? Or do
1 just move my tips? One last thing: What am I supposed to
do with my nose? — Never Been Kissed"
"Dear Never: You should not quit breathing. No 'smack'
sounds — not even with relatives. It's not necessary to move
anything. And all you do with your nose is breathe through
it."
Attached to the above exchange was this message:
"Dear Librarians: How come you never answer questions
like this one? They would be a lot more interesting than how
hot or cold the library should be, or if business students
belong here. — Dedicated Reader"
Abby, we thought you might enjoy the following reply
offered by our resident problem-solver
"Dear Dedicated: We answer all questions (ound in the •
suggestion box. Up to this point we haven't received any of
the type illustrated here. We have a feeling, though, that you
a
really are concerned about this particular problem and are
bit hesitant to admit your own lack of experience in this
area. Rest assured we will do our best to help you. File this
under 'Youth Wants to Know.'
"1. The girl should definitely not quit breathing. Cessation of breathing will inevitably end in death unless CPR
measures are employed. Contrary to what you may think,
mouth-to-mouth resuscitation is not the same as kissing.
"2. Don't make a 'smack' sound unless your partner
starts to do more than kiss, in which case a firm smack
applied to his face would be both appropriate and effective.
be
"3. Once your lips are engaged, moving your head can
kind of messy unless your partner moves with you. Work
.this out beforehand.
"4. Leave your nose in the middle of your face. Most noses
look fine there."
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fi) HEALTH
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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Corvette Plant Not
To Move Until
Next Summer

Sharp
Electronic

Calculator
25

DEAR DR LAMB — I'm a The Health Letter I'm sending
27-year-old female. Fm 5 feet you. There is a nonnal reflex
5 and weigh 110 pounds I mechanism that helps aid
have had a problem with con- elimination and if it's proper-i,
stipation for about 10 years ly trained, it often helps a persince the birth of my first son develop a regular habit.
child when my tailbone
You should eliminate the
popped during delivery I use of all chemical laxatives
have been to doctor after doc- entirely and use only bulktor and they've told me I have forming agents. If you continspastic colon.
ue to have trouble in the early
I have had upper and lower stages of bowel training, you
GI X-rays and a sigmoido- might want to use a tap water
scope many tunes and nothing enema about every three days
was found to be wrong. I have if you need to But eventually
tried different diets, stool I would hope you could get off
softeners, Metamucil, tablets that habit as well.
from health food stores and I
Now about nerves Yes,
still have this problem The they certainly can cause a lot
work
to
only thing that seems
of bowel problems. It's often
is laxatives. My questions are, overlooked that symptoms
could it be my nerves and such as constipation can be
could there be some kind of caused by underlying emoblockage that would not show tional problems. Constipation
up on these tests'
can even be a sign of depresI get plenty of exercise and sion. Nevertheless, a good
drink plenty of liquids. Is dietary regimen along with
there anything you can sug- bowel training to develop
gest for me to do' I don't good habits will be helpful. If
want to be dependent on laxa- your doctor has any reason to
tives for the rest of my life.
think you have underlying
DEAR READER — You'll emotional problems, he might
probably need some help to recommend a professional
get off the laxative habit. consultation for you in that
Since you've had sigmoidos- area.
copic examinations, you obviously do not have any significant obstruction of the outlet.
I'm not sure what you mean
occurred during your delivery, but if you mean your.coccyx bone (the little extension
of the vertebral column)
broke, that's not a cause for
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Producconstipation.
tion of the Corvette sports car
Sometimes there are
will continue at St. Louis for at
mechanical problems associated with elimination. This least one more year as a nea
could be from faulty reflex General Motors Corp. plant at
action. A common cause in Bowling Green, Ky., won't be
women who have had several ready until next summer, ofpregnancies is a rectocele ficials said.
where Sie rectum actually
Corvette assembly workers
ruptures through the tnll
between the rectum and the at the St. Louis plant will have
vagina. Your examination the choice of being moved at
should have made it clear company expense to Bowling
whether you had such a defect Green or bidding for jobs on a
or not.
seniority basis at the new GM
I'm sending you The Health
passenger-car plant under
Letter number 2-1, Irritable
construction at Wentzville,
or Spastic Colon and Constipation. Other readers who want said Ken Worley, Region 5
this issue can send 75 cents director of the United Auto
with a long, stamped, self- Workers.
addTz.nel ernielope for it,
General Motors announced
Send your request to me, in in March that the Corvette line
P.O.
newspaper,
care of this
shifted to Bowling
Box 1551, Radio City Station, was being
Green in time for the 1981
New York, NY 10019.
I know you've tried a lot of models. However,questions of
different things in the past land ownership and snags in
and apparently have used getting federal and state
bulk agents but I wonder if clean-air
permits have
you've used enough and
the move, the comwhether you've stayed with delayed
the program long enough. I pany said.
would suggest that you try to
St. Louis has been Corincrease the amount of bran vette's assembly point since
in your diet and if you wish 1953, after about 300 test
you may also want to use the
in Flint,
bulk-forming agents such as models were built
Metamucil that you've used in Mich. More than 600,000
models of the sports car have
the past.
In addition, try the stool rolled off the Natural Bridge
in
described
method
training
Avenue assembly line.

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY,JULY 8, 1980
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) /71.4P
Enjoy cultural pursuits. Try
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth something new. Parties afford
romantic opportunities, but
sign
don't get involved in unwise
•
financial schemes.
ARIES
afv0.
SAGITTARIUS
1
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)114
Innovative ideas serve you (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Begin new work projects.
well in domestic sphere. Be on
the lookout for income Stike while the iron's hot.
improving projects. Watch Minor misunderstandings
could occur with close allies.
extravagance.
Watch mutual extravagance.
TAURUS
CAPRICORN
#‘71
(Apr. 20 to May 20) 64,
Take the initiative in (Dec. 72 to Jan. 19)V
Social life highly favored
romance. Be responsible to a
offbeat now. You can strengthen
ally's
close
suggestions. Watch judgment existing ties and also make
new ones. Watch a tendency to
re money in the p.m.
goof off at work.
GEMINI
- AQUARIUS
9
(May 21 to June 20)110
Go ahead with new work (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
If you'll attend to business
ideas. Profit potential looks
good. You'll accomplish more and cut out wasteful activities,
from behind the scenes than you'll make progress now.
Your work may receive
through a direct approach.
recognition.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 12) GO PISCES
Investigate new hobbies. (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) X
Pleasant surprises now re
Writing projects and friendly
and
activities
visits favored. Watch a leisure
tendency to withdraw into romance. Don't neglect
domestic obligations, though.
yourself in the p.m.
Creativity high!
LEO
YOU BORN TODAY have
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 4124iC
An aggressive approach executive ability and are a
works in business. Get the moneymaker. Involvement in
jump on competitors. Eat, community affairs brings out
drink and be merry may be your best. You enjoy large
your motto later. Curb enterprises and would make a
good head of an organization.
appetites.
You're also artistically
VIRGO
inclined and are often found in
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) ffP
An unexpected invite should businesses allied with the arts.
please you. Affairs at a You have writing ability and
distance favored. Make travel may be attracted to the stage.
plans, but watch judgment re You have broad vision and
would make a good public
business.
servant. However, you do
LIBRA
1.11 better in charge than in a
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
position.
Innovative ideas bring subordinate
career success. Research Birthdate of: Steve Lawrence,
projects favored. Don't take singer; Nelson Rockefeller,
things for granted re travel or politician; and Billy Eckatine,
singer.
distant affairs.
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Mrray Ledger & Times
Three Karate Center
Students Promoted

No Matter What,Game
, Still'Midsummer Classic'

f.4

LOS ANGELES(AP) — The
outcome isn't reflected in any
standings. It's a contest annually accompanied by controversy over the player selection process, and the game
itself lacks the lingering tension of the playcifs or the
World Series.
But when the teams take the
field at Dodger Stadium Tuesday night for the 1980 All-Star
Game, it's still the "Midsummer Classic" for fans. And the
game seems somehow to bring
out the best in baseball's best
players.
The contest, to be nationally
televised by ABC,is scheduled
fora 5:40 p.m. PDT start.
The game shapes up as a
version of "hungry youngsters
versus successful veterans,"
as the new-look American
League squad tries to end the
National League's long
dominance — eight victories
in a row and 16 wins in the last
17 meetings.
Half of Manager Earl
Weaver's AL squad is comprised of players who'll be
making their first All-Star appearances, giving Chuck Tanner's NL contingent a definite
edge in experience.
Weaver, who hopes to guide
the AL to its first victory since
1971, will have just two pitchers on his staff who've seen
previous All-Star duty, the
Yankees' Tommy John and
Rich Gossage. Newcomers
are Baltimore's Steve Stone,
Kansas City's Larry Gura,
Toronto's Dave Stieb, Seattle's Rick Honeycutt,
Chicago's Ed Farmer and
Boston's Tom Burgmeier.

Tanner's pitching staff will in honor, I'll play."
feature Philadelphia strikeout
The rest of the NL lineup is
artist Steve Carlton; Los 'Cincinnati catcher Johnny
Angeles' Jerry Reuss, who Bench, outfielders Dave
recently threw a no-hitter; Parker of Pittsburgh and
and Chicago's Bruce Sutter, Dave Kingman of Chicago,
the winning pitcher in the last and third baseman Ray
two All-Star Games. Knight of Cincinnati.
Houstirfs J.R. Richard, Pitt- Philadelphia's Mike Schmidt
sburgh's Jim Bibby, Los was voted the starting third
Angeles' Bob Welch, Pitt- baseman, but will miss the
sburgh's Kent Tekulve and contest with a hamstring pull.
San Vrancisco's Ed Whitson
Three AL starters as voted
round out the formidable NL by the fans — Boston outmound corps.
fielder Jim Rice, second
The contest will be the first baseman Paul Molitor of
hosted by Loa Angeles in 21 MilwauRee and third baseman
years, and the NL lineup will George Brett of Kansas City —
have a distinct Dodger flavor.
First baseman Steve Garvey,
second baseman Davey
Lopes, shortstop Bill Russell
and outfielder Reggie Smith of
Los Angeles were all voted into the starting lineup.
By ED SCHUYLER JR.
Although hitting .240 this
AP Sports Writer
season, Lopes received
BLOOMINgTON, Minn.
3,862,403 votes, most of any
(AP) — Larry Holmes and
player, raising some accusaScott LeDoux,a couple of onetions that Los Angeles fans
-time truck drivers, who have
overstuffed the ballot box.
met with varying degrees of
"I didn't feel I was having
success in the prize ring, fight
an All-Star type of year,"
tonight for the World Boxing
Lopes admitted. "To get more
title held by Holmes.
votes than anyone, that's sur- Council
At ringside will be a former
prising..But it's nice to know
employer of Holmes —
you are that popular with the
fans."
Smith, leading the NL in hitting, had threatened to pass up
the game if Dodgers teammate Dusty Baker was
overlooked for the contest. But
when Baker,an outfielder who
finished fourth in fan
balloting, was not named to
By WILLIAM PARKINSON
the squad by Tanner, Smith
Associated Press Writer
relented, saying, -Since I was
OAK BROOK, Ill. (AP) —
voted in, and I consider that Despite the large doses of
publicity given to the blighted
greens at Butler National Golf
Club, 24-year-old Scott Simpson's victory in the 77th
Western Open came to down to
excellent golf played over one
of the most difficult courses on
the PGA tour.
Simpson, a 1977 and 1978
NCAA champion for the
Southern
competition will be the Silver- University of
California who joined the tour
dome in Pontiac."
1979, finished a
Lexington was second to in..January
Sunday for a new
New Orleans in bidding for the sizzling 281
over the
1982 finals. Indianapolis Western Open record
His score over
hosted this year's tournament. Butler course.
7,097-yard, par-72 course
"The last time we made a the
record of
presentation, in St. Louis back tops Andy Bean's
in the summertime of 1977, we 282, set in 1978.
Simpson admitted there had
were told we didn't have the
some "grumbling"
hotel rooms to accomodate the been
the pros in the early
NCAA finals," Hagan added. among
over the conditions of
"But now, with two new hotels rounds
Butler greens, affected by
being built, they'll have to the
experts called "red leaf
give us another reason for re- what
spot." The disease had turned
jecting Lexington."
most of the greens to a dead
The committee seems to
rust color, with the only green
Hagan
cities,
favor larger
said, but the Kentuckians will
stress Lexington's collegetown atmosphere.
"I know of no other city
where they could house the
players, coaches and press in
a hotel adjacent to the arena,"
he said. "As far as I'm conThe Cards, Yanks and the
cerned, it's a unique situaReds all were winners in
tion."
The NCAA finals will be held Thursday Little League
in Philadelphia next year, games.
Pitcher Greg Futrell notchNew Orleans in 1982, Albuquerque N.M.in 1983 and Seat- ed the win in the Cards' 5-4
triumph over the Twins.
tle in 1984.
Futrell entered the game in
the fourth inning with the
score deadlocked and gave up
no hits while fanning four.
For the Cards, Rodney Skin-

Muhammad All who appears
headed for a fight with his
onetime sparring partner...or
with LeDoux.
"I want to see how much
he's progressed since he's my
hired hand," the 38-year-old
Mi who retired as a three-time
champion said at a news conference.
"There is going to be a fight.
That's definite...sometime in

September or October," said
promoter Don King, who is
talking about Egypt as a site.
But some boxing observers
feel the fight will end up a
Caesars Palace in Las Vegas.
Of course, King is thinking a
bout with All, who had several
of his fights promoted by
King, and Holmes, who is tied
closely to King.
But first the 30-year-old

Excellent Play Gives
Simpson Open Title
coming from a weed that
wasn't supposeed to be there.
The unsightly putting surfaces were sprayed with a dye
for the pro-am earlier in the
week and for Saturday's and
Sunday's televised rounds.
"I don't think anyone had
much of an advantage," Simpson said of the greens, adding
that "everyone had the same
chances over 72 holes.
Whoever hit the most good
putts is probably going to
make the most plitts."
Simpson's win Sunday netted him top prize of $54,000,
boosting his earnings this year
to $102,000. His victory exempts him from qualifying for
next year's Western, and puts
him into the World Series of
Golf and the Masters.
A member of the 1977
Walker Cup team whose best
finish last year was a tie for
fourth in the Westchester
Classic, clinched his victory
when he scored an eagle at the
475-yard, par-5 12th hole. The
eagle left his closest competition, 1975 Western Open cham-

Cards, Yanks, Reds
Win In Thursday
Little League Games

at Mr. Gatti's!

"Petizza"

2-inch
1
Enjoy a lunchtime 5/
complete with dinner salad .

Braves Beat Giants
While Indians Win
In Jr. Babe Ruth

pima

ONLY
11AM
TO 4 PM
ONLY

The Best Pizza In Town' Honest
Location.
PADUCAH:
3001 Irvin Cobh Drive
.443-9506

RANK PROMOTIONS — Terry Tyler (left), Paris, Tenn.,
recently was awarded the yellow belt in karate. Tyler was
one of three Murray Karate Center students to receive a
belt promotion. With Tyler is Vic Milner, Murray, chief instructor of the Center.

Association
Boxing
heavyweight champion.
But he has never earned
close to the $225,000 he is getting for his title bid.
Holmes, facing a several
million dollar payday against
Ali, is getting $1 million for
tonight's work which will be
his 35th pro fight. He won the
first 34, 25 of them by
knockout.
A referee and two judges
will score the fight. They
reportedly will be referee
Davey Pearl of Las Vegas and
judges Harold Lederman of
New York and Richard Steele
of Los Angeles.
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executed in all directions
against from two to eight jrnagiruiry opponents.
In the most recent promotions each Karate-ka (a practitioner of the art of Karate
demonstrated his skills as required by the level of the belt
rank being tested for; the
higher the belt rank, the more
strenuous the test and the
demanding the requirements.
Each student was graded by
Milner, and all were awarded
scores well above average for
their belt level.
More information can be obtained at the Karate Center,
which is located in the Dixieland Shopping Center, or by
calling the Center at 753-6317i.

Ex-Truckers To Fight For WBC Heavyweight Crown

UK Group To Push
Bid To Host 1985
NCAA Tournament
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
A delegation from the University of Kentucky and city of
Lexington was scheduled to be
in San Diego today, pushing
their bid to host the 1985 NCAA
basketball championship tournament.
The group includes Mayor
James A. Amato, UK
Athletics Director Cliff
Hagan, assistant Athletics
Director
Larry Ivy,
businessman Jim Host and
Tom Minter, executive director of the Lexington Center
Corp., which operates 23,000seat Rupp Arena.
The group is to make a 45minute presentation to the
NCAA Basketball Committee,
chaired by Big Ten Corrunissioner Wayne Duke.
Other committee members
include Tom Jernstedt, Larry
Albus, Ladell Andersen, Vic
Bubas, Willis Casey, Dave
*Gavitt, Andy Geiger, Ken
Karr and Russ Potts.
"We're competing with New
Orleans, Pontiac, Mich., and
Indianapolis," said Hagan,
"although I believe our main

will not play because of injuries.
Milwaukee's Ben Oglivie is
the probable starter in Rice's
spot, while California's Bobby
Grich or the Yankees' Willie
Randolph will open at second.
Graig Nettles of the Yankees
or Texas' Buddy Bell is expected to start for Brett.
The other starters are
California first baseman Rod
Carew, New York shortstop
Bucky Dent, Boston's Fred
Lynn and New York's Reggie
Jackson in the outfield, and
Boston's Carlton Fisk behind
the plate.

The Murray Karate Center
announces the promotions of
three students. Chief Instructor Vic Milner reports
that belt rank promotions
were awarded to Terry Tyler,
Paris, Tn., Yellow Belt; Bob
Nelson, Louisville, Ky., Green
Belt; and Carl Mowery, Murray, Brown Belt.
Each of these students was
required to pass an oral examination covering history
and terminology of Karate, as
well as a skills test in the
various aspects of Karate. The
skill techniques include
punching,
demonstrating
blocking, and kicking
abilities, and the performance
of Katas. A Kata is a series of
defensive and offensive moves
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In Thursday's Jr. Babe Ruth
League play, the Braves nipped the Giants 5-4 and the Indians downed the Dodgers 179.
Dave McMillan chalked up
the win for the Braves. Teammate Dave McCuiston hit a
triple. For the Giants, Craig
Darnell and Eddie Burgess
each hit a double.
Pitcher Dave Whitten took
the win for the Indians. Andy
Parks and Gary Galloway
each had three hits for the
Dodgers.
In a game played Tuesday,
the Indians beat the Tigers 145. Winning pitcher was Tom
Billlngton. Keith Houston had
a triple and Kyle Evans a double for the winners.

ner had a double and an RBI,
Mike Garland hit a double and
a single, Kelly Steeley hit a triple and Shane Morris hit a
double.
Hurler Richard Jones threw
a four-hitter, struck out eight
and hit a double and a triple
with two RBIs to pace the
Yanks in a 9-5 win over the
Cubs.
The Yanks' Tim Greer had
two singles and an RBI. For
the Cubs, Darrel Workman hit
a triple and Bobby Paeples
had two singles and an RBI.
The Reds downed the Astros
14-2. Mark McClard was the
winning pitcher. The Reds'
Mark West had a double and
three RBIs and Bill Maddox
had a single and two RBIs.

Orioles Defeat
Phils 7-4 In
13-Year-Old League
The Orioles downed the
Phils 7-4 in the 13-year-old
league action Thursday.
Monte Morton was credited
with the win while Todd Ross,
who came in the contest in the
third inning, picked up the
save.
For the Orioles, Dwain
Gammons had a double and
Gabe Amos, Rosa and Morton
each singled. The Phils' Brad
Newsorne doubled while teammate Alan McClard singled.

-pion Hale Irmii‘„aao.closer than
five shots off the lead.
Irwin finished in a tie for
third with Don Pooley at 287,
behind 1979 Western Open
champion Andy Bean at 286.
Bean fired a 71 for the day,
two ahead of Irwin and one
ahead of Pooley.
Tom Kite, David Graham
and Rex Caldwell were
grouped at 289, one shot
behind Calvin Peete.
Leading tour money winner
Tom Watson, favored by
many to win the Western, was
in another group of three at
293, while 1979 champion
Larry Nelson finished in a
group of five at 289.

unbeaten Holmes must get
past the 31-year-old LeDoux
who has had a checkered
career. Holmes is an overwhelming favorite to succeed.
"I'm going to make this an
easy fight. Believe me," said
Holmes, who scored
knockouts in his six previous
defenses of the title he won on
a split decision over Ken Norton on June 9, 1978. The record
for consecutive knockouts in
heavyweight title defensel,is
seven. Joe Louis reached that
figure twice.
"I've been nervous for a
month and a half," said
LeDoux who lives in nearby
Anoka, Minn. "I'm not nervous because of the fear of
Larry Holmes, the biggest
fear of all is failure."
LeDoux, who has a 26-8-4
record with 17 knockouts, will
get his big chance at the
16,800-seat Met Center and
before a national television
audience.
The ABC show will also include a WBC superlightweight title fight by Saoul
Mamby of New York and
Esteban DeJesus of Puerto
Rico, the former WBC
lightweight champ and the only man -to ever beat Roberto
Duran.
Mamby, who has a 27-12-5
record with 13 knockouts, won

the title by stopping Kim
SanHyun of South Korea in the
14th round in Korea last Feb.
23.
DeJesus has a 56-4 record,
with 31 knockouts. His victory
over Duran, the former
lightweight and now WBC
welterweight champ,was a 10round decision in 1972. He was
knocked out by Duran in two
later fights.
This will be Mamby's first
appearance on nationaJtelevision. LeDoux has been on national TV before — against
Johnny Boudreaux, George
Foreman, Leon Spinks, Ron
Lyle, Ken Norton and Mike
Weaver, who now is the World
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Alcott Making Things
Hard On Everyone
NOBLESVILLE, Ind. (AP)
— Amy Alcott says she's a
prime example of one who
likes to make it hard on
herself.
But her opponents on the
Ladies Professional Golf
Association tour are finding
the 24-year-old Californian is
making it increasingly difficult on them.
Alcott moved up to the No.2
spot on the tour's 1980 money
list with her three-stroke vic-

tory over Sally Little and
JoAnne Corner in the $150,000
tournament which ended Sunday.
Alcott's 13-under-par 275
duplicated the lowest 72-hole
score posted on the tour this
year.
"If it's real difficult out
there, I'll make it even
harder," said Alcott after
receiving the $22,500 top prize
that pushed her 1980 earnings
over the $132,000 mark. "I enjoy winning that way."
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$5,685.00
BETTER MILEAGE AND RANGE!
Based on EPA estimates, Sunbird with automatic transmission offers 24 EPA estimated
mpg while the gas-powered VW Rabbit with
automatic offers 23 EPA estimated mpg_
Multiply Sunbird's 24 EPA estimated mpg
by its 18 5 gallon fuel tank, and you'll see
Sunbird has an estimated range of 444
miles Rabbit has a fuel capacity of 10.6
gallons, giving it a range of only 243 miles
Remember Compare the "estimated. pg"
to the "estimated mpg" of other cars.
You may get different mileage and rang

dependin on how fast you drive, weather
conditions and tnp length Sunbirds are
equipped with GM-built engines produced
by various divisions See us for details
SUNBIRD HAS LOWER ANNUAL
FUEL COSTS! Based on an estimate of
annual fuel costs, Sunbird costs $30 less
per year for gas than VW Rabbit' Annual
fuel costs are based on each car's EPA
estimated mpg for 15,000 miles at $1 10
per gallon
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Despite Scare By John McEnroe

SPORTS AT A GLANCE

Borg Retains Title As
Greatest Tennis Player

Sports In Brief
MOOS
Riccardo Patna of Italy, sharing the
WIMBLEDON, England (AP) - driving with Hans Beyer of West Gerlinen Borg outlasted John McEnroe 14, many, won a Sas Hours of Endurance
7-5, 6-3, 6-7, 8-6 in the Wunbledon finals race for spods cars at Watkins Glen
and won the world's most coveted tennis
The Patrese Lancia averaged 77.75
title for the fifth straight year
miles an hour over the 3.37-mile, 11-turn
Evonne Goolagong of Australia road racing course.
defeated lieu Evert Uoyd 7-6 to win
In another race, Patrick Tambay of
the women's singles title, her first since France won his fourth Can-Am race ma
1771
row alter two cars that had been ahead
The brother and sister combination of of him piled spins spectacular crash in
John and Tracy Austin won the mixed the pita.
Tambay'averaged 106 19 mph around
doubles final, beating Mark Edmondson
the 3.37-mile, 11-turn rued racing course
and Dianne Fromholtz 4-6, 7-6,6-3
and captured the winner's 193,900 share
GOLF
OAK BROOK, Ill. (AP)- Scott Simp- of the $85,900 in prize money for the
son won the Western Open golf tame 165 7-male race.
meat by five strokes, closing with •72
BOWLING
FRESNO, Calif. (AP) - Steve Cook
for•course record 7-under-par 231 Andy Bean finished second at 286, with Hale rebounded from an opening game loss to
Earl Anthony and won five of his last
Irwin one stroke further back.
NOBLESVILLE, Ind. (API - Amy seven matches to maintain the lead after
Alcott fired a 6910 edge Sally Little and four rounds in a 190,000 Professional
Joanne Carner with a 13-under-par 275 Bowlers Association Tournament.
and a 3-stroke triumph in a $150,000
Cook rolled a high game of 279 during
Ladies Professional Golf Association the fourth round as he brought his 26tournament.
game pin count to 6,179 and held a 121pin lead over Paul Moser, who averaged
A lcott won $22,500
238 for eight games.
AUTO PACING
DAYTONA BEACH,Fla.(API- BobBASEBALL
by Allison won the Firecracker 400
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Steve Carlton of
Grand National stock car race in record the Philadelphia Phillies became
time at Daytona International Speed- baseball's alltime left-handed strikeout
way. Allison averaged 173.473 mph, king, fanning Tony Scott of the St. Louis
breaking the record of 172.890, set last Cardinals for the 2,633rd strikeout of his
year by Ned Emmett.
career.
LIME ROCK, Conn. (AP)- Jacques
SWIMMING
Villeneuve, averaging 100.195 mph, won
TORONTO (AP) - Tracy Caulkins
the North Amencan Formula Atlantic dominated an international swim meet
Championship at the Lime Rock race by winning three individual events and
track. But the victory was dimmed by leading the Nashville Aquatic Club team
the death of rookie Atlantic Formula to a 400-meter freestyle relay victory at
driver Tom Stewart, who was killed the Etobicoke Olympiinn. Caulkina won
when his car crashed during a morning the 200-meter individual medley in 2
sunutes, 20.8 seconds, then scored easy
practice run.
WATKINS GLEN,N.Y.(API-Italy's iictories in the 400 freestyle (4:19.32)

ind 200 breaststroke f 2 341.60)
YACHTING
NEWPORT, R.I. (AP) - New
;dander Naomi James sailed her 53out sloop Enter Lady across the Mush
By WINSOR DOBBIN
toe, beating the women's elapsed tune
record an the Royal Western-Observer
AP Sports Writer
Singlehanded Transatlantic Race by
WIMBLEDON, England
more than three days. Her time in the
3,50 mile race between Plymouth, (AP) - "Sure I want to be
England and Newport was 25 days, 19 considered as the greatest
hours and 12 minutes.
champion of all time," said
TRACK AND FIELD
ATLANTA (AP) - Defending cham- Bjorn Borg.
pion Craig Virgin handily won the 11th
The brilliant Swede had just
Annual Peachtree Road Race in 21.39.01
as 5,000 runners battled above 80- underlined his claim to the tidegree beat and choking humidity
MILAN, Italy (AP( Edwin Moses, tle by capturing his fifth
who has completely dominated the 404 straight Wimbledon men's
meter hurdles event since the 1776 Olym- singles championship. Borg
pics, lowered his owil wield record to
defeated John McEnroe 1-6, 747 13 Seconds at an international meet.
Moses first net a world mark in the 5, 6-3, 6-7, 8-6 Saturday in a
event at the Montreal Olympics with a
4744 and dropped that to 47.45 • year match that was one of the
most thrilling
Wimbledon
later.
MOSWW (AP - Tatyana Kamanknui finals ever.
of the Soviet Union shattered her own
And he did it despite a pulled
world record in the 1,500 meters by a full
second in the last warmup before the stomach muscle that plagued
Moscow Olympics She ran away from a him since the third round.
field of 13 racers to post a time of 3
But even in his moment of
minutes, 55 seconds, a second under her
former record set four years ago. "
triumph Borg retained the
Konstantin Volkov set a men's world
indoor mark of 111 feet, 11% inches in the practicality that is so much a
pole vault. The previous mark was 114.
part of his personality.
Natalia Bochina clocked a world
"Of course it is impossible
record for Juniors In winning the 206
to say just who is the greatest
meters in 22.45 seconds.
TIUSONBURG,Ontario(AP)-Rich tennis player," he • added.
Harris of Colorado State University ran
the mile in 3 minutes, 58.3 seconds to "Budge,Layer.. you just can't
highlight the Tillsonburg International say what would happen if I
track med.
had played them.

Transactions
BASEBALL
American League
CHICAGO WHITE SOX-Purctuded
the contracts of Rickey Seilheimer, catcher, and Randy Johnson, first
baseman, from Glens Falls of the
Eastern League. Optioned Junior
Moore, infielder-outfielder, to Iowa of
the American Association and Marvis
Foley,catcher,to Glens Falls,
CLEVELAND INDIANS---Extended
the contract of Dave Garcia, manager,
through the 1981 season.
NEW YORK YANKEES-Placed Luis
Tient, pitcher, on the 21-day disabled
list.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Activated
Bob Bailor, inflelder-outflekler. Returned Domingo Ramos, infielder, to
Syracuse of the International League.
Natalia League
QV:TH.44n. REDS-Placed Tom
Seaver, pitcher, on the 21-day disabled
list. Recalled Bruce Berenyi, pitcher,
from Indianapolis of the American
Association.
NEWYORK NETS-Placed Ray Burris,pitcher,and Ron Hodges,catcher,on
the 21-day disabled list. Recalled Butch
Benton, catcher, and Roy Lee Jackson,
pitcher, from Tidewater of the International League. Assigned Phil
Mankowski, third baseman, to
Tidewater of the Intentional League.
ST LOWS CARDINALS-Reinstated
Silvio Martinez, pitcher,from the disabled list. Sent Roy Thomas, pitcher, to the
Springfield of the American Association.
BASKETBALL
National Basketball Asaciation
DETROIT PISTONS-Waived Darwin
Cook, guard.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
CINCINNATI BENG ALS-Signed
Sandro VIUeUo,kicker.
DENVER
BRONCOS-Signed
Michael Harden, safety; Virgil Seay,
return specialist; and Tim Paich,
kicker

1

HOCKEY
National Hockey League
WS ANGELES KINGS-Named
Ralph Backstrom assistant coach and
signed him to a one-year contract.
MONTREAL CANADIENS-Named
Maurice Richard "special ambassador."

COI IECIF
NC.-CHAPEL HILL-Named John
Lott assistant athletic director.
RICE-Named David Hall baseball
coach.
SIMON FRASER-Named Pat Bonnett assistant football coach.

American League
Standings

National League
Standings

W L Pet. GB
51 V
New York
4238 .580 7%
Dente
W L Pet GB
4334 656 771
Milwaukee
Morena
42 34 653 - Baltimore
4236 .538 9
Philadelphia
41 35 SS 1
41 36 .532 9%
Boston
Pittargh
42 37 .532 I% Cleveland
37 39
417 13
New York
3898 .467 5
33 43 AM 17
Toronto
akar
n 43
.434 9
WEIR
St. Ina
34 * .425 10
47 33 .5813
Kansas City
38 41 .481
Cticago
Houston
45 33 .577 .4111
77 C
Texas
Los Angeles
* 34 .575
Oaldand
38 46 .444
Cairns*
41 33 .519 4% Maness*
35 44 .443
3798 .461 7% Seattle
Atlanta
3842 .433
Sam Francisco
37 43 .E13 9
California
5 48 377
Sian Diego
34 47 .420 12%
Ssizrdey's Gases
timiadsy's Games
Toronto 5, Dame 3
Cincinniti 43, Houstnn 6-2
Cadre 5, Chicago 0
Pittsburgh 5, Chicago 4
Muntenia 2, Texas I
New York 7, Montreal 5
Boston 1, Baltimore 0
Atlanta 3, San Diego 2
New York 3, Cleveland 2
Stinta 6, Philadelphia I
Masa* 4, Caldonia 3
les Angeles 3, San Francisco 2
ICansas Cky 5, Seattle 4
Sanday's Games
Skasky's Games
Patna* 5, Chola
Detroit 7, Toronto 5
Mahal 9, New York 4, 10 Innings
Chicago 16, Oakland 04
Houston 3, Cheinnell 2
Boston 6, Baltimore 4
Philadelphia 6, SLInuis 3
Cleveland 5, New York 3
San Frandsen 7, Los Angeles 4, 10 mMkriescita 4, Texas 1
ilk*,
Califon*. 2, Milwaukee 0
Atlanta 6, San Diego 5
Sesta 5, Kansas aty 3 c
Moodny's Games
Moaday's Games
No games scheduled
No gasmen scheduled
Ramsay's Game
Tuesday's Gone
Allan Game of Ids Awake, (0)
All-Star Game at la Angeles, in)
Wedansdny's Games
Wedomainy's Games
No games scheduled
No games stherkied
EAST

Cleveland Indians stopped the
New York Yankees 5-3; the
Seattle Mariners defeated the
Kansas City Royals 5-3; the
Detroit Tigers beat the Toronto Blue Jays 7-5; the Minnesota Twins turned back the
Texas Rangers 4-1 and the
California Angels blanked the
Milwaukee Brewers 2-0.

Oakland runner past second
base. Helanned two and walked three in going the distance
for the fourth time this season.
Pinch-hitter Greg Pryor's
two-out, two-run homer in the
bottom of the ninth inning off
reliever Bob Lacey lifted the
White Sox past the A's in the
second game.

Indleful5, Yankees 3

Perez drove in runs with a
sacrifice fly in the first, a
single in the third and a solo

Gary

two

weeks

with

a

bruised
elbow, laced a two-run single
during a four-run rally in the
which finished Mike

third

Flanagan.
White Sox 2-5, A's 0-4

Jim Morrison and Harold
Baines each singled home
firstinning runs and lefthander Steve Trout pitched a
five-hitter as Chicago beat
Oakland in the first game of
their doubleheader.
Trout, 4-8, didn't allow an

and

tied

an

plenty of drama.

McEnroe."It was nice to get a

chance

good reception at the end. I

Wimbledon title when she and

hope I won them over."
hardened media people who
have been among his sternest

at

a

21st

record

Navratilova

were

beaten in a women's doubles
semifinal.
defending

The

champions

critics granted him an ovation

went down 6-2, 4-6, 6-4 to Anne

when

Smith and Kathy Jordan, who

he came

in

for

his

went on to win the title by

postmatch interview.
On Sunday Borg revealed he
was injured in his third round
match with Rod Frawley of
Australia:
"It's true that I've

been

Turnbull and

beating Wendy

Rosie Casals 4-8,7-5,a-L
John and Tracy Austin
became the first brother and
sister combination to win the

ment every day since then ...

now holds.

injections,

massage,

everything.

there

"He's already one of the

"I have been having treat-

But

was

Australians
and

Australian

Mark

Dianne

doubles cham-

pions Peter McNamara and
Paul McNamee won the men's
by

doubles

downing

greatest," said the vanquished McEnroe, "but he might

never any danger of my pull-

Americans Bob Lutz and Stan

ing out. It didn't bother me in

Smith 7-6,6-3,6-7,6-4.

still have a little to prove on

the final at all."

hard courts. But I would be

And,

The injury will keep Borg
for

Sweden

course,

Evonne

his career without winning the

against Italy in Rome next

with a 6-1, 7-6 triumph over

Open.

weekend in the EuropeanZone

Chris Evert Lloyd. It

A final. A spokesman for the

Goolagong's first Wimbledon

Swedish

face."
Borg's

performances

on

L.tass have never been,in any
doubt, but he needed to call on
all his reserves of strength
and skill to end the challenge
of the brave 21-year-old New
Yorker, who was seeded second.

Tennis Federation,

who made the announcement

RUNNING CROSS-COUNTRY - Terry Fox, 21-year.old student from British Columbia, runs past the Peace
Tower of the Parliament Building in Ottawa, Canada
on his way to the Pacific Ocean from the Atlantic. Fox
lost his right leg to cancer three years ago and is now
running for pledges toward cancer research.
(AP Laserphoto)

the women's title on Friday

from

"He can play on any sur-

playing

of

Goolagong of Australia won

surprised if he goes through

singles

championship

was
since

1971.

McEnroe Proves That Ice Melts,
Steel Bends In Wimbledon Final

McEnroe battled with grit
and determination, matching
the champion shot for superb
shot.
In

the

fourth

set

the

American

staved

off

By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
WIMBLEDON, England
(AP)-Bjorn Borg has gained

papers dubbed him - admitted afterward that McEnroe's
refusal to succumb peacefully
had shaken his renowned con-

as Rod Laver, who won two
Grand Slams. He has yet to
subjugate McEnroe.

those match points I lost," he

phenom beat Borg three times
in 1979. He carried Borg to
tiebreaks in two of the three
sets earlier this year in the
Grand Prix although ailing

those who had dubbed him
"Superbrat" were calling him

said."I thought for sure I may

and in a slump. In Saturday's

"Macnificent."

two

his fifth straight Wimbledon

centration

championship points at 4-5,

tennis title and his deserved

selfdoubts in that steel-trap

then five more while produc-

niche in history, but he has

mind of his.

ing winner after impossible

been defrocked as an invinci-

winner to capture an incredi-

ble man of ice and steel.
Ice

ble tiebreaker 18-16.
"Every time I had an impor-

melts and

steel

can

and

raised

"I kept thinking about all

Before

Wimbledon,

Borg

a

news

tant point, John would come

It took a gutsy, nerveless kid

up with a great shot," Borg

from the New York suburbs to

had

said afterwards. "I couldn't

prove it in the Center Court
final Saturday, won never-

Superman. I can do anything

told

magazine:

national

"I

think

I

theless by the stony Swede in a

with a tennis ball. I try all

3-hour, 53-minute marathon 1-

kinds of things because sud-

6, 7-5,6-3,6-7, 8-6.

denly I can't miss the ball."

Young

McEnroe

showed

conclusively that ice

water

pumps in his own veins as well

Although he says his aim is

and there is a healthy store of

to be "the greatest player of

brash,

all-time," he realizes he is on-

brassy facade that hides the

ly half a champion. He has

real man.

franchise.

The bearded, golden-haired
Borg clung to his indisputable

never won the U.S. Open on
clay or cement, nor the

Tigers 7,Blue Jays 5
Richie Hebner drove

in

behind

that

failed to dominate the Grand

his grip on the crown has been
loosened rather than tightened

Prix.

by his lateyt victory.

a champion of all seasons such

on

He found
Court a

the

younger

Toronto's Ernie Whitt had
tied the game 5-5 in the Blue

resolve.

mysterious,
matter

He has yet to prove himself

Agents: Ronnie Ross,
Danny Ross, JaThes Ross
Te\lephone: 753-0489 or 753-0493

who

could match him shot-for-shot
and who, under the fiercest
pressure, would not buckle but
some
call
upon
would

Jays' seventh inning with a
before
homer

swallowing

the hurt of a hostile gallery,
kept his cool and, in the end,

Center

man

defeated Toronto.

three-run

Australian on grass. He has

position as world's No.1 but

No

match that hung by a tender
thread.
McEnroe, 21,

After Saturday's final, he

steel

his record at 6-6, while Paul

N.Y.,

was more subdued.

Mariners into a 35-45 record,

Splittorff, 5-6, took the loss.

Douglaston,

am

their best at the All-Star break
in the four-year history of the
Floyd Bannister, with help
from three relievers, evened

The

final, he scored more points
than Borg, 195 to 178. It was a

wind up losing the match."

bend.

HANGING
Ira"
-

unshakeable
where

Borg

journeys in pursuit of new
honors, no matter what the

his neck.

Noon:
Mon.-Sat.
9:30-6:00

Billie Jean King lost her

Martina

He certainly did. Even the

left-hander

20% Off All Pipes
20% Off All Gift items
20% Off All Pipe Lighters

of the

men's final but there was still

didn't get a good hand before
the
admitted
match,"

Twins 4, Rangers 1
Fernando Arroyo and Jerry
Koosman combined on a fourhitter, pitching Minnesota
over Texas.
The Twins took a 1-0 lead in
the second on an RBI single by
Pete Mackanin off loser Jon
Matlack, 4-5. They scored
their eventual winning run in
the fifth on Mackanin's double
and another two-bagger by
Hosken Powell.

Mariners 5, Royals 3
Bruce Bochte and Tom
Paciorek slammed solo home
runs and collected four hits
apiece to power Seattle past
Kansas City.
The victory lifted the

Wimbledon

at

the superlative fare

"I was very disappointed I

Wockenfuss'single.

his sixth save.

Bucharest. The rest of final
day's tennis

American's fight.

tom of the frame on John

from Sid Monge, who gained

to
in

could not hope to match up to

Rick Waits, 7-7, was the winner, scattering nine hits ovet 8
1-3 innings before needing help

marriage

Simionescu

hostile crowd warmed to the

surface or the event,there will
always be this tough, talented

July Is Sale Month!!

breathing

down

The Swede knows it's not going to be easy. Men's tennis is

AMIN
MUM
11111:111M

no longer a monarchy. It's a
two-way dogfight, and Heaven
help the hindmost.
Seven times in this gruellfinal,
pressurized

ing,

Part I -IlYoffs: Who Is Hit Hardest?

McEnroe faced match point.
Each time, never flinching, he
came up with the bold, go-forbroke shot that kept him alive.
The "Ice-Borg" as British

Part II-Layoffs: Help to Tide You Over

Carlton Sets Record
753-3174

Part III-What You Know Can Help You

ST. LOUIS (AP)- It may
not have ranked as the prettiest performance in Steve

broken again for a long time,"
Green said. "I've seen him

Carlton's career, but to Dallas

that

Green it stood out like a jewel.

when we need it."

"Today's game,I think, was
what you'd call a typical
game," the
Carlton
Phillies
Philadelphia
manager said Sunday after
the mainstay of his staff
emerged as the all-time
strikeout king among lefthanders from an 8-3 victory
over the St. Louis Cardinals.
"It was a win. He had
enough strikeouts to beat a
record

Arlo

the

homers in consecutive at-bats.

Mon.-Sat. 9:30-6:00

Come See Us!!

even

Hebner came home with the
Tigers' winning run in the bot-

RHE tql1MICE
Olympic Plaza

American

and

24

the U.S. Open,a title McEnroe

Alexander's wallop broke a 2-2
League record shared by eight
other players for hitting pinch

In the final his behavior was
impeccable

July

Fromholtz 4-6, 7-6, 6-3.

Cleveland
tie

Mariana

a big secret.

Carlton Fisk, who returned
to the Boston lineup during the
Baltimore series after missing

his

nors.

The real flaw in Borg's
record is that he has yet to win

career.

York.

semifinal against Jimmy Con-

Edmondson

and Aurelio Lopez as Detroit

New

Wimbledon, speculated if he
justed wanted to relax before

people knew about it-it was

six-hit pitching of Jack Morris

over

fans angry at

his outburst during Friday's

Center Court by

player has won."

his second pinch home run in
lead

Swedish media, noting that
Borg showed no pain during

mixed doubles, beating six-

two days, a three-run shot in
to

past unpleasantries in his oncourt behavior, was booed at

thseeded

Alexander smashed

inning,

ordered Borg to rest at least

in my stomach. Not too many

three runs and scored the winning run to back the combined

sixth

one month.

playing with a pulled muscle

homer in the fifth, his 12th of
the season and 335th of his

the

in Stockholm,said doctors had

McEnroe, dubbed "Superbrat," by the English press for

"The only real way to compare is look at the titles each

'Born Again'Tony Perez Not
Affected By Age; Leads AL In RBIs
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
Age apparently hasn't tarnished Tony Perez's princely
skills. In fact, he's hitting
these days with the old
authority.
"I'm not striking out as
much this year," says the
Boston Red Sox first kaseman,
"I'm making contact. I feel
I'm a better hitter now than I
was five years ago. I'm getting my second wind - I'm
born again."
The Red Sox picked up
Perez in the free agent reentry draft last winter in
hopes of adding power to their
lineup - and so far, he has
more than fulfilled their expectations.
The 38-year-old veteran is
currently leading the
American League in RBI with
64, including the three runs he
knocked in Sunday to help
Boston's 6-4 triumph over the
Baltimore Orioles.
In other AL games, the
Chicago White Sox took a
doubleheader from the
Oakland A's 2-0 and 5-4; the

believe it."

which

may

not

be

pitch better, but he just has
capability of winning

Part IV-Train Today for Work Tomorrow

Carlton, laboring in muggy
St. Louis heat, needed four
strikeouts at the day's outset

Starts July 12th Through 17th

to top the old strikeout mark of
2,832 for left handers set by
Mickey Lolich.

P1130

He tied the record when Ken
Reitz waved futilely at a high
delivery in the fourth. Four
pitches later, Tony Scott fann-

ed on a low slider to send him
over the top.

#1 LIVEWI UpESS
NEWS
to
Down to earth

the rn.nute
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Dog 'Rescued' From PoundTo Act In UK Play
By CHARLES WOLFE
Lexington-Fayette County dog
Associated Press Writer
pound. Now he is free.
—
AP)
(
Ky.
LEXINGTON,
Picked up as a stray, he was
Sam, a 3-year-old German
and sores
shepherd, faced almost cer- ravaged by worms
deal of fur
tain death last month in the and had lost a good

Because he wasn't!' cute little
puppy, Humane Society officials considered him
"unadoptable."
But Sam

Wag

ra•nued

Boxer Cleveland Denny Dies
This Morning In Montreal

DICKINSON REVIEW — Helen Hodges, well-known
dramatist and reviewer, will portray the life of poet Emily
Dickinson at the Calloway County Public library arts annex at 10 a.m. Tuesday, July 8. She is pictured in dress
similar to the poet's lifetime, "1830-1886. I. Williams
Phillips, local attorney, will narrate the presentation. The
public is invited to attend this program which will be the
first function scheduled in the newly restored white
house adjoining the library on the west side.

Angela Davis Married
In Birmingham Sunday
BIRMINGHAM, Ala. (AP)
-- Political activist Angela
Davis, 36, was married here

William R. Spitler
Reports For Duty
Marine Cpl. William R.
Spitler, son of Mr. and Mrs.
James W. McKnight of Route
3, Box 246, Murray, has
reported for duty with 1st
Marine Division, Marine
Corps Base, Camp Pendleton,
Calif.
A 1977 graduate of Calloway
County High School,he joined
the Marine Corps in March
1977.

Sunday to an Oakland, Calif.,
photographer and chef, Hilton
L. Braithwaite,36.
The couple was married in a
private ceremony at the home
of the bride's parents. About
30 family members and
friends attended.
Ms. Davis, a Birmingham
native, is running for vice
president on the Communist
Party ticket.
A controversial figure in the
1970s, Ms. Davis is a Elfessor
at San Franciscr'State
University. She has been active with the National Alliance
Against Racist and Political
Repression organization.

Good Thru
July 31, 1980

I Brigten
llp roar
Carpets
w ith Our
1 SUMMER SPECIAL

20/

Off

Regular Price
1(1' Sq. Ft.

0 CARPET or RUG

CLEANING
.
I (Wall to Wall, or In Our Modern Plant)
*

FREE ESTIMATES *
Phon• 753-2553

BOONE'S CLEANERS
In You"
"The Cleaner Interested

605 Main St. Warm Ky.

His family, which kept a
MONTREAL(AP) — Boxer
Cleveland Denny, in a coma vigil at his bedside, had consince June 20, died at 3:30 a.m. sidered disconnecting the lifeMonday, according to a support system but decided
woman acting as a family against it when doctors said he
would likely die in a few days
spokesman.
The woman, who refused to in any case.
identify herself, made the anThe boxer was knocked out
nouncement by telephone ear- in the waning seconds of the
ly this morning. She said the 10th and final round of his nonfamily will issue a statement title fight, a preliminary to the
later today.
World Boxing Council
Officials at Maisonneuve welterweight title fight
Hospital, where Denny had between Robert Duran and
been kept alive since his Sugar Ray Leonard at Montragic bout against Canadian treal's Olympic Stadium.
lightweight champion Gaetan
Hart, would not immediately
confirm the report.
However, they did confirm
that Denny's family was at the
‘Olis*
'hospital and would issue a
,
ref°
statement later.
OT%
The woman said Denny, 24,
1
COD0
never regained consciousness.
He was kept alive by a
ti,D‘Itk‘9.
respirator even after being
pronounced clinically dead
last Wednesday after a brain
scan revealed little or no mental activity.

Race Spectator
Dies Of Injuries
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (Ar) —
A spectator injured five weeks
ago at a motorcycle race in
Louisville died Saturday
night.
The coroner's officg said
Michael Johnson, 31, of Knoxville, Tenn., died of multiple
injuries. He had been listed in
serious condition since he was
admitted to University
Hospital on June 1.
Officials said Johnson was
injured when he ran onto the
Louisville Downs track during
a qualifying race for the
Motorcycle
American
Association Grand National
event.
One of the 12 riders was killed when his 240-pound bike hit
Johnson and flipped over. The
race rider was David L.Jones,
18, of Oklahoma City.

Dr. Kern Battle To
Set Up Practice
In North Carolina
Dr. .Rem Battle has announced plans to practice internal medicine in Morehead
City, N. C.
A native of Murray, Battle
has completed a residency
program in internal medicine
at the Medical University of
South Carolina in Charleston.
Battle graduated from Murray State University and
received his medical degree
from the University of
Louisville.
He is a member of AOA
Honorary Medical Fraternity.
Dr. Battle is married to the
former Randy Greenberg of
Oceanside, N.Y., and the couple recently celebrated the
birth of their first child, David
Kemp.
Dr. Battle is the son of Martha and Guy Battle of Murray.

McMahan's
Campbellsville's Famous Kentucky
Cherry Reproduction Furniture
In business for 35 years, McMahan's use solid woods and
create pieces that look just like the originals... with
nermaner, value .. equal to good antiques!
6 Piece Suite No. 505

$1037.00
Write Today For A Free Catalog
Of Our Antique Reproductions.
Come In Or Call Ue.

Denny, a native of Guyana,
had stayed with Hart for most
of the fight but was stung by a
flurry of punches that sent
him crumbling to the canvas.
He was immediately taken to
hospital and underwent brain
surgery.
His death brings to 330 the
number of professional and
amateur boxers who have died
since 1945 from injuries suffered in the ring.
Denny was married and the
father of Cleveland Jr., not yet
one year old.

animal lover and chairman of
nonetheless.
Sam was "discovered" at JICs drama department, had
the pound by Lance Long, a hoped that someone would
drama student from Lex- adopt the big dog.
"Sam didn't look like he had
ington. Long was charged with
finding a suitable dog to play been beaten or anything, but
opposite Candy, an old man in he'd been awfully neglected,"
John Steinbeck's "Of Mice Rodgers said in an interview.
and Men." The University of "The veterinarian treated him
Kentucky Repertory Theater for five kinds of worms and
will stage a production of the treated his sores and gave him
story of Depression-era a rabies shot. He appears to
migrant workers beginning have had a home at one time
because he's very trainable."
Thursday.
Sam's part called for him to
After being saved from the
pound,Sam lounged about the appear in two of the play's
UK Fine Arts Center, basking three acts. He was supposed to
in the affection of the reper- sit and Ile on command, act
tory company. But the vaca- old and play a symbolic role.
"The point in the play is that
tion ended last Wednesday,
when Sam slipped his leash here is a dog who is no longer
a
violent of use to anyone," Rodgers
during
thunderstorm. He ran off and said. "Nobody wants him
around anymore but his
hasn't been seen since.
Meanwhile, a replacement owner, Candy. The others conJog will take Sam's place on vince Candy that the dog
should be shdt and that he
stage Thursday.
Dr. James Rodgers, an should have a new pup.

"It's a parallel to what happens to two of the male
characters. Primarily, it
deals with loneliness and the
need for companionship. The
Jog was old, but still a wonderful companion for this man."
Steve Conway,a senior from
Louisville, plays the role of
Candy and would have commanded Sam on stage.
the
dog's
Before
unscheduled exit, Rodgers
had hopes for Sam's future.
Programs for the performance would have noted
Sam's avallablity for adoption; Rodgers was confident a
good home would be found for
him.
There were two inqukries
about Sam last week, including one from the owner of
a farm. Had Sam stayed
around, chances are he would
have finally found a home.
For now, though, the question is: where is Sam?

13uyin9 gold
4111 111111111:
11111. II'
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Phone (502) 465-4831
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Blistering Heat
Still In South,
Southwest U.S.
By The Associated Press
After a sizzling holiday
weekend, the South and
Southwest faced more blistering temmpenitures as the
heat wave that has claimed at
least 142 lives entered its 15th
day.
The death toll today stood at
86 in Texas, 28 in Arkansas, 17
in Oklahoma,5 in Kansas, 3 in
Louisiana and one each in
Missouri, Mississippi and
Alabama.
In Arkansas, the National
Weather Service said the
outlook for the rest of the summer was for continued sizzling
temperatures.
. The type weather pattern
we're seeing usually comes
later in the summer," said
forecaster Mike Thompson at
Little Rock. But because it
has been established earlier
than normal we have a chance
of seeing above normal
temperatures later this summer."
Three Arkansas residents
succumbed to the heat Sunday. One person collapsed
after digging in the yard and
two others were found inside
their homes in. Lawrence
County, where temperatures
reached 104 degrees Sunday.
1 In Oklahoma, railroad
tracks expanded after two
weeks of sweltering
temperatures and caused a 15car freight train to derail near
Fort Gibson late Saturday,
said Missouri Pacific Railroad
officials.
No injuries were reported.
Temperatures were at or
above 100 degrees in many
parts of Kansas on the last day
of the holiday weekend and
forecasts predicted no letup in
the heat. Wichita sizzled under
a record 107 — the eighth time
since June 24 that Kansas's
largest city has tied or broken
a maximum temperature
record.
The 107-degree reading
broke Wichita's 105-degree
record set in 1954. Hutchinson
reported 107 degrees, with
Belleville, Hill City, and Beloit
baking at 105. A high of 103
degrees was reported in
Chanute, Dodge City, Emporia, Goodland and
Lawrence, while the mercury
in Topeka and Coffeyville was
at 100.

One Killed, Another
Seriously Hurt In
Small Plane Crash
LEBANON, Ohio (AP) — A
Cincinnati man was killed and
an Independence, Ky., man
seriously hurt Sunday when
their small airplane crashed
at the Warren County Airport,
the Ohio Highway Patrol said.
Authorities said Eugene
Muszynski, 58, died when the
experimental propeller-driven
plane crashed near the end of
the runway.
Calvin Sorrell, 40, was taken
to Good Samaritan Hospital in
Cincinnati with multiple injuries, authorities said.
State troopers said both men
were thrown from the two-seat
plane. Authorities could not
determine immediately which
man was the pilot.
Airport officials said an
engine apparently stalled
when the plane started a
climb, causing it to fall about
300 feet to the ground.
Troopers described Muszynski ass 25-year veteran of the
Air Force Reserve who flew
combat missions in Europe
during World War II.

Opinions Mixed About'Head Shops'

Drug Paraphernalia Causes Battle
and applied for 60years."
distribution of accessories of National Organization for the
By MARIANNE MeGOWAN
drug use encourages young Reform of Marijuana Laws.
Under the Parma law, makAssociated Press Writer
people to indulge in illegal acOne problem, opponents ing, selling or passe...sing drug
CLEVELAND (AP) — The
tivities by glamorizing drug say, is that many of the items paraphernalia is a secondpeople who sell "bongs" and
degree misdemeanor, carryuse.
sold in "head shops" have
"roach clips" and the people
"We've got to turn around legitimate uses — for exam- ing a fine of $750 and 90 days in
who are worried about easy
drug use are moving into what the 'do drug' messages ple, cigarette papers that can jail. It covers devices like
may be a decisive battle in children are receiving," said be used to roll real cigarettes pipes, bongs, roach clips, cocaine spoons and the advertisLee Dogoloff, director for or marijuana joints.
their long war.
So at the request of the ing of such items.
For several years, states drug policy at the White
Peter Schliewin, owner of
and communities across the House, which was involved in White House, the DEA looked
nation have been trying to drafting the model legislation. for precedents involving Record Revolution No. 6 in
outlaw socalled "head shops" "One is the proliferation of paraphernalia used in other il- Parma, challenged the law on
that specialize in drug paraphernalia, much of which legal activities, such as grounds that it was unparaphernalia. Results have is designed and marketed for counterfeiting, gambling, constitionally vague and
that population."
moonshining and tobacco denied him due process. Ve
been mixed.
has not been cited as a
However, opponents say bootlegging.
The indastry, a formidable
"There is a federal moon- violator.
foe, is worth an estimated $500 banning the sale of such
In addition to spelling out
million to $3 billion a year. It devices is unconstitutional — shining paraphernalia statute
that ... makes a crime and pro- specific paraphernalia, the
sells marijuana cigarette roll- and misguided.
"It's like thinking you can vides for confiscation of all law requires that prosecutors
ing papers, cocaine spoons,
hashish pipes, and other remove alcohol by removing properties intended for use to establish that the seller inviolate federal liquor laws," tended that the devices be usdevices like "bongs" — large swizzle sticks," says Mark
pipes — and "roach clips," Heutlinger, an officer of the said Myers. "It's been upheld ed with drugs.
•
.which are used to hold the end
of dwindling marijuana
cigarettes.
But now, a model law
drafted by the Drug EnforceART WORKSHOP AT MURRAY STATE — Dale Leys (left), instructor in the 20th annual
ment Administration and
Art Honors Workshop at Murray State University, explains technique to two students
enacted in several Mines and
Henry Cubero of Elizabethtown, a student at North Hardin High School, and Debbie
many communities nationLester of Beuchel, a student at Male High School. The workshop, which ran June 22-28,
wide has reached the 6th U.S.
was one of a series of camps and workshops in the 1980 Summer Youth Program r!lti
Circuit Court of Appeals in
the campus. Students received intensive training to enhance their skills and to develop
Cincinnati.
Individually Fitted By Licensed Dentists
The case was brought by a
their portfolios.
Parma record dealer, who
(Photo by Barry Johnson)
Offices In Memphis And Jackson, Tennessee
says the law was enacted to
put him out of business. A
federal district judge upheld
the measure almost intact.
It's the first test of the DEA
model law to reach an appeals
court.
The decision of the appeals
"securlarism...as violent as a are 5 million active Pro- court, which heard arguments
By DENNIS REDMONT
many
as
and
Brazil
in
testants
cyclone."
Associated Press Writer
last month, "will be a preceThe pontiff appeared as 18 million nonpracticing dent for all of the remaining
PORTO ALEGRE, Brazil
With
believers.
(AP) — Pope John Paul II and noticeably tired after five Protestant
members, courts in the U.S.," said Harry
representatives of Brazil's days of a 12-day Brazilian more than 2 million
Ea
of chur- L. Myers, the DEA attorney
fastgrowing Protestant chur- tour, but he still found the ,the Pentecostal group
the who drafted the model law.
have
to
claims
ches
energy
joke
to
in
Spanish,
ches pledged to work together
If the law survives, DEA ofProtesto defend "human rights...the Italian and Polish from the largest following of all
ficials say, more states and
sects.
tant
of
balcony
the
Porto
Alegre
poor and the forgotten," but'
Communities are likely to
Olavo Nunes, prczident
the Pentecostal churches cathedral to a crowd of young
enact it. And some states that
a
sent
Pentecostalists,
the
sounded a discordant people whose forefathers
have already done so will
telegram to the Brazilian
ecumenical note by boycotting emigrated from Europe.
begin enforcement.
invoking
Conference
Bishops
When the pontiff received an
the meeting.
Among the states that
Paul
John
on
blessing
The Pentecostalists said the honorary citizenship of Porto God's
have the DEA model
already
not
would
he
For Your Convenience Appointments Preferred
pope's trip to Brazil had Alegre he turned to a local of- but announcing
or a similar statute on the
law
"triumphalistic" overtones ficial and asked,"Do I have to attend.
David Umsted, D.D.S. And Staff
are Colorado, ConnecThat left the representatives books
and they had decided not to at- pay taxes?"
Florida,
Delaware,
ticut,
of the Anglican, Lutheran,
tend the session Friday night
Georgia, Indiana, Maryland,
After proclaiming himself a Methodist, and Christian
in this prosperous southern ciCALL JACKSON, TN. TOLL FREE NO CHARGE
are in New Jersey and North
who
churches,
Reform
'
name
a
—
the
gaucho
for
ty of more than 1 million peoHugh
creating a na- Dakota. New York Gov.
of
process
the
OUTSIDE TENNESSEE
Brazilian
IN
and
TENNESSEE
Argentine
ple.
churches Carey signed a new "head
John Paul flew into Porto cowhands who ride the fertile tional council of
1-800-238-3973
week.
last
law
shop"
1-800-392-3876
which the Pentecostalists do
Alegre, near Brazil's borders plains of southeast Latin
Proponents of the laws say
join.
to
want
not
with Argentina and Paraguay, America — the pope plunged
into the meeting with bishops
Friday evening.
Earlier in the day, the 60- and ministers from the
year-old Polish-born pontiff leading Protestant faiths.
Protestantism, especially
consecrated what some claim
fundamentalist
is the largest church in the
WARM SPRINGS,Ga.(AP) springs that once attracted
Christendom, the National evangelical kind, is fast gain— With the presentation of a President Franklin Roosevelt
Basilica in Aparecida do ing adherents in Brazil, whose
National Historic Landmark were reopened.
Norte, 750 miles north of here. population of 123 million is
Gov. George Busbee opened
He also warned an estimated more than 90 percent Catholic. declaration and a speech from
Protestant leaders say there Georgia's governor, the warm the Roosevelt-Warm Springs
300,000 worshippers about
Rehabilitation Center on Friday and announced that Ellis
wouLD YOU
I'M
Moran, director of the
COME BACK
COLLECTING,
Woodrow Wilson Institute in
TOMORROW?
MRS.
Virginia, will take over the
-.._._
dropped.
in the world did they find facility on Aug. 1.
PAUL...
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
In Kentucky 54 claims were another damn trace of it
A total of 13 Kentuckians have
As part of the festivities,
suits pending against the filed. One was settled for (swine flu)."
Chris T. Delaporte, director of
Suits over the vaccination the U.S. Hekitage Congovernment, charging that about $4,200 and the rest rethey developed vaccine- jected. In time 13 suits were program were grouped and servation and Recreation Sersent to Washington for a
related problems in the almost filed.
vice, presented Warm Springs'
The case scheduled for trial pretrial hearing. The filing of
four years since Americans
with a National Historic Landinvolves a claim by Robert depositions and orders on pro- mark.
were given swine flu vaccine.
The designation includes the
The first Kentucky case is Lawrence of Louisville who cedures for individual trials
scheduled for trial Aug. 25 in was paralyzed for several took almost two years accor- hospital and its hot springs
U.S. District Court at months after he received his ding to the editor of a and pools, where the late
shot and is about 30 percent Philadelphia publication who President Roosevelt sought
Louisville.
kept tabs on the swine flu relief from crippling polio,
Millions of Americans took disabled.
His attorney, J. Bruce claims.
the shots in late 1976 after the
and the nearby Little White
Petitioners who sued must House built as Roosevelt's
death of a young soldier at Miller said recently "The botFort Dix, N.J., was diagnosed tom line is that the U.S. prove they became ill because retreat from life in the nagovernment....is participating
of the shots and are not re- tion's capital.
as swine flu.
The 10th of each month is a very important datejo.
The president died at the
Thousands contended they in a travesty. They lined up quired to show the governexperienced various stages of 100 million Americans and got ment was negligent. Some at- Little White House on April 12,
newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your
paralysis after the shots and them shot for a non-existent torneys representing these 1945.
emergency.
Never,
the
by the 10th of the month in order to pay
contend
payment
petitioners
anywhere
your
The ceremony marked the
eventually the program was
government has delayed set- first opening of the pools and
their bill.
tlements too long and is in- springs since they were
sensitive.
discontinued for patient
You see, these carriers are independent business
The insensitivity charge therapy more than 20 years
and women. They buy their papers from us at
men
isn't true, according to Jeffrey ago. They were transferred to
Axelrald, a Justice Depart- the state Department of
wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
ment attorney in Washington. Natural Resources as an adddelivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
He argues that many persons ed attraction to the historic
trying to collect from the area.
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
government don't have
Busbee announced he had
up the difference.
legitimate claims.
released the 83.7 million in
The issue hasn't escaped
funds needed to fund a conPlease pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of
notice in Congress. Rep.
tract with Wright Associates
Romano Mazzoli, D-Ky., is
each
month. They depend on you to write their pay
Construction of Columbus,
among 21 who've offered a bill
Ga.,to renovate the hospital.
checks.
to set up a claims commission
The first step of the project
to make settlements.
will be to rebuild the hospital's
central heating and air conditioniug system, the governor
HOT TOMATOES
iaid during ceremonies that
Tomatoes don't always have included cutting a blue ribbon
to go into a salad. They can be in front of the recently cleaned
served as a hot vegetable like and renovated springs and
this: Cut four tomatoes in half, pools.
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and
then sprinkle cut surfaces
former
the
carrier.
for
your
role
new
The
with salt, pepper and crushed
a
basil. Broil several inches polio hospital came after
state
So,. paying by mail is a simple way to avoid getting
from source of heat for three recommendation by the
Board of Human Resources
to four minutes. Remove from
without the right change and you avoid the
caught
be
it
that
closed.
broiler and top each tomato
-bother of monthly collections.
with a slice of Muenster
After negotiations brought
cheese. Return to broiler only
an agreement on using the
long enough to melt cheese
hospital as a rehabilitation
and serve immediately.
center for the handicapped,
That'll give you eight servthe foundation dropped its
ings.
suit.

DENTURES

Pope, Brazil's Protestants
Pledge To Work Together

SAME DAY SERVICE

STANDARD

PERSONALIZED

'79 Ea.
'99

MID-SOUTH DENTURE GROUP, P.C.
MEMPHIS:901-346-2514
JACKSON:901-6684460

L....

Roosevelt Facilities
Reopened As Landmark

13 Have Flu Suits Pending

REMEMBER
THE 10TH!

c

PAY BY MAIL
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Carbon Monoxide
New Danger In
Cigarette Smoking

CLUBHOUSE - Three Murray boys built themselves
Mr.
-their own little hideaway. Eric and Don Easley, sons of
Easley, and Jimmy Tripp, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Sid
Mrs.
and
,
Rudy Tnpp, built the clubhouse at 1610 Loch Lomond. It
a ben' has blink beds, a table and chairs, a bathroom and
said
ch. Currently, they are making carpet for it. The boys
it took about four days to built the entire project.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ment
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
5 Musical
dramas
6 Scale note
7 Man s name
8 Aleutian
island
9 Steal
10 Mountain on
Crete
11 Crony
In121101211:1MIDI WWI
16 Grain
18 Fruit
,20 Weight of
India
22 Heath
23 Engine
24 Preposition
32 Lad
40 Greek letter 51 Small child
26 Scattering
34 Pronoun
52 Obscure
28 Chinese mole 41 State- Abbr
35 Pose
54 Elect itied
44 Goal
in
Go
29
mound
Golf
36
particle
46 One opposed
30 Once more
37 Tantalum
48 Poker stake 55 Man's nick32 Knight
syrnbol
name
mounHigh
49
part
Footlike
33
38 Agreements
56 Insect egg
lain
35 Look fixedly
41 Hawaiian
59 Lava
39 Compass pt 50 Beverage
wreath
42 Region
43 Pronoun
9 10 11
4 5 6 7 II
1 2 3
44 Merit

ACROSS
I Attempt
European
capital'
9 Tear.
12 Regret
13 Separate
14 Harem room
15 Disregard
17 Kettledrum
19 Ventilates
21 Above
22 send forth
25 Lamprey
27 Entreaty
31 King Arthur's

morn MOO MOO

OCOO 000 3000
OCOO 000 0000
000000 000000
OD 0000
00100 0000O000
MOO 00000 000

0000 CO
001:3000 0130000
00E0 0013 0000
MOCO 000 0000
UUMM MOD 012130

lance

-

45 Sun god
12
47 Asian land
111
111
49 Be present
I5 RR tSp.
53 Native Amer21
20
19
ican
27
la
57 Zodiac sign
us
Zt n 24
58 Luis of the
111
fil
31
i
Yankees
60 Japanese
35 111
34
sash
WI
40
so
n
61 Stroke
62 Likeness
44
42
63 Seine
lill
la
iii
i
i
45 i
DOWN
32
51
49
I Three Prefix
2 Carpet
Iii•la
Id
3 Longing
MI
4 Hindu gar-

UU

URU

iii

ki

61

I4UR

24 29

Wil

37
41

UU

URU
54 WIWI

id

HAVE ifOU EVER NOTICED '0 MEAN LIKE GARLIC
HOU CERTAIN HOMES HAVE
OR SPAGHETTI 17
CI5TINCI COOKING ODORS?

AP) WASHINGTON
There may be a new danger in
cigarette smoking: carbon
monoxide.
The government previously
has warned smokers about
nicotine and tar contents of
cigarettes. Now, the Federal
Trade Commission will begin
tests to discover the carbon
monoxide levels.
A report on smoking last
year by the surgeon general
said that carbon monoxide
may be a "possible critical
factor" in heart disease and
other ailments.
The FTC results will be
published in January. But the
figures may show that cigarettes low in tar and nicotine are
not necessarily also low in carbon monoxide, the FTC cautioned.
Tar and nicotine levels have
been published for cigarettes
for nine years.since they were
identified by the government
as health factors. The listings
have led to a shift by the smoking public to cigarettes low in
tar and nicotine, the FTC
says.

Federal officials have
repeatedly warned about the
health dangers of smoking
since a 1964 surgeon general's
report linked smoking to lung
cancer and heart disease.
But the tobacco industry
claims there is not yet any
conclusive proof that smoking
and various diseases are
related.

MISS

YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger d Times by
530 p.rti. Monday-Friday or by
330 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 7531916 between 5:30 p.m.
and 6 p.m., Monday through Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sundays.
A circulation department employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper. Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or.
4 p.m. Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Murray ledger & Timesare 8 a.m. Is 5 p.m.. Monday
through Friday and 8 a.m to nose,.
Saturdays.

* At The Movies *
(Reviews Ol Current Movies At Murray Th•cstres)
By KENT FORRESTER

Bermuda Triangle Secret
You know what's been sinking all those boats in the Bermuda Triangle? It's not
magnetic storms. It's not a
hole in the earth's crust sucking them down. It's not even
Martians. It's something even
more unlikely: real skull-andcrossbones, shiver-metimbers pirates.
At least it is in The Island,
the latest sea yarn from Peter
Benchley, the same man who
gave us Jaws and The Deep.
Like Benchley's sherbs, the

Church Prepares
Vacation Bible
School Program
A program has been
prepared by the Oak Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church for Vacation Bible
School to be held July
7 through 11. "Jesus, I believe
in You" is the theme for the
school, to be held each night
from6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
Classes will be offered for
all ages from Nursery through
college age amd adult.
"The central goal of Vacation Bible School is this: That
souls be won to Christ and
grow in Christ. Bible-based
lessons will be taught with excitement and variety through
the use of many advanced
teaching methods," a church
spokesman said.
Students will be involved
through such activities as
song time, Bible study, visual
demonstrations, classroom interaction, craft making and
other innovative methods in
keeping with the them,
"Jesus,I Believe In You."
For information regarding
attending Or transportation
call 753-0302.
FRUITS,BERRIES
It's the season for fresh
fruits and berries, a great
summertime dessert! Make
them even better with a
mound of dairy sour cream
and a bit of brown sugar. For
this purpose, the sour cream
may be whipped in chilled
bowl with chilled beaters to
make it even fluffier. It will
take longer to whip to a fluffy
stage than to beat whipping
cream until stiff.

I KNOW ONE KID'S
HOUSE THAT ALWAYS
SMELLS LIKE TI-1E11lVE
BEEN COOKING CABE3A6E
C

AA,
-4041
7
1.
0, 2
k;312111„
7 7

if

HOW DO
YOU TURN
THIS OFF

NANCY-WILL YOU
THE CHOCOLATE
ROSTING- WITH

THE ELECTRIC
BEATER? )
O. K

4111,

FBLONLATEE•- : WoN'T HAVE
TIME FOR
BREAKFAST!

" xewies,..set

JUST HAVE A BANANA
READY FOR ME WHEN I GO
OUT THE FRONT DOOR

QLICK-OUICK! THE
BANANA'

1st LIKE BEING IN A RELAY
RACE WITH A
MONKEY

pirates are out to get you, but teresting creatures. They are
at least they don't eat you dirty, cruel, and scurvy buccaneers whose isolated society
from the feet up.
Michael Caine plays a has evolved in strage ways.
reporter who travels to the Their rituals, for iruatance,
Carribean with his twelve- consist of bits and pieces from
year-old son to dig up material The Book of Common Prayer,
about a recent rash of boat legal lore, and sailing terdisappearances. He finds out minology.
more than he wants to know
They heal with leeches and
when pirates find him and cart bloodletting. Their booty is the
him and his son off to their flotsam and jetsam of 20th
island home.
century American society.
It appears as though these After one raid, one of the
pirates are descendants of pirates tries to figure out the
some 17th century pirates who purpose of one of those elecdidn't want to go home to tronic toys (Simon, I think)
England. Relatively untouch- that beeps, blinks,and buzzes.
ed by 20th century civilization,
But the violence, let me
the pirates carry daggers, warn you, is explicit - a fact
their pistols are flintlocks, and that has turned a number of
they wear an odd mixture of critics against The Island .,In
17th and 20th century clothing. the opening scene, for inThe problem is, their stance, a pirate cuts open the
genetic stock is growing bare, white belly of a fishermoldy because of inbreeding, man. When that skin opens up
so they need some lusty, like a sliced tomato and
young genes from Michael gushes blood, only a doctor
Caine and his son.
who performs daily appendecI know, you're teary of a tomies won't flinch. There are
movie in which pirates are other scenes equally as
still, hiding out on Carribean gruesome, particularly in a
islands. Sounds too implausi- climax that outbonnies Clyde.
ble. Don't worry. If you can
However, the explicit
accept that premise, I suspect violence in The Island ,seems
you're going to like this film.
ippropriate. Real pirates, I
For one thing, it's well
bought as I watched the film,
made. Caine is able to keep .vere probably as cruel and as
from giggling and gives an
violent as the movie depicts
unusually competent perfor- them. The old Errol Flynn
mance. The minor actors look swashbucklers, in which
like they're having fun. The knives and bullets apparently
photography is first-rate. And cause little damage to flesh
the editing of the film has and blood, seem only quaint
given it just the right pacing.
nowadays.
The addition, The Island is
Thelsland is rated R. One
nicely textured with the kind scene with upper female nudiof details that help enormous- ty. Some 17th century fourly to fill out the empty spaces letter words that kids proin any adventure film. For- bably won't catch. And extunately, the pirates are inplicit violence.

Trail Strongest Case
On Opening Courtrooms

5-

Sttiail Ails
Bug Re'ssii

CLASSIFIEDADS,
2:11-66

2. Notice
Bible Facts Free Store for the
needy 759-4600
CLASSIFIED AD
DEADLINES
In order for your ad to appear
n the date you specify you
must adhere to the following
eadlines. An ad must be called or brought in by 12 noon
he day before in order to appear in the next days paper,
with the exception of ads tb
start in Monday's paper, they,
must be called or brought in by,
10 AM on Saturday
To have an ad cancelled,
before publication you will
need to contact us 'by 8 AM,
that morning in order for it not,
o appear in that days edtion._j

11-1F-rwl-ryvirTv-h-rwtrIc117.•
ITS A
FACT

15. Ar

Meek.
Could ror
Vocation
Juno 30 thro
July 7

Starks
Hardware
12th &Pow

-d-6-111rik

Will Wedding Bells soon d
ring? Call us for an appointment. We can help
plan your table appointments and in
vitations.
CARTER STUDIO
153 8298

305 Main

6. Help Wanted

C Free gift wrapping is a
specialty at:

Starks
Hardware
12th 8 Poplar
5.9 5.9 Qs es 04
753-1227
9 0 Juu,ts

WANT AD
CLASSIFICATIONS
Listed here is a ready reference
that will quickly help you locate
the classification you are looking
for
1. Legal Notice
2. Notice
3. Card of Thanks
4.11 Memory
5. Lost and Found
6. Help Wanted
9. Situation Wanted
10. Bus Opportunity
11. InstructionS
12. Insurance
13. For Sale or Trade
14. Want To Buy
15. Articles For Sale
16. Home Furnishings
17. Vacuum Cleaners
18. Seeing Machines
19. Farm Equipment
20. Sports Equipment
21. Monuments
22. Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
25. Business Services
26. TV-Radio
27. Mobile Horne Sales
28. Mob Home Rents
29. Heating-Cooling
30. Business Rental
31. Want In tent
32. Apts For Rent
33. Rooms for Rent
34. Houses For Rent
35. Farms For Rent
36. For Rent Or Lease
37. Livestock-Supplies
38. Pets-Supplies
39. Poultky Supplies
40. Produce
41. Public Sale
42. Home Loans
43. Real Estate
44. Lots For Sale
45. Farms For Sale
46. Homes For Sale
47. Motorcycles
41. Auto Services
49. Used Cars
50. Used Trucks
51. Campers
52. Boats and Motors
53. Services Offered
54. For Trade
55. Feed And Seed
56. Free Column
57. Wanted

A cost free Christmas! A
Number 1 toy gift company hiring demonstrators. Earn $1000
now 01 September. Best demo
and hostess program. Commission checks in 2 weeks. Absolutely free $300 kit. Call Debbie collect, 653-4704.
Brick Mason. Temporary openings for experienced individuals to preform general
maintenance, renovation, and
repair work for University
facilities. Must do tuckpointing and brick or stone
masonary construction, and
assist other trades with assigned duties. Salary $5.36 per
hour. Contact Personnel Services, Murray State University,
PART-TIME

large ta
by wee
corn. I
McKenz
Riding
hp, 83!
pop-up,
conditio
66" Tat
19" Ze
I.v.; Son
receiver,
small ai
stereo,
need i
reasonal
753-598
, Victoria
peeling,
cooking.
minutes
ware, Pa

1-6-A

1

r

For sale:
Phone 7!
•

SPEAKER
Teaching, public
relations or similar
background. Leading service company
requires attractive
articulate

person

for

local public•
speaking assignbefore
ments
women's groups.
inExtremely
work.
teresting
Prepared material
One
furnished.
evening per week.
Send information on
your background to:
Personnel Director,
8342 Stone Creek
Dr, Germantown,
Tenn. 38138

By SY RAMSEY
representatives enjoy the
Associated Press Writer
same right of access to public
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)- information as is available to
"It is the strongest case on any other ctizen, "but this
opening courtrooms that I right does not exceed the right
have read," says the lawyer of any other member of the
who successfully pushed the public."
attempt to lift a ban on media
However, Lukowsky added,
coverage of a sodomy trial at it is recognized that news
Lexington.
organizations can disseminate
Lyle Robey was referring to the information to a much
lobs available. Age 17-25 to
a recent Kentucky Supreme larger segment of the inlearn electronics, over $1,21
Court decision which held that terested public 'than other
per week. Excellent training
the public must be admitted to citizens.
schools, room/board, medical.
such a trial.
No experience required. High
Robey said that the Virginia
school grads or seniors only.
In that trial, a physician was case before the nation's
Call Navy (502) 753-6439 or
convicted of sexual abuse and highest court involved a comcall toll free 1-800-841-8000.
sodomy involving 10 young plete ban on public attendance
B-10.
boys, and the public was part- whereas the Kentucky case
ly barred from the pro- was a partial closure - with
Musicians wanted to play in
ceedings on the grounds of the the judge willing to allow
Rock N Roll dance band. Name
children's welfare.
already established in Tentranscripts to be given to news
The Supreme Court organizations afterwards.
nessee and southern Kentucky.
unanimously ruled that if
Call Paris,(901) 642-3559, ask
He said the sticking point in
Business is
for Mike.
there is another trial, the the argument before the napublic and media must be ad- tion's highest court appears to
Two divers, commercial,
mitted.
wanted. Steady work. Will
be whether the media can obFor Sales
Robey represented the The tain access to pretrial heartrain. Call after 6 pm, 753Leader
Herald
Lexington
Professionals
2650.
ings, if both the prosecution
Company Inc. which pressed and defense agree to close
10. Bus. Opportunity
the appeal from a Fayette cir- those proceedings.
... WHO ARE MARKETStart Now - Amway Distributor
cuit court and the inRobey said the latest state
ING our cash flow manage
offers opportunity for good eartermediate Court of Appeals.
the
With
services.
courts"
intent
open
for
"victory
nings. You pick the hours. We
cOncentr et ion On Toney
The Lexington attorney said disposes of the issue clearly in
and cash management, we
train. For interview call collect
that so far in Kentucky, Kentucky.
an
at
growth
are enjoying
618-524-2007 after 4 pm.
unparalleled pace As the
citizens appear to have had no
The attorney said the doctor
largest cash flow menagetrouble with their right to at- in the Lexington case has aprnent form in the country,
14. Want To Buy
the demand for our serywes
tend trials, despite legal con- pealed his conviction to the apcrested immediate
has
Small
trailer for a tractor type
somewhat
a
in
troversy
pellate court and that media
openings for • select few
lawn mower. Call 753-9240.
similar case which was decid- coverage is one of his
sales professionals
Would like to buy. Honda 3ed by the U.S. Supreme Court arguments.
If you're a high-energy
wheeler. Call 753-4487.
last Wednesday in favor of the
self.starter With • proven
The physician contends he
successful
in
record
track
public and press.
would have testified in person
15. Articles For Sale
salve this full commission
He said that in recent in- at the trial, but refused
sales opportunity offers
step ladders; 4',
Aluminum
535k to 570K first year
stances, a Western Kentucky because he thought the media
earnings - plus. full range
$22.99; 5', $25.99; 6', $27.99.
trial was opened to the public would be present.
field
of incentives and
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
management opportunitws.
after the issue arose and an
This full time career posiextension la er.
Aluminum
Eastern Kentucky judge evention offers ercellent re14', $31.99; 16', $38.99; 0
tually also opened his courwards, full training, and
the ground floor beginning
$54.99; 24', $69.99; 8',
troom.
to a recession/inflation
$94.99; 32', $130.99. Wallin
The remaining controversy
proof business.
Hardware,
is in Boyd County, where two
Call today for
newspapers are trying to overfacts .
For Sole
8001848 7592
turn a circuit court decision
In Ohio, call
Large quantities of
barring them and the public
Collect
slabs and sawdust
614 864-3377
from pretrial hearings in a
from sawmill. For
murder case.
call
information
That petition now is before
What we do best is care
901-642-3898.
the Court of Appeals, whose
753-6333
Needltne,
decision in the Lexington case
was set aside by the Supreme
Court.
ATTENTION:
Robey said it might be more
Home Owners and
Mobile
accurate to call the situation
an issue between the public
Occupants Outside of State
and the judiciary rather than
Approved Mobile Home Parks
the media and the courts.
are required to hove and maintain a CerYou
"The press is (merely) the
Johnson,
Craig
PFC
Occupancy for your /mobile home. To obtain
of
preferred member of the
tificate
Murray, recently completed
public because all of the public
a certificate, please pick up an application form at
two weeks of specialized
can't get in," Robey said.
City Hall, City Planner's Office, Monday thru Friday.
training at the Kentucky
And this was the thrust of
Specific Information needed for certificate includes.•
Military Academy at Fort
the unanimous Supreme Court
1. Manufacturer's name
Knox as,part of the non comruling.
2. Year & make of mobile home.
missioned officers School.
Justice Robert Lukowsky,
3. Serial number
primary
the
is
academy
The
who wrote the decision, said
4. Approximate year placed on lot
the
of
officers
for
source
that courtrooms are kept open
5. Address of owner
National
Army
Kentucky
"to allow citizens to see for
If there are any questions concerning this mobile
a
is
Johnson
Private
Guard.
themselves how their laws are
certificate, please roll 753-1225.
home
Au
3rd
2
1
member of the
impartially applied."
mor, Detachment I, Murray.
He said news media
f

r

.. r
J

1
i

111%•111113

No guess
heavy pc
numbere
Jars, $4.1,
Paris.
Used de(
'gallon ta
couch an
Call 437-

Water he
glass l in ,
•
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, $94.99; 1
I,
•I gallon,
1 models,:
gallon 1
$177.99.
Paris.
Washerle
$13.99;
$16.99;
with stir
Hardware

19-.Til

160 AC
truck; 91
5/16's pl
?
i

Snapper
28", or
Hardware

Tobacco
.( ble wide,
son's Tral
Phone 8
Hopkinsv

i
•
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Brand nt
Craftsma
mulepuri
Phone 43

Chimney!
pipe, 6"x
$29.99,
Hardware
Frost pro
depth, I
ware, Par
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1978, 14
bedroom,
central h
ning, un
4171 or 4

For sale:
lots. Call.

MIMI
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NAIR

Tenni
hut
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/53 3

13th '
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Large do
new, $1';
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Paris.
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Cookwar
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
15. Articles For Sale

43. Real Estate

27. Mobile Home ales

46. Homes For Sale

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered

53. Services'Offered

BY OWNER
1977 Impala stationwagon Air-conditioning and refrigera- Fence sales at Sears now. Call
STROUT RIALTT,
Three bedroom, 2 bath, brick with luggage rack air, power tion, service work on all Sears, 753-2310 for free
Ilbe lasilets moo 191111 Igo sonny rb•
I...a My.. mil mien
home with living room, dining steering, clean, mechanically brands. Used ail-conditioners estimate for your needs
foam combination, built-in kit- sound Call 753-7987 any time and refrigerators for sale. Bill
FARMS WOMB
Licinsed Electrician and gas inchen with dishwasher and gar- after 230
BUSINESSES
Rollins, 753-0762.
stallation, heating installation
LAKE AND RECREATIONAL
bage disposal, den with 1974
Olds Delta 88, 4-door, AA-1 AU. TYPES home remodel- and repairs Call 753-7203.
PROPERTY
fireplace. Carpeted throughout.
automatic, power and air. ing
and
maintenance. MOBILE HOME ANCNORS,
Listings needed! Offices
Two car garage with concrete
$900. Phone 354-6217
Coast to Coast. Buyers from
References. Guaranteed work. roofs sealed, and underpinnin
double driveway. Central heat
Everywhere. "Free" Catoglog
Free estimates. Call 753-8948 Aluminum or fiberglass Also
and air. Partially floored attic, 1972 Pontiac Call 759-4018
patio awnings and carports,
good for storage. Lots of closet 1974 Pinto Squire wagon, cold after 5 pm.
Strout
Realty
28. Mob. Home Rents
single or double Jack Glover,
space. Well landscaped. air, 4-speed great gas mileage,
f
• lio•••• holm
Bob Refrigeiltion Service. Air- 753-1873 after 6_pm
Located in nice neighborhood 1850 Call 489-2595
For rent: 2 bedroom trailer in
1912 Ceidtrahr Id
153-0186
conditioning, refrigeration, and
near Murray High School. Low
Murray, no pets. 489-2611.
An ytorne
$60's. For more information 1976 Pontiac Sunbird, AM-FM transport refrigeration, Bob
GRIMES
For rent 3 bedroom house
.Fantastic buy! Nice 2 bedroom call 753-8393
53-8393. No realtors radio, factory tires, tilt wheel, Lockhart . Hazel, KY 498-8370.,
AUTO REPAIR
trailer. 2 bedroom house
black.
After
4:30
call
753home
on PA acres' with fruit
Clint and Dave's Odd Jobs -Will
6 Miles South on 641
trailer. Call 759-4592.
3662.
trees, strawberries, extra rental House for sale by
do odd Jobs, including trimmI Years ExoorWnc•
owner Nice 3
y
mobile home, and second bedroom home
Call 492-8972 or 247priced in mid Surplus Jeeps, Cars, and ing and cutting down trees,
For rent: Mobile home, 10x42,
mobile home lot. Owner has
Trucks. Available through carpentry, construction, and
5594, ask for Dan.
$30's Call 753-4790
nice, natural gas, A/C, quiet ''We've got a Cuban
problem reduced to $20,000! Small Lovely.4 bedroom, 2 story, 2,Lir government agencies. Many yard work. Free estimates, low
cwt. Prefer single male. lady:,
down payment and assume
sell under 1200. Call 312-742- prices. Inquire at 209:Walnut MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING,
Phone 753-3895.
loan. Call Spann Realty bath home. Quiet street. Gas 1143. extension 2641 for infor- Street,Murray, anytime.
driveways and small jobs a
heat.
759-4410.
34.
Houses
For
Rent
Associates,
753-7724.
mation on how to purchase.
For rent: Space for mobile
41. Real Estate
Concrete and block work. Block speciality, also patching and
16. Home Furnishings home, nice quiet court. 135 Four bedroom brick, 2 baths,
Reduced to 129.000...owner 50. Used Trucks
garages, basements, driveways seal coating. 753-1537.
OLDER COUNTRY NOME with
will finance at 9% to qualified
Club aluminum sets, 7 pieces, per month. Phone 753-3895. large eat-in kitchen, central •7c.
1 '2 acres, 0 strawberry patwalks, patios, steps, free Need work on your trees? Topp1976
Chevy
C-65
20'
aluminum
buyer. Two story brick, 4
ch, several fruit trees, and
$27.99; 8 pieces, 139.99; 10 Mobile homes for rent: 2 heat, near college and schools,
estimates Charles Barnett, ing, pruning, shaping, comvan
body,
hydraulic_
lift
gate.
lots of garden space. Home
bedrooms, 2 baths, central
pieces, 149.99; 11 pieces, bedroom, fully furnished, 1130 1000 Sharp Street. Call Mrs.
753-5476.
plete removal and more. Call
has
spacious
heat, large eat-in kitchen, large Call 753-8738 or 753-7989.
kitchen,
$59.99. Wallin Hardware, per month. Excellent location. Bob Gass, 753-2682 room 27. •
n
CARPET
°LEANING, free BOYER'S TREE SERVICE for
fireplace
in
living room and 2
living and dining area, large 1978 Chevy Bonanza van 753an
$175 per month.
Paris.
Call 753-8964.
BOYD-MAJORS."
estimates, satisfied references, professional tree care, 753bedrooms up and 2 bedrooms
utility, lovely • neighborhood 9208 after 430 pm
down. Also bus full basement
Commodes. White, 139.99; col- Mobile home, 12 x 60, on,K House in Lynn Grove, 2_
Vibra-Vac steam or dry clean- 8536.
REAL ESTATE 1-•
near college and schools. 1000 1970 Jeep truck with
and
topper ing. Call Lee's Carpet Cleaning, Painting, paperhanging, com2 outside storage
ors, $54.99. Wallin Hardware, lake front lot, like new, com- bedrooms, double car garage,
753-8M
Sharpe
Street.
Phone
753buildings. One could be used
11800. Call 753-5889.
Paris.
753-5827
pletely furnished, air condition- washer, dryer, hookups stove,
mercial or residential. Farm
2682. room 27, ask for Mrs.
for a shop. Reduced to
refrigerator, dishwasher,carpet, v "Professronal Services
1968 Three quarter ton Dodge Driveways and parking 'areas buildings, etc. 20 years ex,With The Friendly Touch,"
Bob Gass.
Cookware. Stainless steel with ed, large porch. 17 miles south drapes and air conditioner fur$32,000. Owner financing
of
Murray.
$5000.
Lot
rent
truck
with
camper.
Call
753- white rocked and graded. Free perience. Free estimates. 759copper bottom. Covered sauce
possible.
Six room frame house with 6 9790
nished. $150 per month.
.
pans, 144 quart, 14.99; 2 qt., $360 per year. Call 1-812-479- references and deposit reDIVE INTIM
estimates. Have rip-rap, pea 1987.
acres. Located 4 miles South of
JOHN SMITH
gravel, lime, one ton and up. Roofing, 'all types, -tree
$5.99; 3 qt., 16.99; 5 qt. 6747. Evensviile Ind.
WATER'S GREAT
Murray on 641. Price $35,000. 51. Campers
quired. Call 435-4445 after 5
Dutch oven, 112.99; 10" Two bedroom mobile home at
Here's the ultimate
estimates. Call 759-4512 or
Call 753-0463 between 5 and Camping trailer, 18' Clifkird Garrison, 753-5429.
pm.
topless skillen, $3.99. Wallin Stella. Central heat and air.
home for the young at
759-1859 nights. All work
10 pm.
Coachman,
self-contained.
KEN'S
LAWNMOWER
electric,
furbedroom,
all
Hardware, Paris.
$175 per month plus deposit. Two
'heart! Beautifully
guaranteed.
753-8124.
71P
S.
4th
St.
47.
Motorcycles
on
N
13th
street,
nished home
decorated brick home
For sale: Couch and 2 chairs. Call 753-9290, after 5 pm 489R...built engines and low"
TREE WORK, complete_,,,
no pets, $200 per month, 1200 -3 convenient baths, 3
2761.
For sale: 1979 Yamaha XS400, 52. Boats and Motors
Phone 759-1956 after 5 pm.
mowers 539.95 and up wi h
removal, topping, or pruning.
deposit. Call 753-9829 after 4
less
than
4000
miles.
$1200.
comfortable
bdrms.,
For
exchange.
sale.
Two
Hours:
830
to
sailboats. One 12
4
753-7411
Experienced. Reasonable rates,
Large double wardrobe, almost' 29. Heating-Cooling
pm.
753-9872.
Monday
thru
CLOCK
Saturday.
751
wellAROUND
THE
ft.
large
Aquacat
den,
and
Catamaran.
Call 753-0211.
new, 1125. Call 753-6508.
A/C two years old: 8000 BTU
7400.
Two bedroom house, stove,
one
11
ft.
strofoarn
kitchen,
new
hull.
Call
planned
For sale: 1976 125 Yamaha EnWill do plumbing, airCannibal Casserole! Price duro. Good condition. Good after 3 pg.', 753-5994
No guess work pressure canner, Frigidaire; 5000 BTU GE "Carry refrigerator, dishwasher,
carpeting throughout
Guttering by Sears, Sears con- conditioning, painting, carpenchewed
to
the
bone!
heavy polished aluminum with Cool". 753-8643.
You'll
washer, dryer, fireplace. Call
price. Phone 753-4370 before For sale: 15' Runabout, 50 hp tinous gutters installed per try, concrete, and roofing. 753-'.
entire home. Sparklknow it's a good buy when you
numbered guage. Holds 7 quart
753-9240.
ing 30 'k "17 kidney
430 pm.
Mercury. Phone 759-1956 after your specifications, Call Sears 2211 or 753-9600.
see this convenient 3 bedroom
jars, $49.99. Wallin Hardware, 30. Business Rental
pool--•
Livestock-Supplies
shaped
753-2310 for free estimate.
37.
brick home. Priced at 133,000. MX-100 Yamaha. New tires 5 pm.
Paris.
Will haul driveway white rock
exquisitely landRegistered Duroc boars and
Call 753-1492, Century 21 chain, kick starter. 753-2521. 1972 Glasstron Runabout, 16'. Insulation blown in by Sears, and Ag lime, also have any type
Used deep well pump with 30
Better
scaped.
Mini
gilts. Reasonable prices. S.R.
Loretta Jobs Realtors, and ask Suzuki 05-1000. .Call 7'53- with 1973 Mercury 115 motor. save on these high heating and of brown or white pea gravel.
gallon tank; refrigerafor; stove;
Hurry!! Only $58,000.
Stephenson, Dresden, TN,
for Glenda.
In real good condition. Call cooling bills. Call Sears, 753- kl,so do backhoe work. Call
-4105.
Warehouse
couch and chair; odd furniture.
(901)364-2670.
2310 for free estimate. 753-6132 after 5 pm.
Roger Hudson. 753-4545 or
Call 437-4540.
Services
48.
Auto.
LEAVING
OWNER
Storage Space
Pets-Supplies
38.
Houseboat at Kenlake. 36' K & K Stump Remcrial. Do you 753-6763.
Purdom
&
Thurman
•
STATE
Water heaters, round, electric,
For sale: Set 15 inch Rally Drifter, steel hull. 100 hp need stumps removed from
For Rent
3 BR., 2 bath B.V.
AKC German Shepherd pupInsurance &
glass lined, 5 year guarantee.
wheels for Chevrolet truck; set Evinrude, LP stove with oven, your yard or land cleared of Wet basement? We make wet
American
registered
pies,
753-4758
17 gallon, 184.99; 30 gallon,
Many quality features,
of
15 inch Rally wheels for hot and cold water. sleeps 6, stumps? We can remove basements dry, work completeReel
Estate
Eskimo puppies. Also guard
194.99; 40 gallon, 1104.99; 50
living-dining room,
Chevrolet 4-wheel drive truck: large foredeck. 753-2503 or stumps up to 24" below the ly guarenteed. Call or write
Southside Court Square
Morgan Construction Co..
dogs. 502-554-2153.
gallon, $120.99; table top
breakfast nook off kitOne 711x15 new trailer tire, 6 762-4327. Best offer.
ground, leaving only sawdust Route 2. Box 409A, Paducah,
Murray, Kentucky
models, 30 gallon, 1140.99; 40 32. Apts. For Rent
ply.; one 10-15 LT. all terrain
chen. Large recreaAKC St. Bernard puppies, 6
and
chips.
Call
for
free
753-4451
KY 42001. or call day or night.
gallon 1163.99; 50 gallon, For rent: One„bedroom apart- weeks old. 856-3744.
tire, new; one 10-15 LT. B.F. 53. Services Offered
tion room with
estimate, Bob Kemp 435-4343 1-442-7026.
1177.99. Wallin Hardware, ment. 753-9240.
Goodrich all terrain tire, used; Atchisons Painting Service, in- or Bob Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.
sewing
fireplace,
AKC Dachshund puppies. StanParis.
We will pour concrete. Quality
room. Central gas
Established business in good one B.F. Goodrich 700x15 L.T.: terior and exterior, paperhangFor sale or rent: Duplex in dards ($40 each), Minatures
work. Experienced. Call 753ROOFING
Washerless faucets for lavatory, Westwood Subdivision. Stove, ($50 and $60 each). 521-9700.
heat, double oven
location. Limited low interest new tires; one Goodyear hi ing. Also general house repair.
1308 or 759-1270.
All types, Free
$13.99; for kitchen sink, garbage disposal, washer and
financing available. Consider miler 700x15 L.T. used tire. Free estimates. References furrange, draperies inAKC registered Doberman, rednished. All work guaranteed.
trade for real estate, farm land, Phone 753-7393.
Estimates. Call 759$16.99; for bathtub, $19.99; dryer hookup. Call 753-5400.
cluded. Private patio
56. Free Column
rust, female, one year old, exPhone 492-8866 or 247-3313.
with shower, 129.99. Wallin
rental property, etc. Call 753- 49. Used Cars
4512 or 759.1859
redwood fence.
with
Free! 8 week old kittens. Black
Furnished
apartment
for
rent,
cellent bloodline. Call 489Hardware, Paris.
garage. 4109.
Double
nights. All work guaranand white, gray, Tiger and
1971 Buick LaSabre with
$135 per month, all utilities 2379 after ,5 pm.
ALUMINUM
Reduced to $64,500.00
teed.
19. Farm Equipment paid. Call 753-3132.
Calico. 753-3994.
46,000 actual miles. Good conBasic and Advanced dog obeSERVICE CO.
dition. 1800. Phone 753-5921
160 AC tractor; F600 grain For rent: Brand new duplex, dience classes. All breeds and
Aluminum and Vinyl
truck; 966 IH with duals and furnished or unfurnished. 753- ages. Professional instructor.
1972 Chevelle Malibu, 1250.
753-8080
Siding, Custom Trim
5/16's plow. 382-2327.
Needs work. 753-8869.
9400.
436-2858.
Work, References.
Snapper mower blades, 26", Neat, clean, all electric, effi- For sale: 2 Male AKC registered Attractive nicely wooded five
1969 Chevelle SS, extra 427
753-0689 Day or
acre
mini-farm
only
one
•
half
28", or 30", 15.99. Wallin ciency apartment, 24 blocks Norweigan Elk Hound pups. 5
and 456 gear, roller can, kit
Night.
Hardware, Paris.
tunnellrom, extra heads and infrom University. No pets. 1120 months old. Phone 522-8469. mile from lake. Fine building
sites,
plenty
room
for
garden,
take.
Call
753-5245
and
ask
for
complete service, washers.
A
Tobacco scaffold wagons, dou- rent, deposit. 753-9829.
Wanted: Female German space for outdoor activities.
THE GENTLEMAN
Randy.
dryers, air-conditioners, and
ble wide, 24' long, see at Vin- New duplex. 2 bedroom, 11
/
2 Shepherd to be bred to male Priced from 15,250. Can be
FARMER would fall
An excellent small business
son's Tractor Company, Murray. bath, appliances furnished. Shepherd. Call 759-4809 or purchased with low down payF.S. 1972 Dodge Challenger, refrigerators. Call 759-1322.
in love with this luxservice.
Prompt
Phone 886-6029 after 6 pm, Rent $250. Call 759-4406.
Is for sale!
318 auto., excellent condition.
474-2346.
ment and balance financed at
urious 3 bedroom
Hopkinsville.
New radials, ET mags, Emron Backhoe work and gravel haul9% interest. John C. Neubauer,
home with all the exOne bedroom apartment, 40. Produce
Well established wholesale and retail
paint. 11250. 753-9872.
ing Call 436-2193 or 436Real Estate, 1111 Sycamore,
24. Miscellaneous
tras, including den
reasonable price. 753-3949.
CUCUMBERS for sale! Inexpen- Murray; 753-0101 or 7532262.
market, includes all equipment and supwith
fireplace,
F.S.
1974
260
Z.
4-speed,
AC,
Brand new, never used, 1 hp Two bedroom townhouse apart- sive. Make delicious pickles.
7531.
Western mags, new radials.
baths, central gas
Craftsman router with case and ment, all carpet, range, Call 753-1301.
plies needed for business. Purchaser
Marantz stereo. 753-9872.
Panicky Patsy rushed into our
heat, attached 2 car
Copy and Restoration is
muli-purpose guide, 175. refrigerator, disposal, washerwill need to relocate market. For more
41. Public Sale
office looking for a fully furgarage. Home is
Phone 435-4193.
done with care at:
MGB, 1977, fine condition.
dryer hookup, central heat and
water
front
nished A-frame on
atop
a
knoll
situated
Having
a
yard
247-4483,
Mayfield.
sale?,
Call
information
stop by at
air,
Call
753-7550.
Chimneys, all full triple wall
CARTER STUDIO
lot...Now 'we've found her
Then pickup your free
and is surrounded by
pipe, 6x30", $20.99; 8x30", Unfurnished new 2 bedroom
Torino
1974
Gran
Must
sell
304
Main
753-8298
find
her.
house, but we can't
yard sale signs from
43 acres of rolling
129.99, 8", 141.99. Walllin duplex, in Northwood, $250
Elite. Recently overhauled Call
Panicky Patsy, if you see this
the Gallery of Homes
pastureland. Located
Hardware, Paris.
753-2513
per month..N6 pets. 753-0814.
Century
21
Loretta
Jobs
ad, call
office on Highway 641
only 5 miles from MurFrost proof hydrants, 24" bury
Realtors at 753-1492.
N. in The Villoge Shopray, this is one of the
FOR RENT
depth, $26.99. Wallin Hardping Center just
Streak into our office! Get the
finest properties of
Nice furnished apartware, Paris.
/
2 story, 5
bare facts on this 11
across from the
this type we've seen.
27. Mobile Home Sales ments for 1, 2, 3 or 4
bedroom, 2 bath home.. family
Boston Tea Party.
Phone Kopperud Realcollege girls. Summer
10 closets, 30x50 shop.
ty, 753-1222 for
1978, 14x70, Energy saver. 3
JOHN SMITH room,
and fall semester, with
All on 3 acre lot. Just reduced
courteous, competant
•X•:
bedroom, 2 bath, all electric,
swimming
18000...Owner
anxious
to
di0
over
pool
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
Real Estate Service,
central heat and air. Underpinhim
Chuck
and
let
sell...Call
privilege..'
Coll
•4v%
:
753ning, unfurnished. Call 435Reference)
Randy
For
A
Save
And
•
home
to
you.
753reveal
this
5865 days or 753-5108
...'
NEW CYPRESS
4171 or 435-4122.
21
Loretta
Jobs
1492.
Century
E.
after 6 p.m. and on
EXTERIOR HOME
.."..,!!!!......:4..,..77..:+'.,,.7
.
-•
7-7.....*....#:,.#:`,..t.:::#7.#7x...77..?"...7#7.#•.#..4.!..!!!....*
111
•
Mir
4
Realtors,
For sale: 14x70 Windsor with 2
E•;;
Sunday.
Large 4 bedroom, 3
40
.
0
:1
lots. Call 436-2193.
bath home recently
753-7411
::
•
listed in Canterbury
AROUND THE CLOCK
Free Termite Inspection
NORNMICKLE BARBER SHOP
Estates Home is
•
Fire
!
.
i
t
75
P
3
o
.
I
ic
i
6
e
2
Three
party
yard
sale,
703
204 Malawi Shoe
presently under conFlies, Roaches, Silver Fish & Shrubs
Payne Street, Murray, 7:30 am
.
Closed All Day Wed.
753-1441 .
struction, and owner
NEW OFFICE MOORS:
to
4:30
pm.
753-4813.
Murray, Ky.
S.
13th
St.
:It
100
753-3914
5:00
til
7:30
Saturday
sell
"as
.
will finish or
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon
:•it:
Yard sale, 1705 Dodson
is" at a reduced price.
forks of
,
t• 16
Avenue,
Monday
and
Tuesday,
PRICE SNARE 75'
Beautiful kitchen and
MAIRCIW $1.25
r.At
July 7th and 8th.
COMMERCIAL
Murray-Callo.way :..;!_i
rut Howtot House Calls pm°.Coll /53 36H5 one cloy .riat.....e
formal dining room.
Notary Publoc 50,,21,0
•
PROPERTY
43. Real Estate
Phone Kopperud RealCounty Hospital A
4000 Square foot in4t.
e
At•
ty for all the informa•
sulated metal building
tion.
; Investment Property Quality Service
/
2acres located on
on 11
:•ii.
; Large vacant corner lot
WE CONTROL
busy highway 4 miles
:
Nimes, garde& MOO, is',,,
Company
,4t."
..
power mod concrete tools aid
from Murray. Priced
Heating and Air
44.
Lots
For
Sale
l' 8
etc.
below replacement
:•X•
Conditioning
Sales
;It
Lot
for
sale,
old
Almo,
with
sep;
Phone
cost - $60's.
family. $5900.
Calloway County 4t;
tic tank and well. Cheap! Call X Soles And Service
Also household, lawn indoors and out- ;
Kopperud Realty, 753Metal
Sheet
Modern
El
527-1630.
Rescue Squad ;II;
1222. We're working
'Residential lot with
4. 8. Service Departments.
doors!
802 N. 18th Street
45. Farms For Sale
hard to provide the
/ plenty of shade.
753-9290
Murray.
best riossible Real
Approximately 22 acres, 12 :IV
Already landscaped.
Estate Service.
cropland, house and outCity water on dead-end
LAKEVIEW
buildings. 65 poles, highway
Professional Pest Control'
/ street in Sherwood
Modern 3 bedroom
frontage, 10 miles east off
Radio Cab
?Iti
/ Forest. $4500.00.
home with fireplace,
highway 94, one mile on 1346, :+1
Company
X
/ Marray-Calloway Co.
extra
of
lots
upper
120's.
Call
474and
in
the
sauna
/ /, Realty 753-8146.
KITCHEN
Situated
or
436-5456
nights.
CUSTOM
2387
nice features.
:no
g
731.140
CABINETS & CUSTOM
on 5 private acres
General Welding,
31 Acres in South Graves Counlegbilmborhee 7134453
/
Kentucky
WOODWORKING
viewing
Including
NM Winnow 731.7474
ty. 382-2327.
/
%dr,Thaespast, Airellemeet.
Lake. Change your
,,c
ialA
Portable Service.
Gy
hheme
K
s.
HA
piT
n i3t
:
151 5314
46. Homes For Sale
'
•CIISTINI BVILT 7110111711111
I
lifegyle for the better
lawn Mower
RIMINI
6
am.
/111LT
-Midnight
5
s940
,
:
58
111
S
3
7
4
0
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a home
,
-;
•• gelt
By Owner, 4 year old 2
.
with this pleasant
% la
OM
and Tiller
7 Days A Week
but never think about termites - they cause the
bedroom, large wooded lot near
In the fine *Id t I
change of pace. Priced
most
; MURRAY CALLOWAY
Tune-Up
‘41*
damage next to fire Have your home treated now! ;
lake, deep well, range.
at $55,000. Phone KopCOUNTY REALTY
tradition!'
Phone 753-5351
C 3
refrigerator, Franklin stove.
753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest Control, 100 South
•It•
perud Realty, 753-1222,
; (502)753-8146
Business 436-2731-0
;
stornrsercz;,
,
,
- nell insulated,
or
753-5=
13th Street, Murray, KY. Over 33 years
multiple
'member
,
...111.
304 N. 12thSt.
experience.
•
10 x 42 patio. Mid thirties
Home owned and operated.
,
'
:,
latirrtrp, Ry. 42071
listing service.
...4-7..,..t.*-74..*.A.::#..:#.
#33:*::+::.,:.#:#•:.
:t",.#:.1.-"Citi..10E. ..t..303::034::Cii:
376-2379
N. •
S
. Phone 1Large tame plums for sale and
by weekend will have sweet
corn. Call 753-4725, Floyd
McKenzie.
Riding mower, Airens, 30", 7
hp, $350. Camper, Starcraft
pop-up, sleeps 5, excellent
condition. Call 753-2813.
66" Taperflex G200 water ski;
19" Zenith black and white
t.v.; Sony stereo with turntable,
receiver, and 2 speakers; 2
small air-conditioners. The t.v.,
stereo, and one air conditioner
need minor repairs. VERY
reasonable prices. Call Kathy at
753-5985.
Victoria 200 tomato juicer. No
peeling, no cooking, no pre
cooking Does a bushel in 30
minutes, $22.99. Wallin Hardware, Pans.

Mobile home, 8x36, like new
reasonable. Call 753-2650
Two trailers for sale. One
10x55, one 12x60. Excellent
condition. Brandon Dill, 1539104 or 753-1551
10x50 Westwood mobile home.
New carpeting. Must sell now,
will sacrifice 12950. 753-4879.

I

WATSON'S
FISH MARKET

216 South 12th St.

. . ,„.f..
:.•:40. .;. , , ,:e. . .„. . .,4.: :„. „.:-. . . -. . .,. .„:„. . .,. . .;:,. . . . . . . . . -4,. . . . . . . -. . . . . .„ . ., ,-. -. . ..
,..,. Dial-ARService :. i ,.
, A.
,

Kelley's Termite & Pest Control

[.13

•

E..

Hinman's
153-3151 Rentals
Sheriff

:

_

TERMITES , oRnd. w=szdn andfor°:::1-

753-5131 At.

7535703
..
Police
753-1621
753-6952 •4e;
44
c
riciat,g
-*:wx."444::****4
.....0:::::::*:
.
#
....fx*:*::*::*::*:-*:::;
,
#
7.4.7.*:
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Hugh's
OERRY'S

FOR DEPENDABLE
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,, .oirle,1/111•4
Pest
,
Control, Inc.
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TAXI CAB
SERVICE

Welding Shop

435-4434
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Tales Surface As Motorists
Try To Get Out Of Tickets

Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Colson Dies
Saturday; Funeral
To Be On Tuesday

C. V. Lewis Dies
At VA Hospital;
Rites On Tuesday

Mrs. Stevenson Is
Dead At Age Of 82;
Funeral Saturday

Mrs. Starkie(Obera) Colson
of Almo Route 1 died Saturday
at.5:15 p.m. at the Westview
Nursing Home. She was 80
years of age.
The deceased was a
member of the Flint Baptist
Church. Born Sept. 14, 1899, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late William
Wallace Outland and Betty
Clark Outland. One brother,
Flennoy Outland, died May 23
of this year.
Mrs. Colson is survived by
her husband,Starkie,to whom
she was married on Oct. 19,
1919; one daughter, Mrs.
Howard (Diane) Bury, .Almo
Route 1; five sons — Starkie
Colson, 'Jr., Ryan Avenue,
Murray, W. C. Colson,
Reidland, Wallace R. Colson,
Chapel Hill, N. C., Willis 0.
Colson, Murray Route 2, and
Aaron Dale Colson, Lowes.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Gatlin (Arie )
Outland, sister-in-law, Mrs.
Lois Outland, one niece, Mrs.
C. D. (Betty ) Vinson, all of
Murray; 13 grandchildren;
five great grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Pallbearers will be Ronnie,
Kenny, Bill, and John Colson,
David Norsworthy, and Lewis
Henson. Burial will follow in
the Outland Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

C. V. (Louie) Lewis of Murray Route 6 died Saturday at
6:10 p.m. at the Veterans AdHospital,
ministration
Nashville, Term. He was 58
years of age.
Mr. Lewis was a veteran of
World War II and the Korean
Conflict, having entered the
service at Akron,Ohio,in 1943,
and reaching the rank of
Master Sergeant before his
retirement.
He was a member of Murray Moose Lodge No. 2011.
Born May 6, 1922, in Diamond,
Ohio, he was the son of the late
Austin Daniel Lewis and Leah
Emily Driver Lewis.
Survivors include one 4,on,
Bob Lewis, Manassas, Va.;
one brother, R. J. Lewis,
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio; one
grandson, Lance Lewis.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at 10 a.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
R. J. Burpoe officiating and
Mrs. Otto Erwin as organist.
Burial will follow in the Fort
Donelson Military Cemetery
at Dover, Term.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 4 to 9 p.m.
tonight ( Monday).

The funeral for Mrs. Ruby.
Huel Stevenson, mother of
Mrs. W. A. (Margaret Ann)
Lyons of Murray, was held
Saturday at 10 a.m, at the
chapel of the Hughart Funeral
Home, Hopkinsville. Burial
was in the Riverside
Cemetery there.
Mrs. Stevenson, 82,
Hopkinsville, died Thursday
at 2:30 a.m, at the Jennie
Stuart Hospital there. Her
husband, James Alvin Stevenson, died in 1959. Born May 10,
1898,'in Christian County, she
was the daughter of the late
Francis Marion Carloss and
Margaret' Ann Savells
Carloss.
The deceased was a
member of the First Christian
Church, Murray.
Survivors include her
daughter, Mrs. Lyons, Glendale Road, Murray; one son,
Stevenson,
Carloss
Hopkinsville; one sister, Mrs.
Marion O'Hara, Princeton;
three grandchildren; four
great grandchildren.

Mrs. L. M. Boone
Dies At Hospital
With Rites Today

Mrs. Lillie Marie Boone,
mother of Bill Livergood,
Murray, died Friday at 2 p.m.
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
She was 66 years of age and a
resident of Grand Rivers.
Survivors include her son,
Word has been received of
daughters — Mrs.
the death of William Thomas Bill; seven
Evansville,
Hammers,
Evelyn
of
resident
former
a
56,
Cole,
Etta Garrison,
Joe
Mrs.
Ind.,
in
Community
Brewers
the
Mrs. Jean
MArshall County, who died Fort Wayne, Ind.,
Shumaker,
June 27 in Madison Heights, Koon, Mrs. Carol
Walker, all of
Mich., where he was a resi- and Mrs. Becky
Grand Rivers, Mrs. Christene
dent.
Va., and
He is survived by his wife, Dills, Alexandria,
Cleveland,
Nancy Reed Cole, one Mrs. Lois Gipson,
daughter, Debbie Bill, one Tenn.
Also surviving are three
son, Larry Cole, and one
Stokes,
grandson, all of Michigan; sisters — Mrs. Elsie
Rhodes,
stepfather and mother, Mr. Virginia, Mrs. Pearl
Mrs. Alice Green,
and Mrs. Robert Vasseur, Benton,and
S. C.; 23 grandLandrum,
Mrs.
sister,
one
City;
Calvert
great grandDillard Mathis, Marshall children; eight
children.
County.
The funeral is being held toFuneral and burial servtees_
at the chapel of
were held June 30 in Michigan":"' day at 2 p.m.
the Smith Funeral Home,
Srnithland, with the Rev. L. M.
Brann and the Rev. Russell.
Joiner officiating.
Pallbearers are Roy Jones,
Rudell
Dodds,
Bob
Pendergrast, Lee Walker,
Willie Guess,and Harold LindFinal rites for Mrs. William
Chester (Minnie Ovie) Canter sey. Burial will follow in the
were held Sunday at 2:30 p.m. Dixon Cemetery there.
at the Cuba Church of Christ
with James Shockley and
Royce Dickerson officiating.
The Byrn Funeral Home of
Mayfield was in charge of the
The funeral for Mrs. Walter
arrangements.
Mrs. Canter, 77, a resident (Pauline) Smith of Hardin
of Sedalia Route 1, died Route 1 was held Sunday at 2
Thursday at 7:20 p.m. at her p.m. at the chapel of the Collier Funeral Home, Benton,
home.
She is survived by her hus- with the Rev. C. C. Cornelius
Chester officiating. Burial was in the
band, William
Canter; two daughters, Mrs. Dixon Cemetery at Grand
Mary Kathryn Burkeen, Mur- Rivers.
Mrs. Smith, 83, died
ray, and Mrs. Juanita Marie
Mansholt, Anchorage, Thursday at 8:05 p.m. at the
Alaska; three sons — Rex Marshall County Hospital,
Canter, Mayfield Route 1, Benton. She was a member of
William Lee Canter, Mur- the Christian Science Church.
She is survived by her husfreesboro, Tenn., and Dr.
James Edward Canter, band; two step daughters,
California.
Mrs. I,nez BlaMe of Godfrey,
Also surviving are one III., and Mrs. Lillie Chandler
sister, Mrs. Opal Yates, of Rosana, Ill.; two step sons,
Fulton; one brother, Melvin Frank Smith of Eddyville and
Russell, Water Valley; 12 Jack Smith of Cottage Hill,
grandchildren; two great Ill.; three grandchildren; six
grandchildren.
great grandchildren.

William T. Cole
Dies In Michigan

Mrs. Canter Dies
At Hospital With
Funeral At Cuba

Mrs. Walter Smith
Dies At Hospital

Mrs. Noah Jones
Dies Here; Rites
At Cadiz Today
Mrs. Noah (Virgie) Jones of
Almo died Saturday at 1:20
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 82'
years of age.
She was a member of the
Old Cumberland Baptist
Church of Golden Pond. Born
July 3, 1897, in Trigg County,
she was the daughter of the
late William Lee Wallace and
Mary EJ•
i •heit'J. 119.L.Sinith
Wallace.
Two sons, Elmer Reid Jones
and William Conrad Jones,
and one sister, Mrs. Peachie
Hooks, preceded her in death.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
her husband, Noah Jones,
Almo; two sisters, Mrs. Grace
Ahart, Olive Street, Murray,
and Mrs. GeneLla Bogard,
Cadiz; five grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held today at 2 p.m. at the chapel of
the Goodwin Funeral Home,
Cadiz, with the Rev. Heyward
Roberts officiating and Mrs.
Mae Perdue in charge of the
music.
Active pallbearers are Billy
Joe Hooks, Larry Joe Hooks,
Bill David Wilson, Bill Jones,
Charles N. Jones, and Gerald
Jones. Honorary pallbearers
are Buel Hargis, Wallace
Hooks, and Edd McNeil.
Burial will follow in the East
End Cemetery there.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home had charge of local arrangements and visitation
was held here until 10 a.m.-today when the body was
transferred to the funeral
home at Cadiz.
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78 Moat* Carlo
• Light Blue, Blue Interior, power steering, power
• brakes, air, AM-FM stereo with 8 frock. App. 30,000

$5,200.00

•

fr'

Ed McAlister calls for a doctor as Carla D. P. Horton
waits anxiously during the PART.Production of Two for
the Seesaw, by William Gibson, which is being performed
on July 2-4 at the KenBar Inn, Gilbertsville. For ticket information call 362-8321.
Photo by Janice Martin

IPUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
A fast talking motorist,caught
speeding, may attempt to excuse his haste by telling the
trooper:
—My speedometer's not
working.
—You've got the wrong car.
—I've got to go to the
bathroom.
The alibis won't work
because Kentucky and Indiana state police have heard
them before. But new tales do
surface as Kentucky trooper
Rick Stout discovered when he
clocked a gadget-loaded
Cadillac at 78 mph.
"Officer, I swear I wasn't
going that fast," the man
pleaded. "Look at my cruise
control. It's set smack at 55."
Stout peered into the car
and,sure enough,the dial was

:..
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Observations
Dr. Pat Wear, native of
Murray and the local "Wear
Bottom" retired after 30 years
in the education department of
Berea College,Berea. To show
the appreciation and high
esteem of his services, a
reception was given in Baird
Lounge in May. Dr. Louis
Smith, who was on the committee that hired Dr. Wear,
was the speaker. Miss
Virginia Hay, formerly of
Murray and Dr. Wear's first
grade teacher, was present at
the event and sent me a copy
of the address.
From Dr. Smith's remark:
"Pat came here on a one year
appointment which extended
30 years. He is too well known
for it to be necessary to giye
much of his biographical information. . . you may be surprised by the unusual and
varied experiences of his
young manhood. Without at all
implying he was ever tngaged
in subservice activity, he did
go underground. . He worked
for one year as a coal miner.
During his college years, his
summers were spent as a
guide in Mammoth Cave.
Later he worked full time
there. Would you have thought
of Pat as a cave man?
"He served three years in
the Army during World War II
as an instructor for the duration. To fail to speak of Pat as
a family man would be to
slight one of the strong aspects
of his life. In 1940 he was married to Miss Nedra Vannoy, a
young lady he met at a church
camp. (Ed's note- was it Kuttawa?) They were later

Mrs. Collier Dies
At The Age Of 32;
Rites On Saturday
Funeral services for Mrs.
Daniel (Victoria) Collier of
Hardin were held Saturday at
11 a.m, at the chapel of the
Linn Funeral Home, Benton,
with the Rev. John Whetstone
and the Rev. Cary Puckett officiating.
Burial was in the
Maplewood Cemetery at
Mayfield.
Mrs. Collier, 32, a former
employee of Ingersoll-Rand
Company, Mayfield, died
Tuesday at 9 p.m. at the
Parkview Convalescent
Center, Paducah. She was a
member of a Baptist Church.
She is survived by husband,
Daniel; her father, Walter
Lichtenberg; her mother,
Mrs. Joyce Webb Warford,
Mt. Morris, Mich.; one
daughter, Mrs. Melissa Watts,
Hickory; one stepdaughter,
Miss Tamara Collier, St.
Louis, Mo.
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Shelia Thomas,
Hickory, and Mrs. Terecia
Jahn, Flint, Mich.; four half
brothers — Bobby, Michael,
Mitchell, and Bryan Hendley,
all of Mt. Morris; her grandmother, Mrs. Irene Vaughn,
Mayfield.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
• 753-2617
lb•

64 rSouth

The blood vessels in a blue
whale are so large that a fully
grown trout could swim
through many of them.

Lewis said rookie cops are
embarrassed when a driver
claims "I've got to go to the
bathroom."
He gives the driver two
choices. "I'll either write fast
(out on the highway)or follow
them to the nearest
restroom." Either way, Lewis
continued, it's an excuse that
doesn't hold water.

Is

Stock Market

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API — USDA —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
1600; feeders 45 percent; compared to
last week's close slaughter steers 2.003.00 higher; heifers .50-1 00 higher; cows
opening 1.00-2.00 higher; bulls steady;
calves and vealers untested early;
represented feeders steady;
Slaughter steers choice 24 9001500 lb
68.50-89.40; few part loads high choice
and prime 70.00-70.40; mixed good and
choice 2-3 9061100 lb 65506850. some
1220-1203 lb dairybreds 60 0040-40; good
2-3 1100-1300 lb 59.406300; standard 1-2
56.70;
Slaughter heifers choice 2-4601-1095 lb
65.0047.90; mixed good and choice 2-3
800-1340 lb 63.50-65.00; standard and good
600-900 lb 57.5043.00;
Slaughter cows early sales utility 1-3
43.50-48.00; several high dressing individuals 48.5040 00; cutter 1-2 42.7545.00;
Slaughter butts yield grade 1 1620-1650

Hog Market

choice and prune 661k 62.00.
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"That's the way
you want

MURRAY-CALLOWAY CO. FAIR
TALENT CONTEST
LNTRY FORM
July 17, 1980
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
CATEGORY
VOCAL SOLO

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXIOMXXXXXXXXXX.LIEXXXXXX XX.XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Iit

DANCE SOLO

Few

VOCAL SOLO - ,MAIL•

DANCE GROUP

VOCAL G600r/

DANCE NOVELTY SOLO
DANCE NOVELTY GROUP

_ ItiSTRUEOCIAL SOLO

_ VARIETY

__ BAND

IOIXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX.XX XXIX XXXX.KIXIIK 11211XXXXKX

XXCXXXX XXXXXX.XX XX XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

Please print or type •11 information:
NAME 9P.ACr

DESCRIPTION OF ACT

needed.
Infornation on each :member of act Suet be included. Attach :second sheet if
Parent • Na...
Al. Add xxxx x City. State, Zip
Nese or Name

JULY 8-9 10

One HOUR
DRY

cLeaneAs

by than.
I (we) have r•ad the rules sovarnins the Talent Conteest and xxxxx to abide
Sign xxxxx of Cont••tant (or Lead.)

Air expelled in a sneeze
travels at about 100 mph.

GM

In Kentucky, to give drivers
the benefit of the doubt,
troopers can issue warnings
for speeds up to 6 mph over the
55 mph limit, said Kentucky
patrolman Nellis Willhite, who
patrols 1-65 through Bullitt
County.
"I only go after excessive
speeding," he said, but
wouldn't define "excessive."
Most Kentucky speeders are
nabbed by troopers who were
driving in the opposite direction. This means the
patrolman has to execute a Uturn, allowing his prey time to
reform and melt back into the
traffic flow.

In appreciation for his work
students, and wishing you and
yours much happiness in the with Boy Scouts, the community gave Ralph an allyears ahead."
Now let me tell you what I expense paid trip to the International Boy Scout Jamboree
know about Pat and his Murray heritage. I've known him in Europe. He retired from
through associates in the work with the Paducah Sun
Christian Church and with his recently and resides in
father, Boyd Wear, and Paducah.
Wear attended
Tom
brother Ralph when we ran
Other frayed excuses that
the Ledger and Times during Draughon's College,Paducah, officers have shrugged off:
World War II - I as editor, and was buyer for Covington
—I'm late for work.
Virginia Hay and Rebeca Brothers, Paducah. He is
—I drove only 35 up the hill.
Farmer Irvan, office retired, too.
Doesn't that count?
There are two sisters - Mrs.
Ralph,
managers;
—My husband will kill me.
typographer and Mr. Wear, Orvis (Mary Florence) PerKentucky trooper Ron
due, Paducah, and Mrs.
head of the job department.
Robert Kletka, (Charlotte), Johnston said women drivers,
His Aunt Reubie Wear
often resort to that excuse or
was my high school Latin and South Bend,Ind,
Great Grandfather Ar- they will cry and try for symEnglish teacher. She was a
journalist, too, and worked chibald Hugh Wear, had nine pathy.
with her father, W.0. "Billie" sons and three daughters - W.
"They make me feel awful
Wear, publisher of the then 0. "Billie"; H. P., owner of bad, but by the time you get
Wear Drugstore which is now back in the patrol car you
Calloway Times.
He grew up in "Wear Bot- Wallis Drugs; M. Daniel, know their eyes are dried."
tom," the 200 block of North Barnett B., Edward Wilder;
A very small percentage
Fifth Street. It was so called James V.; John Sowell; An- hike their skirts or otherwise
because almost all the drew, and John McElrath; try to appeal to an officer's
residents were Wears, and it three daughters - Mattie, Lucy sensitivities.
crossed by a small stream - Ann,and Emily Jane.
Kentucky state police, in(Rebecca Wear) Churchill, cidentally, have handed out 35
thus bottom land. It was and is
Wear)
Connie
(Oneida
Mrs.
at the foot of the Christian
percent more tickets so far
Ford, Mrs. William (Sally this year than last, 17,882 in
Church hill.
Mrs.
The Wears, most of them, Starks) Whitnell and
May alone. Fines range up to
were members of the Chris- Dallas (Elms Starks) Rum- $127.50.
tian Church which was a block mager are cousins to the
above them,and were literally Wears here. Mrs. Garnet
SHORT HAIR
and physically the foundation (Sadie Nell Hood) Jones is an
After seasons of fullness and
aunt of Pat and his brothers
of that church.
wildly permed hair, the move
At one time, maybe the pre- and sisters.
is to a short, neat hairstyle
With his roots in "Wear Botsent too, Pat and his brothers
with a definite shape, that lies
Ralph and Tom of Paducah tom" Pat and his folks have close to the head. The new
a
have
and
ways
long
time
gone
were elders at the same
short hair is boyishly short,
in their churches - Pat in commendable record.
with ears exposed, made soft
Berea and Ralph and Tom,
and feminine with layering,
Paducah, in theirs. Wouldn't
wisps at the nape and full of
his mother, Mrs. Edna Hood
sideswept fluffy bangs in
Prices of stocks of local interest at 11
Wear, and father Boyd, both a.m. CST today furnished to The Murray front. This style is easy care —
deceased, have been proud 91 Ledger & Times by First of Michigan quick. to shampoo, keeps in
Corp.,of Murray,
these sons?
good condition, just towel dry
+2.47
Aunt Reubie had/her Industrial Average
and comb; it's fuss free if kept
Products
Air
in
andrph
Pat
teachingA
on
influence
5 unc
trimmed once a month.
American Motors
lb 60.0043.75; yield grade 1-2 1100-1403 lb
jourd
4
/
-1
38%
the field of
Ashland
55.00-60.75; yield grade 252.00-5500;
2 +%
1
53/
American Telephone
Feeder steers medium frame I 225-325
nalism. JournalisM showed Chrysler
6% +%
lb 82.5688.50; 525-645 lb 72.75-79.10; 7354
1
24V• -/
when Pat was editor of his Ford Motor
79b lb partly fattened 64.75-67.75; large
11% -%
G.A.F
Murray High School paper General
frame 1 630-700 lb 67.50-69.50; medium
17% +94
Care
large
66.00-75.50;
lb
300.500
2
frame
67 +/
2 Federal-State Market News Service July
1
and editor of the Murray State General Dynamics
frame 2 mostly holsteins 315-450 lb 65.7546% +94 7, 1980
Motors
News before going for a doc- General
76.50; 500400 lb 60.00-68.00; 700-865 lb
2 we Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
/
161
General Tire
20% Ai Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
55.25-59.50;
torate at the University of Goodrich
lb
300-500
1.2
frame
WO
-% Receipts; Act. 710 Est. 600 Barrows &
medium
Heifers
Kentucky and on into educa- Goodyear
2 +% Gilts .50-.75 higher Sows steady 1.50
1
13/
80.00-70.00; 500-700 lb 60.006600; partly
Goodyear
4 higher
1
44% +/
tion, Ralph loved newspaper Gulf Oil
fattened offerings 7307361k 60.75-65.75;
$425043.00
14% -% US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
Hogs 1200; compared to last Wedneswork but Aunt Reubie's in- Hardees
{42.25-42.50
US 2200-240 lbs
Heublein
day borrows and gilts .75-1.00 higher; US
$41.25-42.25
he
lbs
that
240-250
Illve
in
unc
2-3
him
touched
US
fluence
1.8.10
1-2 215-215 lb 43.5043.80; US 2 200.245 lb
243•13 24%A US 2-4 do-do lbs.
Jerk°
not
But
too.
43.0643.50; US 5-3360240 lb 42.50-43.00;
teacher,
became a
2
1
-/
Sows
net
Kmart
US 3210-270 lb 415042.50; sows steady to
135.00-36.00
2 US 1-2370-350 lbs
/
2 +1
1
29/
in the class room. He taught in Pennwalt
1.00 higher; US 1-2,300-400 lb 33.0034.50,
(33.00-35.02
2
/
2 -1
/
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
311
Oats
his work with the Boy Scouts, Quaker
400-450 lb 34.50-35.50; 450400 lb 35.50835.0036.00
lbs
450-500
1-3
US
2
/
381
k.
+
Texaco
(3690-37.00
36.50; few 550450 lb 36.50-37 65; boars
32% -4-'1 US 1-3500650 lbs
camping with them, and in U.S. TobaCto
over 300 lb 29.0031.00,
3Bit +s US 2-3 306500 in
Wal-Mart
teaching young people in Sun- Wendy's
Sheep 25, slaughter lambs 3.00 lower,
168 16%A Boars 2600-27002590 under 300 lbs.
other classes un tested;slaughter Iambs
day School.

schoolmates in Murray State.
They have two children, Linda
who is married to Dr. Larry
Blair of the faculty here, and a
son Pat Wear II, Cincinnati.
He is idolized by his children.
Linda says he is the 'pocornpoppinest papa, and the best
tennis player in Berea.'
"I must not fail to speak of
his religious beliefs and his
devotion to his church. He is
an elder in the Berea Christian
Church, a position he takes
most seriously. Wherever he
has lived, he has taught since
his first college years, a Sunday School class. For at least
a dozen years he has taught an
adult class in his church here,
a class known as The Pat
Wear Class.' It is a very
popular and well-attended
group.
". . . The high regard to
which he is held is shown by
his selection as a participant
in several overseas workshops
and study tours. In India in
1963; and Rhodesia; in Ghana,
Nigeria, Kenya and Ethopia in
1970; in Japan, Korea,
Singapore, Hong Kong and
Thailand in 1974 and in Isreal
and Jordan in 1977. He was a
member of the educational advisory group for the canceled
Afghanistan tour.
". . . Pat, you have always
known where you were going,
not only in your religion but
also in your profession and in
your family and personal life.
We salute you this afternoon
as a friend and fellow worker,
saying well done, and thank
you for what you have meant
to Berea College and its

C.

sudsy

mine is."
Lewis suggested that if the
driver believes the gauge is
faulty, it should be fixed and
the repair bill shown to the
judge.

When the speeder's caught
under these conditions, he invariably will claim "you've
got the wrong car."

By tochle Hart

Dr. Pat Wear Soars From 'Wear
Bottom'Here To Heights Afar

Keep Thot Great GM Feslitig Wah Genuine GM Ports
IIIIIIMCIF Pilre

set at 55 — the tlinuite-control
dial.
"Well, I thought it was pretty cold in here," the driver
responded meekly as Stout
handed him a ticket.
Indiana patrolman Rob•rt
Lewis remembers the man
who, after being halted on Interstate 265 in Floyd County,
explained that he had two pigs
in his trunk and had to get
them to St. Louis before they
suffocated.
There were two pigs in the
trunk but the swine hauler still
got a ticket. "Those pigs
would've have suffocated no
matter how fast he had
driven," said Lewis.
Lewis said that when a
motorist tells him "my
speedometer's not working,"
he always replie§, "Sorry,

Send all correephndence to:
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However. osly the
IMPORTANT: Contestant@ of All age. are (nutted to enter the Talent Contest.
he alisable to compete
uixxxxx between the aies of 10 and 20 inclusive .1 of October I, 1910 will
here, but my not
in the lOsetucky State Fair Yuuth Talent Contest. You may drop • me.imer lieted
101 MO MOSE THAD 5 PLIALITRIE .460 0110E1
.
add or replace • ember. IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT ACTS 51100L0
RILL
33 simetartss.
CIRCUMSTANCES RUN 1651f THAN 4 MINUTES. ANT ACT DONNING OVER 4 MINUTES
Fair Talent
SANDI INCLUDED. An official timekeeper will he present &arias the Murray-Calloway Co.
Conteet.

CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Open 7 m to 6 p,m

Moen 753-1525

Shirts 00'5' 50
Laundered and pressed
to perfection
foisted or on hangers

5/229
prices good all week,
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